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DECISION REGARDING PERMANENT STANDARDS 
FOR FINANCIAL, TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL VIABILITY, 

MODIFICATION OF DECISION (D.) 98-03-072 AND 0.97-05-040, YEAR 2000. 
COMPLIANCE BY ALL ELECTRIC SERVICE PROVIDERS, AND OTHER 

DIRECT ACCESS RELATED ISSUES 

I.. Summary 

In Decision (D.) 98-03-072, the Commission addressed various consumer 

protection issues associated with direct access. As part of the consumer 

protection safeguards, Senate Bill (SB) 477 (Stats. 1997, ch. 275) requires that all 

electric service providers (ESPs) offering electrical services to residential or small 

commercial customers provide "proof of financial viability" and "proof of 

technical and operational ability" as a precondition to registration under 

Pub.Util. Code Section 394. 1 SB 477 directed the Commission to develop uniforr.1 

standards for determining financial viability, and technical and operational 

ability, ar:td to pu.blish such standards for public comment. 0.98-03-072 proposed 

permanent standards, and adopted interim standards pending the adoption of 

permanent standards for financial viability and technical and operational ability. 

Today's decision addresses the comments regarding the proposed 

permanent standards for proof of financial viability and technical and 

operational ability. We adopt, without change, the permanent financial, technical 

and operational standards which we proposed at pages 32 to 34 of 0.98-03-072. 

However, the requirement that the ESP provide the fingerprints of all of the 

Board of Directors of a corporation seeking to become a registered ESP is 

eliminated. As a result of this change, some slight modifications have been made 

1 All code section references are to the Public Utilities Code unless otherwise stated. 
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to 0.98-03-072 and to the revised ESP Registration Application Form, which was 

attached to 0.98-03-072 as Appendix A. The permanent financial standards will 

become effective in 90 days, and the permanent technical and operational 

standards are effective immediately. 

0.97-05-040 and the revised ESP Registration Application Form are 

modified to reflect that any change in the telephone number or address of a 

registered ESP is to be reported to the Commission within five days of such a 

change. 

0.98-03-072 solicited comment on the Commission's proposal to have each 

utility distribution company (UOC) maintain a tracking system to compile the 

number of complaint calls to each UOC's customer service about ESPs. Today's 

decision directs the Energy Division and the Consumer Services Division (CSD) 

to meet with the Regulatory Complaint Resolution (RCR) forum to develop the 

parameters of what kind of ESP complaint calls should be tracked. A report with 

the proposed parameters shall then be filed with the Commission, with an 

opportunity for parties to file responses. An assigned Commissioner's ruling will 

then issue setting forth what the monitoring parameters shall be, and wh~n the 

tracking system should be implemented. 

0.98-03-072 also proposed that the Office of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) 

be responsible for evaluating and summarizing the competing service offerings 

of the ESPs, and invited comments on this proposal. The Commi;,sion authorizes 

ORA to proceed with the activities that it outlined to the C,)mmission in its 

Octoher 16, 1998 "Report.Of The Office Of Ratepayer Advocates On Methods To 

Accomplish The Consumer Education Mandates In Public Utilities Code 

§ 392.1(c) And Decision 98-03-072." Among the activities that ORA is authorized 

to pursue is a comparison matrix of the service offerings of registered ESPs. 
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The decision also modifies the Section 394.5 notice discussion in 

0.98-03-072, as well as the sample notice which appears in Appendix C of that 

decision. Instead of requiring the ESPs to set forth on the notice each recurring 

and non-recurring charge of the UOCs, the ESPs should be allowed to list the 

type of UOC charge that the customer is obligated to pay, together with a . 

statement that the total price does not include the UOC charges, and that the 

customer should look at the UOC's bill or contact the UOC to determine the exact 

amount of the UOC's charges. The Energy Oivision shall also decide whether a 

workshop should be held to address whether the Section 394.5 notice should use 

certain assumptions as part of the pricing disclosure. 

Today's decision also exempts those ESPs who are registered with the 

Commission, but who only serve medi.um to large commercial customers or 

industrial customers, from having to provide a Section 394.5 notice to the la:ger 

customer when a small commercial account is served as part of the negotiated 

contract to.supply electricity to the larger customer. 

Several of the parties commented that the discussion in 0.98-03-072 of a 

customer's right to cancel was inconsistent with the direct access tariff provision 

that was adopted in 0.97-10-087 which governs when a direct access service 

request (OASR) can be submitted. We have modified portions of 0.98-03-072 to 

clarify the time period in which a customer has a right to cancel and when a 

OASR can be submitted. Appropriate tariff changes to Sections E.(6) and G of 

Appendix A of 0.97-10-087 will have to be made to conform the tariff provisions 

to our modifications. 

The decision also addresses the Year 2000 (Y2K) computer date issue, and 

the efforts by all ESPs in California to address those problems. In Resolution 

M-4792, which was adopted on November 19, 1998, the Commission ordered all 

regulated utilities to provide information about their efforts to address the Y2K 
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problem, to provide a certification that they are Y2K compliant or ready, and to 

develop contingency plans to address any resulting Y2K problems. Since the 

ESPs are providing electric service, a service which the Legislature has 

proclaimed "is of utmost importance to the safety, health, and welfare of the 

state's citizenry and economy," the Commission orders all ESPs operating in 

California to complete the "Year 2000 Program Assessment Checklist & Survey 

For Electric Service Providers," a copy of which is attached as Appendix A, and 

to certify no later than November 1, 1999 that all of their essential service delivery 

systems are Y2K compliant or ready. 

This decision also modifies the monthly reporting of OASR activity which 

appears at page 30 of 0.97-05-040. That reporting requirement shall be extended 

through December 31, 2000. In addition, the UDCs will be required to submit to 

the Cor~lmission monthly reports on metering and billing Clcrivities. 

II. Procedural Background 

Edison Source filed a petition to intervene on April IS, 1998. Attached to 

Edison Source's petition to intervene was the "Comments of Edison Source on 

0.98-03-072 Opinion Regarding Consum~r Protection." 

New West Energy Corporation (NWE) filed a motion on April 16, 1998 

requesting permission to file its comments one day out of time. Attached to the 

motion was a copy of its proposed comments. NWE's proposed comments state 

that it previously filed a petition to intervene on March 18, 1998, but the petition 

was not addressed in 0.98-03-072. NWE renews its request that it be allowed to 

intervene as an interested party. 

No one has objected to the filing-of Edison Source's petition to intervene or 

to NWE's motion and its petition to intervene. We will grant the petition to 

intervene of Edison Source, the petition to intervene of NWE, and the motion of 

NWE to file its comments one day late. The Docket Office is directed to file the 
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"Comments of Edison Source on 0.98-03-072 Opinion Regarding Consumer 

Protection" as of April 15, 1998, and to file "New West Energy Corporation's 

Comments On Proposed Standards" as of April 16, 1998. 

On May 4, 1998, The Greenlining Institute and theLatino Issues Forum 

(Greenlining/LIF) filed a motion for leave to file reply comments. The motion 

states that they believe their reply comments have been timely submitted for 

filing because 0.98-03-072 provides that "persons may file opening comments on 

the proposed standards within 20 days from today, and reply comments within 

35 days." Greenlining/LIF have calculated the 35 days from the date 0.98-03-072 

was mailed (March 30, 1998), instead of the' date the opinion was issued 

(March 26, 1998). In the event their calculation of the filing date for reply 

comments was incorrect, Greenlining/LIF request that they be allowed to late-file 

their reply comments. No one opposed the motion ot GreE'Plin:ng/LIF. 

Greenlining/LIF incorrectly calculated the filing date for reply comments. 

Ordering paragraph 15 of 0.98-03-072 states that the reply to the opening 

comments are due "within 35 days from today." The reference to "today" 

referred to March 26, 1998, the date the Commission adopted the decision. 

However, since no one objected to the motion, and because no one would be 

prejudiced by the late-filing of their reply comments, the motion of 

Greenlining/LIF for leave to late-file their reply comments should be granted. 

The Oocket Office is directed to file the "Reply Comments By The Greenlining 

Institute And Latino Issues Forum On The Opinion Rega~ding Consumer 

Protection" as of May 4, 1998. 

The draft decision of Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) John S. Wong was 

mailed to the parties in accordance with Section 311(g). Comments were timely 

. filed by the Enron Corporation (Enron), ORA, Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

(PG&E), San Oiego Gas & Electric Company (SOG&E), and Southern California 
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Edison Company (SCE). Utility.com filed a petition to intervene on 

April 28, 1999, and attached its comments to the peti <on to intervene. The ALJ 

granted the oral request of Green Mountain Energy Resources, L.LC. (Green 

Mountain) to late file its comments on April 30, 1999. On May 4, 1999, the 

California Energy Commission (CEC) filed a motion to accept its comments for 

late filing. Reply comments were timely filed by Green Mountain, ORA, PG&E, 

SDG&E and SCE. 

The petition to intervene of Utility.com states that it is a registered ESP, 

and that it was not incorporated until November 2, 1988, after 0.98-03-072 had 

been issued. Utility.com states that it has a material interest in the outcome of 

this proceeding because its business will be affected by the terms and conditions 

set forth in the draft decision. We will grant the petition to intervene of 

Utility.com, and direct the Docket Office to filet!w "Corr,ments In The Above 

Captioned Proceeding Regarding The Draft Decision Of ALJ Wong Mailed 

4/8/99 by Utility.com" as of April 28, 1999. 

The CEC's motion states that due to the unavatlability of the only CEC 

attorney assigned to matters involving the Commission, it was unable to timely 
. . 

file its comments. The CEC states that given the nature of this proceeding and 

the minimal delay in filing, the CEC believes that no party will suffer harm or 

adversity as a result of its late submission. Since the CEC has limited its 

comments to two narrow issues, and because its comments were submitted 

before the ALJ considered. the comme~ts, we will grant the CEC's motion. The 

Docket Office is directed to file the "Comments Of The California Energy 

Commission On Draft Decision Regarding Permanent Standards, And Other 

Direct Access Related Issues" as of May 4, 1999. 

We have considered the comments and reply comments to the draft 

decision, and have made appropriate changes. To the extent the comments 
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reargue positions set forth by the parties in earlier pleadings, we have ignored 

them. 

III. Issues Raised By The Parties 

A. Introduction 

In 0.98-03-072, the Commission provided an opportunity for interested 

parties to file opening and reply comments in four discrete areas. The first area 

was on the proposed final standards for proof of financial viability and proof of 

technical and operational ability. Second, comments were invited on the 

proposal to have ORA establish and maintain a matrix of competing service 

offerings. Third, comments were soliCited on the proposal to have the UOCs 

collect data on the number ot'calls to their customer service centers regarding 

complaints against ESPs. And fourth, comments VJere invited on how prices can 

be expressed in the Section 394.5 notice while providing consumers with 

sufficient information to compare alternatives. (0.98-03-072, pp. 79, 136-137.) 

Some of the parties who filed comments have taken our invitation to 

submit comments as an opportunity to revisit other issues that have previously 

been decided in 0.98-03-072 and in 0.97-10-087. These issues include the costs 

associated with ESP registration, suspension of the ESP's registration, the 

issuance of public alerts, and electronic data interchange standards. Since the 

Commission has already considered and addressed the issues, the Commission 

will not revisit them. 

There are certain other issues which merit further discussion because they 

help clarify prior Commission decisions. These issues are discussed towards the 

end of this decision. 
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B. Financial, Technical And Operational Standards 

1. Introduction 

In accordance with SB 477, the Commission issued for comment its 

proposal for permanent financial viability standards, and technical and 

operational standards. Pursuant to Sections 394(a)(9) and 394(a)(1), the public 

was provided with an opportunity to comment on the proposed standards, as 

reflected in the position of the parties below. 

2. Financial Viability Standards 

a. Position Of The Parties 

The California Competition Network (CCN)~ supports the 

concept chat every registered ESP must post a minimum security deposit, and 

that the security deposit should be capped a;: some reasonable level. CCN 

believes that the financial viability of the ESP should be proportional to the 

amounf of electric power and any deposits the ESP must cover. CCN also 

believes that the Commission should mandate the use of liability insurance 

instead of requiring a cash deposit or a financial guarantee bond. 

NWE states that it is an ESP that is active in marketing 

electric services in California. Although NWE endorses the need for basic 

consumer protection and the imposition of tools to prevent and weed out 

unscrupulous ESPs, NWE feels that the Commission needs to "be cognitive of the 

need to strike a balance between measures that are designed to protect 

~ Thf' following meml~ers of CCN joined in the comments: CellNet Data Systems, Christian 
Energy, Eastern Pacific Energy, Keystone Energy, School Project for Utility Rate Reduction, 
PowerCom, and Utilisis. 
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consumers and the imposition of too much regulation." (NWE Comments, p. 2.) 

NWE believes that many of the standards adopted in 0.98-03-072 are 

unnecessary, and inhibit choice and innovation. Instead of establishing a 

competitive marketplace for electricity, NWE feels that unnecessary barriers to 

competition are being created. 

NWE contends that the only monetary risk to residential 

and small consumers is the potential loss of any deposit or up-front payment 

held by the ESP. NWE believes that such a risk can be eliminated by requiring 

customer deposits and upfront payments to be held in customer trust accounts. 

In a letter dated April 28, 1998 to Commissioner Richard 

. Bilas, Energy Suppliers of America (ESA) expressed concern about the deposit 

requirement. ESA states that the proposed requirement of $25,000 for 

250 customers is {l financial burden for many of the small ESPs. ESA contends 

th:1t it is "next to impossible" for a small business to come up with the $25,000 

bond requirement, and that such a requirement will force the small ESPs out .of 

the marketplace. 

ESA also contends "that it is impossible for an ESP to cheat 

. any consumer because market forces specify that no consumer will give any ESP 

a cash deposit." In addition, ESA asserts that since the utility is the entity that 

will do the metering and billing for the ESPs, the ESP will not receive any money 

until after the customer has paid the utility. 

Although SDG&E did not comment on the specific level of 

the security deposit, it recognizes that there needs to be a balance between the 

need to maximize competition by reducing barriers to competition, and the need 

to protect small consumers. SDG&E believes that alternatives to the security 

deposit should be explored in greater detail, such as the customer trust account. 

SDG&E cautions that if such an approach is used, the: 
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"trust account must be developed using generally accepted 
banking and accounting procedures; that it be easily 
administered and uniform among ESPs; that the operating 
costs of the account are borne by the ESP desiring this method 
of securing performance; and that a customer can readily 
access those funds to which it is lawfully entitled." 

SOG&E agrees with 0.98-03-072 that the terms and conditions of the trust 

account need to be approved by the Commission's General Counsel. (See 

0.98-03-072, p. 31, G.P. 9(c)(1).) 

Commonwealth Energy Corporation (Commonwealth) 

agrees that ESPs should be perrnitted to place customer deposits in a deposit 

trust account. Commonwealth contends that such an account would allow the 

ESP to access funds to pay any amou.nt owed by the customer to the ESP. 

Commonwealth also recommends that once an ESP ha~~ 

operated fur one y.?::"tr with .It least 10,000 customers and without evidenct: of dn)' 

material difficulties :n billing in the second half of the year, or any late payment 

of material obligations, that the security requirement for the ESP should be lifted 

because the ESP has demonstrated its financial viability. 

Commonwealth also recommends that the Commission 

take steps to determine under what circumstances the financial security deposit 

or bond can be used. Commonwealth believes that the Commission should 

foreclose the security only in those situations where there are adjudicated, 

unsatisfied claims by customers of an ESP, and there is a substantial risk that the 

claims will not be satisfied due to: (1) the ESP declaring bankruptcy or being put 

into involuntary bankruptcy; or (2) the ESP ceasing to do business without 

transferring its customers to the UOC or another ESP. The Commission also 

needs to determine how it will distribute the proceeds of the security to injured 

customers of the ESP. 

- 11 -
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Commonwealth and Enron recommend that the 

Commission accept other forms of security which are the functional equivalents 

of a performance bond, cash security deposit, or trust account. Such instruments 

as a standby letter of credit, segregated accounts, pledged accounts, payment 

bond certificates, or other devices which allow adequate recourse, should be 

accepted. 

Although Enron does not necessarily believe that a deposit 

of $25,000 up to $100,000 will provide significant consumer protection, Enron 

does not object to this requirement. Enron suggests that because end-use 

customers only need assurances that their service deposits and prepayments are 

safe, that the Commission could require that all precollected customer money be 

held in customer trust accounts. Such accounts should limit the use of the monev 

for specified purposes, w"hile ensuring that the funds are safely held on beha1i of 

the cus tomer. 

Green Mountain and Edison Source request that the 

Commission clarify the term "performance guarantee bond" or "financial 

guarantee bond," as those terms are used at pages 31 and 35 of D.98-03-072. 

They request that the Commission make clear that ESPs be allowed to meet the 

deposit requirement with any of the following: (1) cashiers check; (2) 

performance or payment bonds; (3) corporate guarantee; or (4) a bank letter of 

credit or stand-by letter of credit. Green Mountain also requests that the 

Commission identify the staff members who will be responsible for coordinating 

compliance with the financial viability requirements. 

Edison Source describes a payment bond as a guarantee 

from a bonding company to a second party to pay an obligation incurred by a 

third party up to the amount required by the security deposit. 

-12 -
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Edison Source describes a corporate guarantee as "an 

instrument containing a promise by a corporation to pay an obligation owed to a 

second party in the event a third party does not pay." Edison Source suggests 

that the Commission adopt a minimum credit rating for the corporation that is 

guaranteeing the security deposit, such as a credit rating that is the equivalent of 

what is contained in Section S.(2)(a) of Appendix A of 0.97-10-087. 

The standby letter of credit is described by Edison Source 

as a letter from a commercial bank which allows a second party to draw against 

funds provided by the bank in the event the third party does n:. I: pay an . 

obligation. Edison Source points out that the creditworthiness of the bank needs 

to be considered if a letter of credit is used. 

Commonwealth also raised the issue of what happens 

when' a custom~r.of UDC wants to switch service to an ESP which requires a 

deposit. If the UOC is still holding the customer's deposit, the customer who is 

switching will have to put up a second deposit with the ESP until the UOC 

returns the customer's deposit. Commonwealth recommends that when a 

customer changes service to an ESP which offers consolidated billing and 

requires a deposit, that the Commission order the UOC to transfer the customer's 

deposit to the ESP's deposit trust account. 

ORA supports the recommendation of Commonwealth to 

require the UOC to transfer ar.y customer deposit to a deposit trust account held 

by an ESP which offers full consolidated billing. However, if the customer owes 

money to the UOC for a past due amount, and the amount is not the subject of a 

complaint with the Commission, ORA states that the UOC should be allowed to 

draw from the customer's deposit in the amount of the past due bill, thus 

transferring only the net deposit to the ESP. 

-13 -
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PG&E contends that Commonwealth's recommendation 

regarding customer deposits is contrary to the direct access tariff provision 

governing deposits. PG&E states that upon the establishment of a customer's 

creditworthiness, it will refund the customer's security deposit upon request. 

PG&E points out that there are other problems with Commonwealth's 

recommendation, such as ensuring that the deposit is used to pay outstanding 

electricity bills, and calculating the interest earned on the deposit. PG&E also 

states that if Commonwealth's proposal is adopted, mechanisms would have to 

be developed to ensure that individual customers are made aware of, and agree 

to, the transfer of their deposits to a third party. 

SOG&E contends that Commonwealth's recommendation 

to transfH customer deposits will result in customer confusion. and is contrary to 

existing t..uiff provisions regarding the return of sec:urity deposits. Such a 

requirement would also force the UDCs to be aware of what kind of security 

deposits each UOC requires. 

In the proposed decision which led up to the issuance of 

0.98-03-072, it was proposed that the security deposit be based on the number of 

customers served by an ESP and the number of kilowatt hours (kWh) sold by the 

ESP. Edison Source and Green Mountain state that to ascertain how large of a 

deposit would be needed for any given ESP, the ESPs were asked to supply 

information on the number of customers and number of kWh sold in the 

standard service plan form filing. Since 0.98-03-072 changed the method of 

determining the size of the security deposit, Edison Source, Enron, and Green 

Mountain contend that the information on the number of kWh sold is no longer 

needed. Therefore, they recommend that question 8 in the standard service plan 

form, attached to 0.98-03-072 as Appendix B, be deleted. They also contend that 

this information is confidential and proprietary, and that they do not want any 
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retail competitors or wholesale suppliers to know how many kWh they have 

sold. The ESPs point out that although the decision recognizes the commercial 

sensitivity of disclosing the number of customers reported in the standard service 

plan filing, the decision failed to explicitly recognize the sensitivity of the number 

of kWh sold. 

Greenlining/LIF state that the Commission has achieved 

an appropriate balance between the Commission's mandate to protect customers. 

and the need to refrain from imposing burdensome regulations. Greenlining/LIF 

contend that the Commission should disregard the comments of t~ose parties 

who seek to weaken the registration requirements.' Greenlining/LIF contend 

that a $25,000 bond can be obtained for no more than $500 for an adequately 

funded ESP. 

Greenlining/LIF agree with the UDCs' COL1ments that the 

requirement of a standard service agreement does not ensure that an ESP is . 

financially viable. Therefore, Greenlining/LIF believe that requiring an adequate 

bond requirement becomes even more important. They favor a deposit cap of at 

least $500,000 instead of the proposed maximum requirement of $100,000. 

ORA recommends that the financial standards for ESPs 

that collect deposits from end-use customers should be higher than for those 

ESPs which do not collect deposits. ORA points out that if the number of 

customers exceed 1000, the security deposit requirement would remain 

unchanged even though additional customer deposits would be collected. ORA 

~ Greenlining/LIF request that the Commission take official notice of the news article 
attached to its reply comments, in particular, the statement that Enron expended $5 million 
in marketing in California-and that Enron's withdrawal from the market is temporary. We 
decline to take official notice of that article because our resolution of the permanent 
financial viability standards does not rely on the contents of that article. 
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recommends that the security deposit amount for ESPs should be equal to the 

amount of customer deposits that the ESP collects from its customers. 

ORA also recommends that the Commission consider the 

establishment of a victim's trust fund for residential and small commercial 

customers, and that it be funded from the interest earned on the security 

deposits. In the event of non-performance or fraud, the victim's trust fund could 

be used to mitigate the harm to the customer. 

The Utility Reform Network (TURN) supports the 

proposed financial viability standards set forth in 0.98-03-072. TURN contends 

that the financial viability standards are needed because there is a potential for 

customers to be charged for more than what they agreed to when offered the 

service, or charged for services they never received. 

TURN is concerned, however, that the maximum security 

deposit of $100,000 will become too small as the market expands. For example, a 

customer with 1000 customers would have to post the same amount of security 

as an ESJ;' with 20,000 customers. TURN recommends that the Commission 

monitor the market, and increase the security amount as the number of 

customers switching to new providers increases. 

b. Discussion 

In 0.98-03-072, the Commission proposed the following 

permanent standard as proof of financial viability: 

"Prior to signing up and initiating a OASR request on behalf 
of any residential or small commercial customer, an ES~ will 
be required to post a minimum cash security deposit (cashier's 
check) or financial guarantee bond in the am~)Unt of $25,000 
with the Commission. In the ~1ternative, the registered ESP 
may open a customer trust account in that amount which is in' 
a format approved by the Commission's General Counsel, and 
which ensures that residential and small commercial . 
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customers have adequate recourse in the event of the ESP's 
fraud or non-performance. The deposit, bond or trust account 
shall be established when the Section 394.5 notice is first 
tendered to the Energy' Division. 

As the ESP's number of customers increase, the ESP shall be 
required to increase its security deposit in accordance with the 
following schedule: 

# of Customers 

1- 250 

251-500 

501-1000 

1001 + 

Security Deposit Amount 

$25,000 

$50,000 

$75,000 

$100,000 

The ESP will be required to in(reas<! the amount of the 
deposit, bond or trust account jn ac('orr:.ance with the schedule 
above if the number of (Ustmllers reported in the standard 
service plan filing raises the ESP to a different security 
deposit amount level. 

If a cash security deposit is posted with the Commission, any 
interest earned on the deposit would be returned to the ESP' 
on an annual basis," (0.98-03-072, pp. 32-33, footnote omitted.) 

We first address the comments which assert that requiring 

a security deposit from the ESPs will result in a financial burden, especially for 

the smaller ESPs. Although we sympathize with those entrepreneurs who want 

to minimize their up-front costs, Section 394(a)(9) is clear that "uniform standards 

for determining financial viability" are to be developed "to ensure that 
-

residential and small commercial customers have adequate recourse in the event 

of fraud or nonperformance." In addition, Section 391(g)(3) states: 

"The commission shall balance the need to maximize 
competition by reducing barriers to entry into the small retail 
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electricity procurement market with the need to protect small 
consumers against deceptive, unfair, or abusive business 
practices, or insolvency of the entity offering retail electric 
service." 

We have considered how the requirement of a security 

deposit may result in a barrier to entry for ESPs who plan to serve the residential 

and small commercial markets. The Commission noted in 0.98-03-072 that the 

posting of the security deposit would provide adequate recourse if the ESP failed 

to perform or engaged in fraud. In footnote 13 at page 32 of 0.98-03-072, the 

Commission noted that $25,000 was a reasonable starting point as a minimum 

requirement. The starting deposit of $25,000 is not a burden when one considers 

how much residential and small commercial customers could lose if an 

unscrupulous ESP tries to take advantage f)f these customers or if it fails to 

perform. Requiring the ESPs to Fost the c1epClsit will help to ensure that the ESP 

has the financial resources to operate as an ESP, and that the ESP's deposit wil! 

be at risk if the ESP fails to perform or if it defrauds its customers. Even if market 

forces prevent an ESP from collecting a deposit, as some of the commenting 

parties have suggested, the security deposit provides proof of the ESP's financial 

viability, and that adequate recourse will be available. 

As for the different security deposit amounts, this will help 

ensure that as the number of customers grow, that the customers will have 

adequate recourse in the event of fraud or nonperformance on the part of the 

ESP. Such a mechanism is consistent with Section 394(a)(9) because it takes into 

consideration the number of customers the ESP is serving, and the corresponding 

increase in the amount of electricity that the ESP provides. 

We do not agree with those parties who suggest that the 

deposit amount should be increased beyond the $100,000 level. With this level of 

deposit, and with a customer base of more than 1000, the odds that an ESP will 
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defraud its customers or fail to perform are likely to be reduced. In order to sign 

up more than 1000 customers, the ESP would probably have to spend a fair 

amount of money to market itself and provide reliable service to those customers 

on an ongoing basis. Raising the security deposit amount beyond $100,000 is 

likely to act as a barrier to competition by increasing the cost of doing business 

for ESPs, rather than to protect small consumers from deceptive, unfair, or 

insolvent ESPs. Thus, the security deposit schedule should remain the same. 

Should problems occur with ESPs who serve more than 1000 customers, we may 

revisit the $100,000 deposit ceiling as suggested by some of the parties. 

We take this opportunity to remind all registered ESPs that 

under our interim financial standards adopted in 0.98-03-072, and in the 

permanent financial standards which v{e adopt today, all registered ESPs are 

required to post the deposit or bond with the Commission "prior to signing up 

. and initiating ~ DASR on behalf of any residential or small commercial. 

customer." (0.98-03-072, pp. 32-33,35-36, Ordering Par. 5 and 16.) That means if 

an ESP is actively marketing its services to any residential or small commercial 

customer, the ESP is requit:ed to post the deposit or bond with the Commission 

before its first customer agrees to take service from the ESP or before any money 

is transferred to the ESP from the consumer. Should the Energy Division or the 

CSO determine that a registered ESP is not in compliance with our financial 

standards, we would expect the staff to initiate an appropriate process to 

suspend or revoke the ESP's registration. 

The comments have suggested that other mechanisms and 

financial instruments be permitted to establish proof of an ESP's financial 

viability. One suggestion is to require the ESP to have liability insurance instead 

of a cash deposit. It is our belief that the liability insurance approach does not 

provide customers with adequate recourse. Many insurance policies have 
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provisions which specifically exempt the insured from any liability if it engages 

in fraud. Since the financial viability requirement was established to provide 

consumers with adequate recourse in case of an ESP's fraudulent activities, the 

liability insurance approach should not be used. Another disadvantage with this 

approach is if the ESP simply goes out of business or fails to perform. The 

liability insurance is unlikely to cover the return of the customer deposits under 

such circumstances. 

Suggestions have also been made to use corporate 

guarantees or letters of credit as substitutes for a cash deposit. The use of either 

of these mechanisms would require the Commission staff to conduct some 

background investigation into evaluating the financial strength of the corporation 

guaranteeing payment for the' ESP, or the financial strength of the bank issuing 

the letter of credit. A.ls(J. such m·~chanisms do not provide the Commission and 

the ESPs' customers with a ready source of funds, i.e., adequate recourse, if the 

ESP fails to perform. 

At this time, it is our belief that the cash deposit or bond 

approach provides the best assurance that customers will have adequate 

recourse. Both of these approaches put the ESP at some financial risk for any 

consequences resulting from the ESP's wrongdoing or failure to perform. By 

requiring a deposit or bond, the ESPs are putting up a liquid asset of substantial 

worth, or purchasing a bond to guarantee the ESP's performance. The deposit or 

bond provides customers with adequate recourse from losing any customer 

deposits or advance payments that they have made to an ESP. The deposit or 

bond approach will help to screen out potential entrants that may contemplate 

some wrongdoing, and should cause an ESP to seriously evaluate whether it is 

financially capable of performing its obligations to both its customers and the 

UDC. 
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Some of the comments suggest that in lieu of having to post 

the cash deposit or bond, that all precollected monies an ESP obtains from its 

customers be deposited into a customer trust account. The Commission stated in 

0.98-03-072 that such an alternative could be used so long as the customer trust 

account is in the amount of the required security deposit amount, and in a format 

approved by the Commission's General Counsel which ensures that residential 

and small commercial customers have adequate recourse in the event of the 

ESP's fraud or non-performance. (0.98-03-072, pp. 32-33,35.) Thus, there is 

nothing to prevent the use of a customer trust account so long as it meets the 

requirements mentioned above. 

We also remain open to the use of a corporate guarantee or 

a letter of credit as proof of financial viability. However, no one has proposed all 

of the "pertinent details" hr using these kinds of mechanisms, even though Wf:~ 

requested commenting parties to do so. (See D.98-03-072, p. 34.)" In the absence 

of such details, the Commission should refrain from using these kind of 

mechanisms as a substitute for the security deposit. Parties are free to raise this 

issue again by supplying the necessary details of using such mechanisms in a 

petition to modify the relevant decisions. 

Others have 'suggested that the UDCs be ordered to 

transfer any customer deposits for electricity to the ESP when the customer elects 

to take service from the ESP. We believe that such a requirement should not be 

~ We are particularly interested in the following: (1) under what circumstances the 
Commission, customer, or ESP can gain access to the monies; (2) how the ESP registration 
unit can be assured that the corporate guarantee or letter of credit is genuine; (3) what the 
staff should do to verify that the guarantee or letter of credit is backed by a reputable and 
credit-worthy entity; and (4) whether there will be any delays in getting the corporation or 
bank to supply the necessary funds if the ESP fails to perform or defraud its customers. 
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adopted for several reasons. First, it would result in a burden on the UDC to 

track and account for the customer's deposit when the customer selects electric 

service from an ESP. For example, if the customer deposited money with PG&E 

or SDG&E, a portion of the deposit might be for gas service and the remainder 

for electric service. When the customer switches to an ESP, the UDC would have 

to separate the electric service p'Ortion from the total deposit. Another example 

of the accounting problem is if the customer owes money to the UDC .. Under 

current tariff provisions, the electric utility can use the deposit to offset the 

unpaid bill. If such a situation arose, there might not be any deposit left to 

transfer to the ESP. 

A second reason for not adopting the transfer of deposit is 

that the UDCs would have to become familiar with each ESP's deposit 

requirement, and sE::t up the procedures for the transfer and acknowledgment of 

the deposit. And finally, the third reason is that existing UDC customers have 

_ not consented to the automatic transfer of the aeposit. 

0.98-03-072 stated that a "financial guarantee bond" could 

be used to meet the security deposit requirement. (See 0.98-03-072, pp. 31, 35, 

132.) Several of the commenting parties have asked the Commission to clarify 

what kind of bond can be used as a security deposit, and suggest that the 

financial guarantee bond include the use of performance bonds and payment 

bonds. 

In 0.98-03-072 at page 31, the Commission stated that some 

of the parties had suggested the use of "a performance or financial guarantee 

bond" as a substitute for the cash se~urity deposit. However, most of the 

references in the decision refer to the bond as a financial guarantee bond. (See 

D.98-03-072, pp. 31,35, 132.) But in Ordering Paragraph 10(c)(i), the Commission 

also stated that pending approval of a customer trust account, that a "cash 
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deposit or performance bond is required." The use of the term "financial 

guarantee bond" was intended to cover both performance bonds and payment 

bonds. The use of either bond shall be permitted so long as the bond affords 

protection to residential and small commercial customers in case of the ESP's 

fraudulent practices or failure to perform. In addition, the form of the bond must 

be acceptable to the ESP Registration Unit.5 

Commonwealth requests that the Commission specify the 

kind of circumstances for which the cash security deposit or bond can be 

foreclosed. We do not disagree with the kind of circumstances that 

Commonwealth has suggested should trigger action on the security deposit. 

However, the Commission sho..lld not restrict itself at this point in time to the 

kind of events that would trigger Commission action with respect to the security 

deposit. Instead, the Commission should address each situation as it arises. This 

will give the Commission the flexibility to determine when an ESP is. engaging in 

fraud.or is failing to perform, and whether action on the sen:'·ty deposit is 

needed. 

Some of the parties suggest that since 0.98-03-072 did not 

adopt the proposal to base the security deposit on the number of kWh sold, that 

question 8 on the standard service plan form be deleted. h That question asks the 

ESP to state the average number of kWh served per month during the past six 

months for residential customers and small commercial customers. We do not 

believe that this question should be deleted. This kind of information will assist 

5 A sample bond can be found on the Commission's web site on the page that lists the 
requirements for ESPs. 

h The standard service plan from was attached to 0.98-03-072 as Appendix B. 
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the Commission in drawing conclusions about the impact of direct access on 

residential and small commercial customers. 

As for the concerns that this kind of information should 

remain confidential, we agree. In 0.98-03-072 at page 57, the Commission stated 

that the number of customers served by each ESP should not be disclosed to the 

public because th~ disclosure of such information could give its competitors an 

advantage by using those numbers to ascertain the ESP's market share. (See Pub. 

UtiI. Code Section 394.4(a).) Similarly, if the ESP's number of kWh served per 

month was disclosed, this would allow a competitor to ascertain the ESP's 

market share. 

ORA suggests that the Commission establish a victim's 

trust fund. We decline to adopt ORA's recommendation at this time. 

3. Technical And Operational Ability Star;d~~rds 

a. Position Of The Parties 

(1) In General 

SDG&E and SCE contend that 0.98-03-072 

incorrectly concludes that an ESP's execution of the UDC-ESP service agreement 

provides a basis for inferring that an ESP is technically and operationally viable. -Since no test of an ESP's technical and operational abilities are performed before 

an ESP signs the ESP-UOC service agreement, and because no credit evaluation 

of the ESP is performed by the UOC, SDG&E and SeE contend that the signed 

service agreement does not provide any information about the financial viability 

or the technical and operational abilities of the ESP. 

Green Mountain agrees with SCE and SOG&E that 

signing a UDC-ESP service agreement does not by itself show that the ESP is 

technically and operationally viable. However, if an ESP is not capable of 
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successfully completing customer data transactions with the UDC, the customer 

will never be switched to the ESP. Green Mountain believes that the market itself 

provides incentives to ensure adequate data exchange and customer service by 

unregulated, competitive entities, and the Commission should avoid duplicating 

these market mechanisms. 

SDG&E and SCE believe that the Commission 

should establish a screening process that uses specific criteria to assess-the 

operational and technical capabilities of the would-be ESP. SDG&E proposes 

that the ESPs be required to take three steps to mitigate the effects of 

unaccounted for energy (UFE). The first step would require the ESPs to have 

their scheduling coordinators (SCs) confirm with the UOC that all meters used 

for direct access are meters for which the SC has meter-reportin.g responsibility. 

~DG&E asserts that such a requirement would allow i:he UDC to verify that it is 

receiving the same usage data that the ESP's SC receives, and would curtail UFE. 

The second step would be to require the ESPs to 

demonstrate that the customers' meter data reported to the ISO by the ESPs' SCs 

correctly incorporates the appropriate UOC-specific distribution loss factors 

(DLFs) and class-specific load profiles. SOG&E contends that these adjustments 

would reflect the ESP's effort at avoiding under- or over- reporting of usage. 

SDG&E asserts that by having the Commission require ESPs to direct their SCs to 

report their loads to the UOCs on an account or meter-level basis, will 

demonstrate an ESP's technical and operational ability. 

SDG&E's recommended third step calls for the ESPs 

to abide by the Commission's standards regarding meter accuracy. SDG&E 

asserts that this will further assist in the accurate accounting of usage data. 

SOG&E states that the above three steps can be easily accommodated by an 

ESP who is technically and operationally capable. As for concerns that these 
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steps may disclose confidential business information, SOG&E contends that 

sufficient restrictions are in place that prevent a UOC from disclosing this 

information to anyone. 

SCE recommends that the screening process address 

an ESP's capabilities in the following areas: (1) electronic submission of direct 

access service requests to the UOCs; (2) retrieval of meter usage data; 

(3) reporting of aggregated usage data; (4) application of load profiles and OLFs; 

(5) bill calculation and payment processing; (6) communications with customers; 

and (7) customer complaint handling. 

SCE also recommends that the direct access tariffs 

be modified to require an ESP to satisfy the creditworthiness, electronic data 

exchange, and compliance testing for metering 3nd billing requirements that are 

in Section 0 of the direct access tariff before the ESP is allowed to sign the service 

agreement.7 SCE also recommends that the ESP be required to have the ability to 

communicate the ESP's aggregated usage to the UOC for verification purposes at 

the same time it communicates that data to the SC. 

SCE agrees with SOG&E's recommendation .that 

ESPs should be required to provide a plan to mitigate UFE as a means to 

demonstrate technical and operational ability. SCE contends that without a 

reconciliation process for data reported by the ESPs to their SCs and the ISO, 

against data reported to the UOCs, the potential for UFE increases. SCE asserts 

that this will cause UFE to be spread across to all consumers, and will reduce the 

7 SeE contends that the creditworthiness and the metering and billing compliance testing 
requirements are of limited value. The creditworthiness requirement only addresses the 
protection of the UDC's revenue and is not a determination of an ESP's financial viability. 
The metering and billing compliance testing is only required if an ESP offers consolidated 
ESP billing. 
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integrity of the market as a whole. SCE therefore recommends that the following 

additional language be added: 

lithe ESP must demonstrate the ability to communicate to the 
UDC, at the same time it communicates to its Scheduling 
Coordinator, the ESP's aggregate usage and warrant to the 
UDC it will provide such information for verification 
purposes. " . 

In its reply comments, Commonwealth takes issue 

with SDG&E's efforts to include schedule coordination as proof of an ESP's 

technical and operational abilities. Commonwealth contends that SDG&E's 

proposal to require ESPs to mitigate the effects of UFE is an issue that is not 

related to the protection of consumers from unfair marketing practices, or an 

issue about technical or operational capabilities. Instead, UFE is an issue that the 

ISO needs to address, and that both the I{ule 22 w0rking group and the Data 

Quality dnd Integrity Working Group (DQI\NG) a~'e addressing the UFE issue. 

Commonwealth also contends that given the minuscule amount of energy that 

ESP$ are currently scheduling, that UFE will not be a material issue until the ESPs 

schedule a significant portion of the energy. Commonwealth therefore 

recommends that the issue of UFE be addressed by the working groups that are 

studying the issue. Commonwealth also recommends that the Commission issue 

guidelines to the effect that UFE costs should not fall disproportionately on the 

ESPs who serve residential and small commercial customers. 

Green Mountain and ORA also po: n'~ out that the 

DQIWG is specifically addressing the issue of UFE. Green Mountain and ORA 

recommend that the Commission refrain from deciding what specific UPE 

mitigation measures should be required until the Commission can address the 

proposals of the DQIWG. 
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NWE argues that requiring extensive information 

on the background and experience of an ESP's key operational personnel is 

unnecessary because protections are already in place through the licensing of SCs 

by the ISO, and through the MSP and MDMA certification procedures. 

Enron seeks to clarify what is meant by the terms 

"key" technical and operational personnel, and "primary responsibility." Enron 

proposes that only the single lead employee be identified, i.e., the Chief of 

Operations for each ESP, along with a description of that employee's 

qualifications and experience. Enron asserts that the Chief of Operations is the 

key employee who undertakes the daily responsibilities for technical and 

operational competency. By identifying this single key employee, Enron 

contends there will be a clear point of contact and assurance that this senior 

employee possesses th~ necessary qualifications. Enron states that th~ other 

employees at levels and ranks below the Chief of Operations, are far more likely. 

to be routinely added and subtracted over time. By reducing the number of 

personn~l that have to be listed, the administrative burden will be lessened. 

(2) Fingerprint Requirement 

Commonwealth, Enron, and Green Mountain 

contend that the fingerprint requirement is a major burden and should be 

eliminated. Commonwealth asserts that if a person with a criminal record 

wanted to. enter the market as an ESP, that person could easily avoid detection by 

setting up a holding company, and hire persons with clean criminal records as 

officers and directors of the ESP. Under the current requirement, o.nly those 

officers and directors would have to submit fingerprints. 

Green Mountain states that the requirement to. 

pro.vide the fingerprints of all officers and directors is extremely inco.nvenient. 

Since senio.r co.mpany o.fficials also have to disclose any felony convictions, the 
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fingerprint requirement seems onerous. In addition, Green Mountain asserts that 

the fingerprint requirement is not required for other industries, and the proce . .,s is 

open to fraud because the fingerprinting will be done in private. Green 

Mountain recommends that if the fingerprint requirement is retained, that the 

Commission only require fingerprints of the company officers. Green Mountain 

asserts that it is often more difficult to contact and coordinate with the directors 

of the company, and the directors tend to be less involved in the day-to-da) 

operations of the company. 

Enron contends that 0.98-03-072 indicated that the 

fingerprints will be used to determine if any of the company's officers or 

directors have felony convictions. Enron points out that because this kind of 

question is already a part of the ESP registration form, the fingerprint 

requirement is unnecessary", duplicative, and should be dropped. Enrol" states 

that if anyone fails to disclose such a conviction, the Commission has the ability 

to impose severe penalties. 

(3) Other Registration-Related Issues 

ORA recommends that because some ESPs may 

limit their activities to a certain area, that the ESP registration application form be 

changed to allow an ESP to specify its target market in more detail. ORA 

proposes that this change be accommodated by adding lines 14.c and 14.d on the 

form. Line 14.c could be a check box for "other customers," followed by an a'.i 

for the ESP to specify what is meant by "other customers." For line 14.d, a check 

box could be added for an "other" geographic area, followed by an area for the 

ESP to specify what other areas it plans to serve, e.g., a city or county. 

ORA agrees with t~e Commission's conclusion in 

0.98-03-072 that Section 394(a) requires ESPs serving residential and small 

commercial customers operating anywhere in California, including in the service 
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territories of municipally owned utilities, to register with the Commission. ORA 

believes, however, that the decision needs to be clarified to make clear that all 

sections of SB 477 apply to these ESPs. 

The first clarification that ORA seeks is that the 

Commission should informally resolve all complaints involving ESPs regardless 

of the service territory of the customer. In addition, ORA contends that the 

Commission should handle any formal complaints against an ESP from 

customers inside the municipal utility's service territory. However, in order to 

conserve resources, a customer should not be able to file a formal complaint with 

the Commission and another with the municipal utility. 

The second clarification is that the ESPs who are 

operating in the service territory of a municipally owned utility should be 

permitted to peg its price to the' local municipal utility's energy or commodity 

price. ORA also suggests that other aspects of the Section 394.5 notice should be 

eliminated as well, such as a description of the legislatively mandated charges. 

The third clarification that ORA seeks is whether an 

ESP that operates entirely. within the municipal utility's service territory should 

be required to have a UOC agreement with the municipal utility or with the 

nearest utility distribution company. 

The Energy Division has recommended that any 

registered ESP which changes its telephone number or address notify the 

Commission immediately of such a change, instead of allowing the ESP to report 

the change within 60 days. 

b. Discussion 

In 0.98-03-072, the Commission proposed the following 

permanent standards for proof of technical and operational ability: 
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1/(1) Before an ESP may apply for an ESP registration number, 
and for those ESPs who have already received an ESP 
registration number, the ESPs are required to provide the 
Energy Division with a signed copy of their UDC-ESP service 
agreements for each UDC in whose service territory the ESP 
plans to do business. 

*** 
1/(3) -The ESP registration application form shall contain a 
section which requests the applicant to name the key technical 
and operational personnel, their titles, and a description, 
including the time period, each key person's experience in the 
sale, procurement, metering, and billing of energy services or 
similar products. If someone other than the ESP will be doing 
the metering or billing on behalf of the ESP, the names of the 
companies providing those services and their experience shal1 
be disdl'sed as well. If the appl.iGmt has been authorized by 
the California ISO to act as an SC, this requirement is "waived. 
The ESP who has been authorized as an SC shall submit a 
('Jpy of ~uch authorization as part" of the ESF registration 
application form_ 

1/(4) Each registered ESP is required to submit a copy of its 
Section 394.5 notice to the Energy Division" when the ESP signs 
up its first customer or when the first standard service plan 
filing of the ESP is due, whichever is earliest. 

1/(5) Each ESP is required to submit a copy of all of its SC 
agreements or a signed declaration from each SC with which it 
has an agreement and which states that the ESP has entered 
into a SC agreement with the ESP. The copy or declaration 
shall be submitted to the Energy Division on or before the date 
when the ESP signs up its first customer. If the ESP is an SC 
authorized by the California ISO, this requirement is waived." 
(0.98-03-072, pp. 32-34.) 

The (~ommission adopted interim standards for proof of 

technical and operational ability that were substantially similar to the proposed 

permanent standards. 
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We first address the comments which contend that the 

requirement of a signed UOC-ESP service agreement does not provide proof of . 
the ESP's technical and operational abilities. The UOC-ESP service agreement 

cannot be viewed in isolation. Instead, the service agreement must be examined 

in light of the requirements imposed by the agreement, as well as the other kinds 

of information a prospective ESP must supply to the Commission. 

0.98-03-072 recognizes that the execution of the UOC-ESP 

service agreement is not the sole criterion for determining viability. At page 27 of 

the decision, the Commission notes that a prospective ESP, in order to meet its 

obligations under the UOC-ESP service agreement, would need certain skills. 

The UOC-ESP service agreement, a copy of which was attached to 0.97-10-087 as 

Appendix B, stntes in pertinent part in Section 1: 

"Thi~, Agreement is a legally binding contract. The Parties 
named in this Agreement are bcund by the terms set forth 
herein and otherwise incorporated herein by reference. This 
Agreement shall govern the business relationship between the 
Parties hereto by which ESP shall offer electrical energy 
services, including, but not limited to, account maintenance 
and billing services, electrical meter installation, meter reading 
services and/ or any other services that may be approved by 
the California Public Utilities Commission ('CPUC') in Direct' 
Access transactions with customers in UOC's service territory 
('Direct Access Services')." 

The service agreement also provides that each party 

"represents that it is and shall remain in compliance with all applicable laws and 

tariffs, including applicable CPUC requirements." (0.97-10-087, App. B, Section 

2.) The applicable laws and tariffs include all of the direct access-related 

decisions and tariffs that the Commission has approved. These decisions and 

. tariffs cover many different technical and operational criteria that the ESP must 

abide by, including such things as: (1) registering with the Commission; 
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(2) satisfying the UDC credit-worthiness requirements; (3) satisfying the 

applicable electronic data exchange requirements for communicating with the 

UDC; (4) if the ESP provides, installs, reads, or services meters, complying with 

all the various meter-related requirements; (5) complying with the DASR process, 

including independent verification of the customer's election to ~witch, and 

furnishing the Section 394.5 notice to the prospective customer; and 

(6) complying with all billing-related requirements. As stated in the UDC-ESP 

service agreement, the ESPrepresents that it is and shall remain in compliance 

with all applicable Commission requirements. 

In order for the Commission's ESP Registration Unit to detect 

whether an ESP can fulfill its responsibilities under the UDC-ESP service 

agreern~nt, the ESP registration application form requires the prospective ESP to: 

"name the key technical and operaticnal per~(' .1n.~1, their ~.i::le::; 
and a description, including the time period, or each key 
person's experience in the sale, procurement, metering, and 
billing of energy services or similar products. If someone 
other than the ESP will be doing the metering or billing on 
behalf of the ESP, the names of the companies providing those 
services and their experience shall be disclosed as well." 

Thus, the summary of an ESP's key technical and operational 

personnel, together with the signed UDC-ESP service agreement, are designed to 

provide the Commission with a level of assurance that the ESP possesses the 

necessary technical and operational abilities to operate as an ESP. Furthermore, 

the requirement that the ESPs supply a copy of all of its SC agreements or a 

signed declaration from each SC which states the ESP has entered into an 

agreement with it, provides furt.her assurance of the technical and operational 

abilities of the ESP because of.. obligations and requirements imposed on the 

ESP by the SC. 
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The UOC is not obligated to ask a prospective ESP before 

signing an ESP IUOC service agreement for proof that the ESP has the necessary 

technical and operational abilities. That task is to be determined by the 

Commission staff based on an evaluation of the materials submitted by the 

prospective ESP. We do expect, however, that if an ESP is in default of the 

ESP IUOC service agreement, that the UOC will take the necessary steps in 

accordance with the agreement, and to make any needed service changes as 

required by the direct access tariff. 

We next turn to Enron's comments that the Commission 

clarify what is meant by the terms "key" technical and operational personnel, 

and "primary responsibility." Those terms are mentioned in 0.98-03-072 at 

pages 28 and 33 and at page 4 of Appe,ndix A. 

Our reference to those two terms WilS explained :n footnote 12 

of 0.~8-03-072 as follows: 

"The reference to 'key personnel' means those individuals 
who have the primary responsibility for the day-to-day 
responsibility for the technical and operational aspects of the 
business. It is not our intent to have an ESP list every single 
employee that is involved in these aspects of the business." 

Thus, those persons who are in charge of the overall technical 

and operational aspects, and those responsible for overseeing the day-to-day 

activities related to the technical and operational aspects of the business, are to ~e 

listed on item 16 of the ESP registration application form. We disagree with 

Enron's proposal that only the single lead employee be identified. Instead, the 

management and key supervisory personnel who are responsible for the overall 

and day-to-day activities are to be disclosed. By providing this kind of 

information, the ESP Registration Unit can develop an understanding about the 
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scope of the ESP's operations, and whether the ESP's key employees possess the 

necessary technical and operational abilities. 

The next issue to address are the various technical and 

operational standards that SDG&E and SCE propose be adopted for registered 

ESPs. SDG&E recommends that the Commission require the ESPs to have their 

SCs confirm with the UDCs that all meters used for direct access are meters for 

which the SC has meter-reporting responsibility. In addition, SDG&E 

recommends that the ESPs demonstrate that their customer meter data reflect the 

appropriate UDC-specific DLFs and class-specific load profiles by requiring the 

ESPs to direct the SCs to report their loads to the UDCs. We do not believe that 

such a proposal is necessary. In Section 18.1 of the UDC-ESP service agreement, 

the following is provided for: 

"The ESP represents and warr~mts t~,at f.')r' euth GT its 
Customers, and at all times during wl1ich it provides Direct 
Access services as an Energy Service Provider, the ESP shall 
completely, accurately, and in a timely manner account for 
each of its Customer's loads with a duly authorized 
Scheduling Coordinator. Load data not accounted for in this 
manner may provide grounds for termination of this 
Agreement. For verification purposes only, the UDC shall 
have complete access to the identity of the Scheduling 
Coordinator and the load data provided to it by the ESP. Such 
information is to remain confidential, and shall not be 
disclosed to any unauthorized person." 

The provision above accomplishes some of what SDG&E is 

trying to achieve. Since the UDC has the right to verify the customer load data 

that the ESP reports to the SC, the UDC can determine the usage data that the 

ESP is reporting to the SC. Although the UDC is not in a position to verify what 

the SC is reporting to the ISO, the UDC-ESP service agreement requires the ESP 

to retain its records supporting the accuracy of the meter data that it reports to 

the SC. 
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The Commission noted in 0.97-12-090 that much of the 

customer usage information will occur between the SCs and the ISO, and that 

regulatory jurisdiction over these entities resides with the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (FERC). The Commission went on to state: 

liTo ensure the data quality and integrity of the information 
that the SCs communicate to the ISO, the parties will have to 
rely on the provisions contained in the ISO and SC 
agreement." (0.97-12-090, pp. 17-18.) 

If there are data quality and integrity problems of the sort that 

SOG&E has raised, the Commission recognized that other ESPs and the UDCs, 

and ultimately the end-use customers will have to pay for these kinds of 

problems. In order for the ESP and UDC service offerings to remain competitive, 

market pressures will force the ISO to address tbe data reconciliation issues that . 

SOG&E has rflised. Since it is the FEl~C and the ISO that have responsibility over . . 

the SCs, the Commission should defer to the ISO to develop solutions to any 

account reconciliation problems that may exist. 

As the comments of some of the parties note, the Commission 

authorized the OQIWG to evaluate the gaps or problems areas concerning direct 

access information exchanges, including UFE, and to develop recommendations 

for the Commission's use as well as the ISO. (0.97-12-090, p. 25.) The UOCs have 

also reported on this issue as required by Ordering Paragraph 9 of 0.97-10-086. 

Any action on UFE issues should be deferred until we have an opportunity to 

address the reports on UFE. Therefore, we decline to adopt SOG&E's 

recommendation that the Commission require the ESP's to have their SCs 

confirm with the UOCs which meters the SCs are responsible for, and to report 

their loads. 

SOG&E's other proposal is to have the ESPs abide by the 

Commission's standards regarding meter accuracy. As discussed earlier, the 
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UOC-ESP service agreement obligates the ESP to comply "with all applicable 

laws and tariffs, including applicable CPUC requirements." (0.97-10-087, App. B, 

Section 2.1.) In the various decisions which addressed the meter standards, the 

Commission made clear that these standards apply to all ESPs. (See 0.97-10-087, 

App. A, p. 1; 0.97-12-048, pp. 54-55; 0.98-12-080, p. 103.) Since the Commission 

has already imposed the meter standards on the ESPs, no additional steps need 

to be taken by the Commission. If the UOC suspects t~at an ESP is not adhering 

to the meter standards, it can take action according to the terms of its tariff and 

the UOC-ESP service agreement. 

We turn next to SCE's recommendations, which propose to 

screen an ESP's capabilities to perform various direct access-related transactions 

before an ESP would be allowed to re~istel with the Commission. SCE's 

recommendations would essentially test the prospective ESP in various f~cets of 

the day-to-day activities that an ESP would normally engage in. Although these 

kinds of daily activities would require an ESp·to have the necessary technical and 

operational skills to perform them, we do not believe that the Legislature 

intended that a prospective ESP would have to demonstrate that level of detail 

before being allowed to register as an ESP. Instead, the signed UOC-ESP service 

agreement, information about the key personnel responsible for the technical and 

operational aspects of the business, the Section 394.5 notice, and the ESP's 

agreement with its SCs, will provide the proof necessary to determine whether 

the prospective ESP has the technical and operational abilities to operate as a 

registered ESP. Therefore, SCE's recommendations should not be adopted. 

Some of the parties who commented believe that the 

fingerprint requirement is too burdensome, and that if someone really wanted to 

avoid the requirement, that the person could devise ways to do so. 
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We believe the fingerprint requirement serves a useful 

purpose by screening out those persons who are planning to defraud consumers. 

The requirement is a mechanism which is designed to protect residential and 

small commercial customers as intended by the Legislature. (See Pub. Util. Code 

Section 391.) When one balances the need to maximize competition by reducing 

barriers to entry, with the need to protect small consumers against deceptive, 

unfair, or abusive business practices, the fingerprint requirement is not an undue 

barrier to entry given the Legislature's expressed intent to protect small 

consumers. 

We have considered Green Mountain's comment that if the 

fingerprint requirement is retained, that only the fingerprints of company officers 

should be required. That comment makes practical sense. Since the directors of 

corporations tend to be less involv"ed in the day-to-day operations of the 

compa'1Y than the company's employees, the fingerprint requirement can be 

quite burdensome in terms of coordinating the requirement with multiple 

directors of the company. In addition, we are not persuaded that requiring 

fingerprints of all the Board of Directors of a "corporation will yield much in the 

way of results. Therefore, we will eliminate the fingerprint requirement for all 

directors of a corporation who wants to register as an ESP.H However, Item 20 of 

the ESP registration application form will continue to apply to all of the directors 

of a corporate entity.'! 0.98-03-072 needs to be modified accordingly. 

8 Ordering Paragraph lO.f) of D.98-03-072 does not need to be modified because that 
provision applied to all ESPs who received an ESP registration number on or before March 
26, 1998. 

~ Item 20 of the form asks t!1e applicant to answer the following two questions: (1) "Has the 
registrant or any of the general partners or corporate officers or director of the company or 
limited liability company managers or officers ever been convicted of any felony?" (2) 
"Within the last ten years, have any of these persons had any civil, criminal, or regulatory 

Footnotc COIltillllCd 0/1 IlCxt pnge 
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We also clarify that the fingerprint requirement is to be 

performed by a law enforcement agency, or other person which is qualified to 

provide fingerprint services. A person shall be deemed qualified if he or she has 

completed a course of instruction in the taking of fingerprints from a law 

enforcement agency or a college or university. The ESP registrant shall provide 

the name and address of the entity or person which provided the fingerprint 

services, and the date of which that service was performed. 

Since the issuance of D.98-03-072, we have noticed several 

ways in which Item 20 and 21 of the ESP Registration Application Form 

(D.98-03-072, App. A) can be clarified. Item 20 should be rephrased to make clear 

that the item applies to all corporate directors, as well as to all members of the 

limited liability company. Item 2] should be rephrased to make clear that the 

.fingerprint requirement also applies to all members, managers and officers of a 

limited liability company. Therefore, the first question in Item 20 of the ESP 

Registration Application Form should be modified to the following: 

"Has the registrant, or any of the general partners, or 
corporate officers or directors, or limited liability company 
members, managers, and officers, ever been convicted of any 
felony?" 

Item 21 of the ESP Registration Application Form should be 

modified to the following: 

"Provide a full set of fingerprints of: (1) if a sole 
proprietorship, the registrant; (2) if a partnership, all general 
partners; (3) if a corporation, all corporate officers; and (4) if a 
limited liability company, all of the members, managers and 

---------------------------_ .. __ .. _ ... _-_._-_.-
sanctions imposed against them pursuant to any state or federal consumer protection law 
or regulation?" (0.98-02-072, App. A, p. 5.) 
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officers. Use the fingerprint cards included with this 
application. Additional fingerprint cards may be obtained 
from the Commission. The fingerprints shall be performed by 
a law enforcement agency, or other person which is qualified 
to provide fingerprint services. The ESP registrant shall also 
provide the name and address of the entity or person which 
provided the fingerprint services, and the date on which the 
service was provided." 

0.98-03-072 should also be modified by deleting the first ful] 

sentence which appears at the top of page 18 of that decision and replacing it 

with the following: 

"In order to enable the background checks contemplated by 
the legislation and to verify the accuracy of information 
supplied by registrants, we will require all ESPs to proYicle to 
the Commission a full set of fingerprints of: (1) if a sole 
propr~etorshjp, the registrant; (2) if a partnership, all general 
partnc'_'s; (3) if a corporation, all corporate offkers; or (4) if c! 
limited liability company, all members, managers and officers. 
The fingerprints shall be performed by a law enforcement 
agency, or other person which is qualified to provide 
fingerprint services. A person shall be deemed qualified if he 
or she has completed a course of instruction in the taking of 
fingerprints from a law enforcement agency or a college or 
university. The ESP registrant shall also provide the name 
and address of the entity or person which provided the 
fingerprint services, and the date on which the service was 
provided." 

We will direct the Energy Division to make the above changes 

to the ESP Registration Application Form, and to make these changes on the 

Commission's web site. ' 

We now turn to ORA's recommendation that the ESP 

registration application form be changed to allow an ESP to specify its target 

market in more detail. We do not believe that Item 14 of the form needs to be 

changed. Item 14.c. allows the prospective ESP to check whether it plans to serve 
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residential customers, small commercial customers, or other customer classes. 

Item 14.d. asks the prospective ESP to check the .box or boxes which best describe 

the geographic area in which the ESP plans to offer service. The four geographic 

areas that the ESP can choose are: statewide; central California counties; northern 

California counties; or southern California counties. In addition, Item 14.a. 

provides space for the prospective ESP to describe the electrical services the ESP 

plans to offer. These three items provide a prospective ESP with sufficient 

flexibility to describe its target market in more detail if it chooses to do so. 

We now address ORA's request that the Commission make 

clear that all sections promulgated by SB 477 apply to the ESPs operating in the 

service territories of municipally owned utilities. 

a is clear from a reading of S8 477 that some of the stat.utory 

provisions of that l~gislation apply to ESPs who serve customers in the service 

territories of the municipally-owned utilities. However, SB 477 has delegated 

many of the details of direct access to the governing boards of the municipal 

utilities. Section 394.4 provides that "the governing body of a public agency 

offering electrical services to residential and small commercial customers within 

its jurisdiction" shall adopt the necessary rules which pertain to: confidentiality; 

physical disconnects and reconnects; change in providers; written notices; billing; 

meter integrity; customer deposits; and additional protections. 

ORA suggests that the Commission clarify that an ESP who is 

operating in the service territory of a municipally owned utility be allowed to use 

a Section 394.5 notice which pegs the price of electricity to the municipal utility's 

energy or commodity price, and that the reference to the legislatively mandated 

charges be eliminated. ORA also seeks to clarify that an ESP operating entirely 

within a municipal utility's service territory be required to have an agreement 

with the muniCipal utility to distribute the electricity. We believe that these types 
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of clarifications should be undertaken "by the governing boards of the appropriate 

municipal utilities, rather than by the Commission. 

With respect to ORA's suggestion that the Commission 

informally resolve all complaints involving ESPs, regardless of the service 

territory of the customer, and that the Commission formally resolve complaints 

against an ESP from customers inside the municipal utility's service territory, we 

believe such procedures would be contrary to Section 394.2(a). That subdivision 

provides in pertinent part: 

"Within "the service territory of a local publicly owned utility, 
consumer complaints arising from the violation of direct 
access rules adopted by the governing body of the local 
publicly owned utility shall be resolved through the local 
publicly owned utility's consumer complaint procedures." 

The Legislature has made clear that arty consumer ("0mt;jaints 

against an ESP operating in the service territory of the municipal utility are to be 

resolved through the municipal utility's consumer complaint procedures. Thus, 

the Commission staff should refer those types of complaints to the appropriate 

municipal utility. The Commission should, however, be aware of any ESP 

activities that affect consumers in the service territories of both the municipal 

utilities and the investor-owned electrical corporations. If an ESP is engaging in 

similar suspect activities in both kinds of service territories, the Commission 

should work with, and cooperate with, the municipal entities that are handling 

the consumer complaint procedures. 

The Energy Division's suggestion to require a registered ESP 

to notify the Commission immediately of any change in telephone number or 

address should be adopted. Such a requirement will help "ensure sufficient 

protection for residential and small commercial consumers" by keeping the 

Commission informed of an ESP's current telephone number and address. (Pub. 
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Utii. Code Section 391(f).) Although Section 394.1(d) states that the registration 

information is to be updated within 60 days of any material change, there is 

nothing in that section which prevents us from requiring a registered ESP to 

immediately report any change in the telephone number or address. Such a 

requirement will aid the Commission in its role of protecting consumers from 

unfair marketing.practices. Thus, we will require all registered ESPs to notify the 

Commission of any change in the telephone number or address within five days 

of such a change. 

The above requirement will result in the modification of 0.97-

05-040 at page 59 and in ordering paragraph 5.i.(1) at r3ge 95. The Commission 

previously modified both of these references in,ordering paragraph 1.a. and d. of 

D.98-03-072. 0.97-05-040, as modified by 0.98-03-072, sflol1ic! b::.' fu~·ther 

modified by adding the following sentence at the end of paragraph '2 which 

appears at page 59: 

"However, if the registrant changes its telephone number or address, ' 
the ESP shall notify the Commission in writing within five days of 
such a change." 

In addition, ordering paragraph 5.i.(1) of 0.97-05-040, as 

modified by 0.98-03-072, should be further modified by adding the following 

sentence to the end of that ordering paragraph: 

"However, if the registrant changes its telephone number or address, 
the ESP shall notify the Commission in writing within five days of 
such a change." 

The revised ESP registration application form also needs to be 

changed to reflect the above changes. The Energy Division is directed to revise 

the second to the last sentence which appears at the bottom of page 6 of 

Appendix A to 0.98-03-072 to the following: 
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"Any material change in the information required by this form shall 
be provided to the CPUC within 60 days, except for any change in 
the ESP's telephone number or address, which shall be reported 
within five days of such a change. (P.U. Code Section 394.1(d).)" 

This change also needs to be made to the ESP registration application form which 

appears on the Commission's web site. 

4. Conclusion 

With the clarifications and exception noted earlier in the above 

discussion, the proposed permanent stan~ards for proof of financial viability and 

technical and operational ability which appeared at pages 32 to 34 of 0.98-03-072 

are adopted. 

The Energy Division and the Information and ~~,.nagement Services 

Division shall be directed to develop and implem"~nj- ~he Froc.::dures necessary to 

ensure that any cash deposits posted with the Commission as part of the ESP 

registration 'process earn interest, and that such interest be returned to the ESP on 

an annual basis. (See 0.98-03-072, p. 33.) Since this provision was not adopted as 

part of the interim standards, this provision should be operative on a going 

forward basis on the date the permanent financial standards become effective. 

In Ordering Paragraph 5 of 0.98-03-072, the Commission said that 

the interim financial viability and technical and operational ability standards 

would remain in effect until the Commission adopts permanent standards. In 

order to allow sufficient time for the Commission to develop the procedures 

necessary to allow ESPs to earn interest on their cash deposits, and to allow the 

ESPs to match the deposit with the appropriate deposit schedule, the permanent 

financial standards shall take effect 90 days from today. The permanent technical 

and operational standards shall take effect immediately. 

0.97-05-040 and 0.98-03-072 shall be modified as described earlier. 
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The Energy Division is directed to make the necessary changes to the 

ESP Registration Application Form, and to the appropriate pages on the 

Commission's web site. 

C. Proposed Monitoring By The UDCs Of ESP Complaint Calls 

1. Position Of The Parties 

In 0.98-03-072, the Commission proposed that each UDC maintain a 

database or a tracking system to compile the number of calls to the UDC's 

customer service cen.ter regarding complaints about any registered ESP or other 

entity offering electrical services to residential and small commercial custOlners. 

The proposal envisions that the information would be used to monitor the ESPs' 

compliance with ali applicable laws and orciers: assit;t in any investigation or 

enforcement action, and to detect possible pr0blem are;:Js. Interested parties werl-:" 

provided with the opportunity to comment Jil this proposal. 

Commonwealth believes that the proposal to have the UDCs track 

and provide reports of complaints from the public about ESPs will result in a 

situation where the number of complaints against independent ESPs will be 

overstated, and the number of complaints against the UDC or its affiliated ESP 

will be understated. If the Commission decides to go ahead with this proposal, 

Commonwealth recommends that the information be compiled by an 

independent third party that is acceptable to the ESPs, and that any complaints 

be referred to the Commission staff. 

Greenlining/LIF state that the proposal should be instituted because 

such a mechanism can be used to uncover any ESP who may be taking advantage 

of consumers. Greenliping/LIF contend that customers will report problems to 

the UDCs because of longstanding customer relationships. In addition, 

consumers will tend to call the UDCs because they know how to reach the UDCs, 
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and because the UOCs have multi-language capabilities. Greenlining/LIF point 

out that the CSO does not have sufficient staffing capabilities and resources to 

provide sufficient multi-lingual personnel or enough hours of operation to 

properly monitor small customer complaints. 

Green Mountain and Enron assert that the proposal to track the 

complaint calls is not needed because the Commission is already tracking the 

customer complaints that it receives. Enron asserts that the UOCs are under an 

obligation to direct all consumer complaints to the Commission. Green Mountain 

contends that requiring the UDCs to maintain such a database would be 

expensive and burdensome. 

Green Mountain, Enron, and ORA contend that another drawback to 

the complaint database is that the UDCs will be placed in the role of an ESP 

regulator. Enron contends that asking the UOCs to track complaint calls raises 

the potential for a conflict of interest because the UOC may favor its affiliatE: ESP 

by recording more complaints against other ESPs. ORA suggests that the 

Commis~ion rely on the phone calls and letters that the CSO receives about ESPs 

to obtain a more comprehensive picture of complaints about ESPs. ORA also 

recommends that all calls received by a UDC about an affiliate should be 

reported to the Commission for monitoring purposes. 

Enron asserts that the proposal is vague as to what constitutes a 

complaint. Enron states that in many instances, a consumer may call the UOC 

with a concern that could be construed as a complaint. However, the call may 

simply be a request for additional information or for a referral to an ESP. Enron 

contends that such calls are not complaints,'but could potentially be tracked as 

such by the UDC. Enron states that it is very difficult and a troubling, subjective 

task to fairly summarize and record customer telephone conversations. Enron 
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recommends that only telephone conversations with Commission staff be viewed 

as an actual complaint from consumers about an ESP. 

TURN supports the Commission's plan to closely monitor the 

progress of direct access, and to have the UDCs track the number of complaints 

against ESPs. TURN agrees that the UDC is likely to be the point of contact for a 

customer who may be having a problem with its ESP, and that the UDC customer 

call center can probably provide some very useful information for enforcement 

purposes. TURN recognizes that the parameters as to what kind of complaints 

are to be reported should be narrowly proscribed. TURN believes that the UDCs, 

the ESPs, the Commission, and other interested stakeholders can work together 

to design these parameters. 

TURN also suggests that the UDCs be required to automatically 

refer customers with comp1aints about an ~SP to the CSD. This cou!d be 

accomplisr.ed by neating phone links between the UDC call centers and the 

Commission. 

Subject to the comments below, PG&E supports the proposal that the 

UDCs be required to establish a database or record of calls to their customer 

service tenters regarding complaints against ESPs. 

1. PG&E agrees that the Commission's proposal should cover all entities 

offering electrical services to residential and small commercial customers, 

including those entities which have not registered with the Commission. 

2. PG&E believes that it would be too burdensome if the UDC had to 

categorize each call as a dispute about whether the ESP failed to follow a rule, 

procedure, or other requirement, or whether the call seeks redress or a change of 

behavior on the part of the ESP .. PG&E asserts that this type of detailed 

categorization would require additional personnel, training, and the 
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establishment of new database systems. PG&E proposes that instead of 

categorizing each call, that each call be simply described in a few sentences. 

Although the cost burden to implement the proposal will depend on the 

level of detail and categorization that is required, PG&E does not expect it to 

involve annual costs of more than a few hundred thousand dollars. PG&E 

proposes that the CSD be directed to work with the RCR forum to finalize the 

type of information that is to be reported, and to make sure that the cost and 

implementation impacts of such requirements are minimized. to 

With respect to recording the name, address, and telephone number of the 

complainants, PG&E states that some customers may be reluctant to provide this 

information. Thus, PG&E requests the Commission to specify whether 

anonymous calls should be disregaj:de~ or kept as part of the record. 

3. PG&E acknowledges that the Commission and its staff have the power to 

inspect utility records. PG&E states that it will cooperate with all Commission 

staff efforts to review the records of customer complaints against ESPs, and that it 

is willing to work with the CSD to facilitate access to those records. 

4. PG&E agrees with the proposal that the complaint database "shall be used 

only to monitor the ESP's compliance with applicable laws, rules and orders, to 

assist in any investigations or enforcement actions against alleged violators, and 

to detect possible problem areas." PG&E requests that the Commission clarify 

that (1) the UDC's role is to simply compile and record this information, and that 

the utility has no obligation to arbitrate, resolve, or remedy complaints against 

ESPs; and (2) that the utility is not precluded from using this information that it 

10 The RCR forum is made up of a group of UDC and Commission staff representatives. 
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obtains to resolve any issues with ESPs or customers which affect PG&E's 

business systems and interests. 

PG&E agrees with the comments of some of the ESPs which 

expressed a concern that the UDCs should not be placed in the role of policing 

the marketing practices of ESPs. Both PG&E and SDG&E state that the role of an 

arbiter of ESP I customer disputes, or a regulator of ESP dealings with customers, 

should be left to the Commission. PG&E contends that customers need to be 

educated to start approaching the Commission, and not the UDCs, with 

complaints about ESPs. The Commission also needs to develop the processes 

and obtain the necessary resources to receive and investigate such complaint 

calls. SDG&E states that consumers should not expect that liDCs will address or 

resolve complaints against ESPs because the UDes do not have the power or 

authority to do S0.. SDG&E feels that consumers calling about an ESP may be 

misled into thinking this if the UDCs are required to track ESP complaints. 

SCE and SDG&E agree with the other comments which state that the 

propose~ UDC reporting requirements lack a clear definition of what constitutes 

a "complaint" for reporting purposes. SCE states that the Commission must 

clearly define the circumstances when a call must be reported to the Commission. 

SCE also states that the UDC should not be placed in the position of policing ESP 

behavior, and that general inquiries from customers about ESPs should not be 

treated as complaints. SCE also recommends that the RCR forum be used to 

develop a tracking and reporting procedure that includes a clear definition of a 

reportable ESP complaint. SCE states that the RCR forum was established to 

improve the processing and resolution of consumer inquiries and disputes. 

The UDCs are also concerned about the cost recovery of the 

expenses associated with the complaint database. PG&E requests that the 

Commission clarify that the costs of establishing, compiling, handling, and 
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maintaining the proposed database be fully recoverable as a cost of electric 

restructuring. SCE states that it has included the costs incurred in 1997 for the 

increased volume of direct access related calls, as part of its May I, 1998 filing 

concerning Section 376 costs. SCE also plans to include any additional manual 

processing, system programming, or other reasonably incurred costs of tracking 

and reporting such calls in subsequent applications relating to Section 376 costs. 

ORA is concerned with PG&E's statement regarding the use of the 

customer complaint information. PG&E seeks to clarify that it can use the 

information that it obtains to resolve issues with ESPs and customers which 

affect PG&E's business systems and interests. ORA recommends that the 

Commission prohibit a UOC from using this ESP complaint information unless 

the UOC can make a showing for its use. 

ORA disa~;rees with TURN's proposal ~o have the UDCs 

automatically forward calls to the CSO. ORA recommends t:hat the UOCs be 

required to first determine whether the customer has contacted the offending 

ESP: If the customer has not contacted the ESP, the UOC should either connect 

the customer to the ESP or provide the phone· number of the ESP for the 

customer to call. ORA believes that the ESP should be given the opportunity to 

. promptly and expeditiously rectify customer problems before the Commission 

becomes involved. ORA notes that there should be one exception to this 

procedure. If a customer is complaining about being improperly switched by an 

ESP, the UOC should be required to transfer the customer directly to the 

Commission. 

PG&E is·also opposed to TURN's proposal to automatically transfer 

calls. PG&E contends that such a requirement would be costly and raise 

numerous practical problems. PG&E points out that the Call Center 

Representatives (CSRs) would have to exercise a high degree of judgment as to 
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which calls were purely informational, which involved complaints impacting 

PG&E's business processes and require action by PG&E, and which calls were 

complaints about ESPs that should be referred to the Commission. PG&E asserts 

that such a requirement would slow call center activity and require further CSR 

training. PG&E contends that the solution to this problem is to have customers 

call the Commission directly with ESP complaints. 

PG&E also states that its CSRs cannot refer calls directly to the 

Commission because it does not have telephones which are capable of 

forwarding the calls. Instead, the call would have to be transferred to a 

supervisor with a telephone that can interface with the Commission. PG&E 

contends that it would be costly to upgrade all of the CSR equipment to provide 

this capability. In addition, the forwarding of all compiaint-type calls woui.d 

reduce th~ c~ll center's ability to handle other incoming calls. PG&E would also 

have to pay for both the inbound and outbound c(111, which could significailtly 

add to PG&E's call center costs. 

SDG&E also opposes TURN's proposal to have the UDCs transfer a 

customer complaint call about an ESP directly to the Commission. SDG&E cites 

the same kind of reasons that PG&E has raised. 

PG&E disagrees with Enron's statement that "the UDCs are already 

under an obligation to direct all customer complaints to the Commission.· Both 

PG&E and SCE contend that there is no such requirement, nor is there a 

mechanism for reporting such complaints. However, PG&E does refer customers 

who complain about an ESP to the Commission's complaint line if the customer 

is not satisfied with PG&E's suggestion to call the ESP. 

2. Discussion 

None of the comments that we received directly challenge the reason 

for tracking this kind of information. Instead, some of the comments expressed 
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the belief that the UDCs should not perform this kind of activity because of 

possible bias on the part of the UDCs, or because the staff of the Commission.are 

already tracking these types of calls. 

During the transition to a competitive market, we believe that it is 

important to obtain complaint information about ESPs from the source where 

consumers are most likely to call. As Greenlining/LIF and TURN point out, the 

UDCs are one of the primary sources of contact for consumers who experience 

problems with ESPs. Contact with the Commission staff may occur, but that is 

not likely to happen until the consumer learns from the ESP or the UDC that the 

Commission should be contacted. As for the comments that the Commission 

staff are already tracking customer complaints, this tracking only monitors: 

"the number of Section 394.2 customer compla;lI~s agai'''1st 
both registered ESPs and non-registered ESPs, the n l.lml:>er of 
investigations involving both r~~gistp.r?d ES!.Js .;l.llcl ;:t:~n

registered ESPs, and the status of those proceedings." 
(D.98-03-072, p. 55, footnote omitted.) 

The proposed tracking system will allow the Commission to monitor 

ESP-related problems that do not result in formal or informal complaints to the 

Commission. It will also provide the Commission with a picture of potential ESP 

problem areas, and provide the Commission with background information 

should an investigation or other enforcement action take place. As for the 

contention of some of the parties that the tracking system is biased against ESPs, 

the Legislature specifically stated that the Commission "may adopt additional 

residential and small commercial consumer protection standards which are in the 

public interest." (Pub. Util. Code §394.4(h).) The tracking of complaints against 

ESPs, especially when the direct access market is still evolving, is in the public 

interest. Thus, the Commission should require that this type of tracking be 

performed by the UDCs. 
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The next issue that parties have raised is what type of call should be 

considered a "complaint" under this monitoring proposal. The type of call that 

should be tracked must be narrowly construed to avoid labeling general 

questions about an ESP from being marked down as a complaint. 11 

We envision complaint-type calls to generally involve: (1) a 

particular entity or if the caller does not know, an unknown entity; and (2) a 

statement that the entity's marketing is misleading; inaccurate, or coercive; or 

that the cllstomer is experiencing a billing-related problem with the entity; or that 

the customer is experiencing a service-related problem with the entity. Other 

kinds of circumstances could arise as well. 

In order to develop a common understanding 0f the type of calls that 

need to be reported as part of this tracking procest', we will adopt the UOCs' 

suggestion that the RCR forum be used to develop the parameters on what type 

of calls s: ,uld be tracked by the UOCs, and what kind of information should be 

gathered ,:rom the customer. The RCR forum should use our vision of what 

should be considered a complaint-type call, as contained in 0.98-03-072 and in 

this decision, as the starting point. 

PG&E believes that instead of tracking calls into detailed categories/2 

the RCR forum should develop cost-effective descriptions of tracked calls. This 

II For example, calls which involve the following kinds of questions should not be tracked 
unless the call is coupled with complaint-type allegations as described in the next 
paragraph: what do you know about the ESP; how long has the ESP been in business; and 
what is the ESP's reputation. 

I" In 0.98-03-072 at page 110, the Commission suggested that: "This record keeping shall 
track the number of calls from consumers alleging that an ESP has failed to follow a rule, 
procedure, or other requirement, or a call seeking redress or a change of behavior on the 
part of an ESP .... The recordkeeping shall also categorize the complaints into the types of 
conduct complained about .. .. " 
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could, as PG&E suggests, take the form of a brief description of the call. 

Although we see merit in PG&E's suggestion, we can envision a situation where 

a variety of different descriptions may be reported, This variety of differing 

descriptions will not lend itself to a consistent reporting format. We continue to 

believe that the reporting of ESP complaint calls should be categorized into 

certain general ccttegories. As described below, the Energy Division and CSD 

should be directed to work with the RCR forum to develop these general 

reporting categories and other parameters. A workshop may be convened to 

solicit input from others. 

PG&E requests that the Commission clarif~/ whether anonymous 

complaint-type calls should be reported. Those types of calls should be tracked 

because they provide insight into the operations of ;·he ESPs. Similarly, calls from " 

consumers about"non-registered ESPs shoujd ~..ie trockeci as well. 

Several of the commenting parties also expressed concern that the 

UDCs might underreport or fail to report complaint-type calls against an ESP 

affiliate of the UDC. ORA suggests that one method of checking on this is to 

have the UDCs report all calls about an affiliate. 

We do not believe that the UDCs will underreport the number of 

complaint-type calls against an ESP affiliate of the UDC. We expect that if the 

call falls into the category of calls that we described above, that the UDCs will 

report this call as part of the tracking process. This expectation is rooted in the 

nondiscrimination provision of the affiliate transaction rules that were adopted in 

0.97-12-088. If the UDC underreports customer complaint calls about an ESP 

_ affiliate, such an act may be viewed as granting a preference over a non-affiliated 

ESP. (D.97-12-088, p. 29, App. A, III A.2.) 
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In the ALl's draft decision, it included ORA's suggestion that all calls 

to a UDC regarding an ESP affiliate be reported on the monthly report. The 

UDCs objected to that proposal in their comments to the draft decision. Upon 

reflection, we believe that our affiliate transaction rules will guard against any 

UDC underreporting of complaints against ESPs affiliated with a UDC. As an 

additional safeguard against possible underreporting or overreporting, if 

complaints are received by the Commission against an ESP affiliate or a "'~m

affiliate ESP, the staff should check the monthly tracking report to determine if 

such complaints were reported by the UDC. Depending upon the circumstances, 

such monitoring could shed light on whether underreporting or overreporting of 

complaints against an ESP occurred. 

TURN proposes that all corn?lain~-type calls to the UDC be 

forwarded to the Commission. We do not believe that this is a practical snJutior:. 

As the UDCs point out, this will tie up the telephone lines that are used for each 

UDC's customer service center. In addition, if the UDCs are using toll-free 

numbers for incoming calls, the UDCs will have to pay for both the incoming call, 

and the forwarding of the call to the Commission. In addition, the Commission's 

hours of operation do not coincide with the operating hours of the UDCs. 

In$tead of requiring the UDCs to forward all complaint-type calls to 

the Commission, the UDCs should be directed to inform the caller that if the 

caller is having a problem with the ESP, that they should call the ESP directly or 

call the Commission's complaint line at 1-800-649-7570. 

SCE recommends in its comments to the draft decision that the 

Commission state that the UDCs be permitted to give to a customer who is 

complaining or inquiring about a particular ESP the telephone number of that 

ESP. SCE states that the current affiliate transaction rules prevent the UDCs from 

giving out the ESP's telephone number. We will permit the UDCs to give out the 
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telephone number of an ESP if the caller is complaining about a particular ESP 

and does not have the ESP's telephone number. If, however, the caller is simply 

asking for information about an ESP, 0.97-12-088 prevents the UOCs from 

providing that kind of information. (0.97-12-088, App. A, III C. and III E.) 

The UOCs seek to clarify what their role is with respect to the 

tracking process. We agree that the UOC's role is to compile and record this 

information and report it to the Commission. The UOCs have no obligation to 

arbitrate, resolve, or remedy the complaints against ESPs. The tracking and 

reporting of this information, as well as informing callers of the Commission's 

complaint telephone line and providing a complaining caller with the ESP's 

telephone number as described'?b0ve, '.'fill not be construed as a violation of rule 

IV E. of the affiliate transaction ru':~s as ad'Jpted in 0.97-12-088. 

PG&E requests that it be p~fmitted to use the infonrlati0'1 that it 

obtains as pa;'t of the tracking process to resolve any issues with ESPs or 

customers which affect PC&E's business systems and interests. ORA states that 

the UOCs should not be allowed to do so unless the UOC makes a showing for its 

use. 

Although ORA's proposal offers a solution to this problem, the 

Commission would have to rule on this kind of issue every time it came up. We 

are concerned, however, that the UOC might try to use this information to gain 

an advantage over an ESP or a consumer. Instead of involving the Commission 

in these kinds of dispute, we will permit the UOCs to use the information that it 

obtains from this process so long as it is not contrary to any existing law or 

regulation. 

The final issue raised by the monitoring proposal is the cost recovery 

associated with implementing such a proposal. The comments of PG&E and SCE 
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state that these costs should be recoverable as Section 376 costs. The issue of cost 

recovery for the tracking of ESP complaint calls is an issue that will be resolved in 

Application (A.) 98-05-004, A.98-05-006, and A.98-05-0l5. 

The Energy Division and the CSD shall be directed to meet with the 

RCR forum within 60 days from today to develop the parameters of what kind of 

calls should be tracked and the general categories for reporting those calls. A 

workshop may be convened by the staff to solicit input from others. The RCR 

forum, with the cooperation of the UDCs, shall then draft the proposed 

parameters arid general reporting categories, and their recommendatiop for 

. implementing the monitoring system, and then file a repo~t with the Commission 

on the RCR's proposed recomme!1dations. This report sh311 be 61ed within 

100 days from today.J.1 Interestel-:pmties will then be provided with an 

opportunity to respond to this repo·:r. The Commissioner assigned to direct 

access shall be delegated the author,ity to determine what monitoring par(lmeter~ 

and reporting categories should be used to track complaint-type calls, and when 

the monitoring system should be implemented by. This will be made known 

through the issuance of an assigned Commissioner's ruling. PG&E, SDG&E, and 

SCE shall implement the monitoring program using the adopted parameters and 

reporting categories as directed in the assigned Commissioner's ruling. As part 

of the monitoring program, the UDCs shall be directed to inform all callers 

complaining about an ESP that they should call the ESP directly, or call the 

Commission's complaint telephone number. 

D There is nothing to prevent the meeting and filing of the report from being completed 
earlier. 
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The Energy Division and CSO shall be responsible for developing a 

monthly reporting form which captures the type of information described above. 

This form shall be distributed to the UOCs for their use. The UOCs shall then be 

responsible for submitting a monthly report to the Energy Division and to CSO 

beginning on a date to be determined in the assigned Commissioner's ruling, and 

on the 15th of every month thereafter, until the reporting requirement is 

terminated by an order or ruling. The information reported in the monthly 

report shall remain confidential and shall not be released to the public. The data 

reported in the monthly reports shall be used by the Commission staff for 

analyzing ESP activities,' and for use in any investigations or enforcement actions 

that may be taken against an ESP. 

In Em"on's comments to the draft decision, it proposed that the ESPf: 

be allowed the option c.f tr?ck;ng and reporting complaints about UDC activitie~. 

as reported by consumers to the ESP customer service ceJ1ters. We decline to 

mandate that. The monitoring program that we adopt today is a tool to 

determi~e how new market entrants are interacting with consumers in a 

competitive environment. Should an ESP determine that a UDC's activities is 

contrary to the direct access decisions, the ESP is free to file a complaint with the 

Commission. 

D. Proposed Comparison Matrix 

1. Position Of The Parties 

0.98-03-072 proposed that ORA develop a matrix which would 

allow consumers to compare the various service offerings of the ESPs. 

Green Mountain believes that such a task should be performed by 

others because the information is likely to change quickly, and the maintenance 

of the matrix could become a major burden for the Commission. Green 
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Mountain suggests that the Commission consider ways in which the ESPs can 

assume the burden of providing accurate, comparative information. For 

example, the Commission could allow ESPs to post the major terms and 

conditions on the Commission's web site. In the alternative, a direct link to the 

various ESPs' web sites could be provided if such sites include approp-late 

information about the terms and conditions of service. 

Edison Source contends that the comparison matrix proposal is no 

longer needed because other entities have already started preparing comparisons 

of different electric offerings. Edison Source states that it is not clear what ORA 

can usefully add to the information that is already out there. In order for ORA to 

make the comparisons, Edison Source contends that ORA will need to make 

subjective judgments, which could lead to biases. In addition, the compansons 

will require more' re~ources than D.98-03-072 contemplates. 

Edison Source also points out that the data contained in the standard 

service plan filings may not be up-to-date, and that certain non-standard offers, 

such as sales promotions or limited time offers, will not be reflected in the 

standard service plan filings. 

Enron does not believe that the comparison matrix proposal is an 

appropriate function for government. Enron believes that the development of 

such a matrix should be left to the market and consumer groups. Enron contends 

that this kind of work falls outside the core competencies of the Commission and 

that it is not within the Commission's mandate. Enron also points out that this 

clearinghouse function is already being performed by other entities, and that the 

ESPs and marketers have strong incentives to provide comparative information 

so as to distinguish their offers from competitors. Enron also states that with the 

other restructuring tasks, ORA's limited resources should not be diverted to 

work on a lower priority activity such as the matrix. 
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Enron further contends that in an open market, products and 

services will take on a variety of forms and packages, and that no simple 

comparison will be possible. Even if comparisons are possible, the information 

will be quickly out-of-date because ESPs will adjust their offers to meet newly 

identified consumer needs. As various competitive revenue cycle services are 

bundled together, this will make it difficult for ORA to make meaningful and 

timely comparisons. 

TURN supports the proposal for a market clearinghouse. TURN 

believes that the proposal is consistent with Section 392.1(c) and 392(g)(1). If 

ORA is to responsible for the market clearinghouse, TURN states that the 

Commission must ensure that ORA has adequate staff and funding to perform 

this jcb well. 

TURN contends that no~e of the comments which OppOSe the 

proposal for ORA to create the comparison matrix offer any compelling reason 

why ORA should not be directed to perform this task. TURN disagrees with 

Enron that the ~ollection and analysis of the data is outside ORA's expertise. 

TURN points out that analyzing utility rates has been ORA's mission since it was 

first created. In addition, TURN points out that Section 392.1 specifically directs 

ORA to prepare informational guides or other tools to help consumers compare 

offers. As for the comments regarding possible bias by ORA, TURN states that 

the Legislature was aware of this problem, and that the Legislature prohibits 

ORA from making any specific recommendations, and from ranking the relative 

attractiveness of specific service offerings. 

ORA also points out that SB 477 specifically instructs the 

Commission to direct ORA to collect and analyze standard service plan offerings, 

and to prepare informational guides or other tools to help residential and small 

commercial customers understand .how to evaluate competing electric service 
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options. Even though other entities may offer similar kinds of information, this 

does not relieve ORA of its statutory obligation to provide this kind of 

information to the public. ORA states that this clearinghouse function is a logical 

extension of ORA's assigned duties under Section 392.1(c). 

ORA contends that the proposal of Edison Source and Green 

Mountain to have the Commission create a web site for ESPs to post information 

is the equivalent of free advertising for ESPs, and could leave the impression that 

such advertising is government endorsed or approved. As for the comments that 

ORA may favor some ESPs over another in the comparison matrix, ORA asserts 

that such statements are speculative and unfounded, and that there is no 

evidence that ORA has ever favored one ESP over another. 

As for the comments that other entities are already providing 

int"ormatio.':t to the public about the various ESP service offerings, ORA ccntends 

that it is not aware of a site which offers a conlpletematrix of all ESP offerings to 

small consumers using a standard set of criteria. 

With respect to the concerns that the matrix may contain out-of-date 

information, ORA contends that this problem can be easily resolved with a 

disclaimer indicating that offers are subject to change, and that the consumer 

should check with the ESP for the most up-to-date offer. Depending on the 

frequency of changes, the matrix could also be updated to match the frequency of 

the changes. 

2. Discussion 

0.98-03-072 proposed that ORA develop a comparison matrix to 

allow consumers to easily compare the service offerings of all registered ESPs. 

The decision also noted that Section 392.1(c) authorized ORA: 

"to collect and analyze the standard service plan offerings, 
and to prepare 'informational guides or other tools to help 
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residential and small commercial customers understand how 
to evaluate competing electric service option.' " 

In Ordering Paragraph 19 of 0.98-03-072, the Commission directed 

ORA to establish the necessary procedures to carry out the requirements of 

Section 392.1(c), and to submit a report with its recommendations for effectuating 

this code section. 

ORA submitted its "Report Of The Office Of Ratepayer Advocates 

On Methods To Accomplish The Consumer Education Mandates In Public 

Utilities Code §392.1(c) And Decision 98-03-072" to the Commission on 

October 16, 1998. That report outlines the various activities ORA is undertaking 

to implement Section 3~2.1(c). As of the date of the report, ORA has focused on 

three activities. First, ORA surveyed the registered ESPs ti) determine each ESP's 

prices, terms and conditions of service. ORA compiled the terms and conditions 

ot ser.vice for all ESP respondents, and posted the results in Ct matrix form on the 

Commission's web site. This matrix is the foundation for the ESP matrix. 

ORA's second activity was to create and publish the "Shopper's 

Guide." This guide contains tips for consumers who are considering switching to 

an ESP other than their current utility provider. This guide is currently available 

on ORA's web site, and is to be printed as a brochure in eleven different 

languages. 

ORA's third activity is to periodically call the registered ESPs to 

determine if they are actively marketing to residential customers. ORA seeks to 

determine if (1) the ESPs can be reached by telephone at their public contact 

numbers; and (2) if the ESP is actively marketing to residential consumers. This 

list is then published on ORA's web site, and is included with any mailed copy of 

. the Shopper's Guide. 
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In addition to the continuation of the Shopper's Guide and the list of 

active ESPs, ORA has developed an ESP matrix in response to Ordering 

Paragraph 19 of 0.98-03-072 and Section 392.1 (c). This comparison matrix can be 

accessed on the Internet from the Commission's home page (www.cpuc.ca.gobv) 

by clicking on the following links: (1) Office of Ratepayer Advocates; 

(2) Consumer Education; and (3) Guide to Electric Service Providers. This matrix 

shows the name of the ESP; the ESPs' service plans, sources of electricity, and 

rates; estimated monthly bills of competing ESPs; and the terms and conditions of 

service. When customer complaint information becomes available, ORA plans to 

incorporate that information into the matrix as well. ORA plans to make the ESP 

matrix available in hard copy as well. 

In order to make this comparison matrix mcwe l!ser-friendly, and to 

provide consumers with other information about dectric res~ructuring, the 

Commission's web site home page should provide appropridte links to ORA's 

web site pages on electric restructuring. For example, the Commission's home 

page contains two topics entitled: "General and Consumer Information" and 

"Electric Restructuring Information." When either of these two topics are 

clicked, the next web page should display a link to ORA's web page about 

"Consumer Education."l~ Other appropriate links should be investigated as well. 

Such references will further the Legislature's intent that the Commission provide 

consumers with sufficient and reliable information to assist consumers in making 

service choices, and assist ORA in making easily understandable informational 

guides or other tools available to consumers. (See Pub. Utii. Code Sections 391(g), 

I~ ORA's "C(\ .Imer Education" page contains an overview of ORA's responsibilities and 
links l~\ other . _·<A documents regarding electric restructuring issues and 
telecommunication issues. 
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392.1(a) and (c).) The Executive Director shall direct the staff involved in the 

management of the Commission's web site to provide such links. 

Some of the comments argue that the comparison function should 

best" be left to others, rather than to have ORA undertake this task. Given the 

wording of Section 392.1 (c), we believe that the comparison matrix is one of the 

tools which the Legislature contemplated could be used to help residential and 

small commercial customers understand how to evaluate and make informed 

choices about competing electric service options. As TURN points out, ORA and 

its earlier incarnations have a long history of analyzing tariffed se~vice offerings. 

There is no compelling reason why ORA cannot analyze and compare the 

different service offerings of ESPs in the restructured electricity market. 

As for the argument that ORA will have difficulty comparing 

constantly changing offers, and that the matrix win not be up-to-date, that same 

argument also applies to other entities which may offer comparisons of 

competing ESP service offerings. We are confident that ORA can meet the 

challenge of having to frequently maintain and update the service offerings of the 

ESPs. Should ORA need additional resources to meet this challenge, ORA should 

request additional funds as part of the overall Commission budget. As ORA 

itself noted in its reply comments, the comparison matrix should display the 

caveat that the ESP service offerings are subject to change, and that consumers 

should check with the ESPs for the most up-to-date service offerings. 

Some of the comments also state that ORA's comparison mat'rix will 

favor one service offering over another. We do not believe that will occur. 

Section 392.1(c) specifically provides that ORA "shall not make specific 

recommendations or rank the relative attractiveness of specific service offerings 

of registered providers of electric services." A review of the matrix does not 

disclose any bias on the part of ORA. In addition, ORA's matrix contains a 
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disclaimer which states in part that "ORA makes no recommendations with 

respect to any ESP .... " 

The recommendation was also made to have the Commission 

provide Internet links to the various ESPs' web sites, or to allow the ESPs to bear 

the burden of accuracy by posting the major terms and conditions of their service 

offerings onto the Commission's web site. Such a recommendation should not be 

adopted because such a policy might be viewed as endorsement by the 

Commission of each ESP's service offering. In addition, the recommendation 

would allow publication of ESP-edited material to appear on the Commission's 

web pages without an opportunity for Commission staff to edit the material. 

We do not adopt any of the recommendations to change the 

comparison matrix proposal. Instead, \t\Fe ap~)r0Ve of the activities that ORA 

plans to pursue~ as outlined in ORA's October J S, 1998 report, including the ESP 

comparison .matrix. Such activities implement tne requiremen~s of 

Section 392.1 (c) and 0.98-03-072. 

E. Section 394.5 Notice And Pricing Disclosure 

1. Position Of The Parties 

In 0.98-03-072, the Commission described the type of notice 

required by Section 394.5. Section 394.5 requires all ESPs to provide residential 

and small commercial customers with a notice of all price, terms, and conditions 

before commencement of service. Appendix C of 0.98-03-072 was developed as 

a standard notice which could be used by the ESPs. 

NWE and ORA made some general comments about the Section 

394.5 notice requirements. In addition to the general comments, the Comf!lission 

in 0.98-03-072 invited comment on how prices could be expressed in the 

Section 394.5 notice. 
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NWE states that although consumer protection standards protect 

residential and small consumers, those standards affect the entire market, 

including that customer segment which uses sophisticated energy managers, 

consultants, and attorneys to help make energy choices and to enter into energy 

contracts. For example, a potential customer might have hundreds of accounts, 

the bulk of whicl) are industrial or large commercial accounts. However, that 

customer might also have a few small commercial accounts. If all of those 

accounts were to be included in one negotiated transaction, NWE states that 

under the direct access rules, it would still be obligated to provide the 

Section 394.5 notice to the sophisticated energy customer. 

ORA recommends that the Commission require the Section 394.5 

notice be in a format that is clearly legiblp. and easily readable by customers. 

OR A asserts that this is needed b) preven~ ESPs from printing the notice in a 

typeface that is too small or on a paper color that makes the notice difficult to 

read. 

The following comments were submitted on the issue of how prices 

could be expressed in'the Section 394.5 notice. 

Green Mountain states that Section 394.5(a)(l)(A) identified two 

price formats for comparing similar service offerings. The price formats are: (1) a 

total price for electricity on a cents-per-kWh basis, inclusive of utility charges; 

and (2) a monthly estimate of total electric bills at varying consumption levels. 

Green Mountain asserts that the problem with both price formats is that the ESPs 

will need to keep track of all UDC tariffs so as to be able to provide total rates 

and bills for any customer. Since the UDCs' tariffs vary depending on location 

and the specific attributes of the customer, and because the rate schedules are 

constantly changing, Green Mountain contends that the ESPs should only be 
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required to provide precise information to customers related to the ESP's 

charges. 

Green Mountain states that the current pricing mechanisms for the 

disclosure of ESP-specific information using "PX plus" and "PX minus" pricing 

provides customers with an easy way of comparing their rates and bills against 

the default service offered by the UDCS.]5 Green Mountain explains: 

"Any defined adder or subtractor from the PX rate is simply 
multiplied by usage to compute the change in a customer's bill 
from that of their UOC :iefault service. To the extent that ESPs 
are offering electric en\':-gy entirely or partially based on a 
fixed monthly fee basis, ESPs easily can divide that amount by 
varying consumption levels to provide custDmers with a 
cerlts-per-kilowatthour rate. ESPs then can '..lse that rate in the 
Section 394.5 notice to compare their products that are priced 
without a fixed ml'nth!y charge." 

As {he California Power Exchange market Inatures, Green M')untain 

states that companies can be expected to offer pricing that does not relat~ directly 

. to UDC service. When that happens, the ESPs will need a way to compare offers 

w~th offers that fluctuate with the PX. Green Mountain contends that one way of 

doing this is to have the Commission, the UOC,", or the PX, provide the public 

with either a PX forecast or a PX historical averdge. Green Mountain states that 

this forecast or historical average would provide customers with a total electric 

energy price that they could compare with the price offered on a cents-per-kWh 

basis by the ESPs. Green Mountain recommends that the Commission conduct a 

workshop to discuss comparison of ESP charges and to collect information from 

15 In 0.98-03-072, the use of the term "PX" pricing includes a p~ice based on the California 
Power Exchange price or any other exchange that offers electric power at a published price. 
(0.98-03-072, p. 78.) 
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all market participants regarding the methods of comparison that are available to 

consumers. 

If the ESPs are required to continue providing customers with an 

estimate of the monthly bill, Green Mountain requests that the Commission 

clarify which UDC rate the ESPs should use in calculating the estimate. Green 

Mountain recommends that the Commission adopt a statewide, standard, 

estimated UDC rate that ESPs can use as the basis of the total monthly bill 

comparison. 

Green Mountain also points out that 0.98-03-072 interpreted 

Section 394.5(a)(1)(B) to mean that an ESP must disclose each line item charge 

imposed by both the ESP and the UOC, including both recurring and non-

recurring charges. 'Creen Mountain asserts that such an interpretation is OVp.rl~' 

burdensome, and is likely te· dampen competition and foster addition.1I,:ustomer 

confusion if the UDCs' tarifi rate changes. Green Mountain believes that this 

requirement could be met by requiring an ESP to disclose each recurring and 

non-recurring charge that the ESP will bill a customer, and to include a sentence 

that the customer is also responsible for all recurring and non-recurring charges 

imposed by the UDC. Green Mountain contends that the Commission should 

not relyon the ESPs to interpret the UOC tariffs with regard to UDC rates and 

. charges. 

NWE contends that because the retail electricity market is and will be 

a dynamic marketplace, any required standard service plan and pricing 

disclosure will always be outdated. In addition, such a requirement will 

suppress competition and innovation, and will be a burden on the market 

participants. Instead of the standard service plan and pricing disclosure, NWE 

recommends that the Commission adopt a "not-to-exceed" pricing disclosure. 

NWE asserts that such an approach will give the market participants maximum 
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flexibility to structure a deal that fits a customer's needs without having to make 

numerous modifications to the notices or service plans. 

ORA believes that the Commission has correctly interpreted and 

implemented Section 394.5 by requiring the ESPs to estimate and disclose the 

total monthly bill for electric service at varying consumption levels. These price 

disclosure provisjons enable consumers to compare competing offers for electric 

service on a standard basis. 

ORA also agrees with the Commission's interpretation that an ESP 

which serves more than one UDC territory must disclose the UDC's prices for 

service in the particular service territory that the ESP is competing in. ORA 

recommends that Appendix C of D.98-03-072 be modified to clearly require that 

ESPs identify the service territory for which prices are quoted. Thus, if the ):'SP 

serves more than. one UDC service territory, the ESP must submit either on'2 

Section 394.5 notice containing UDC-specific p;:ice disclosures for each LJDC 

territory, or separate notices for each UDC territory in which the ESP offers 

service. 

ORA also points out that in order to fulfill its duties under 

Section 392.1(c), the ESPs must strictly comply with the requirements of 

Section 394.5 as set forth in D.98-03-072. 

PG&E's primary concern is that D.98-03-072 places the responsibility 

on the UDCs to "ensure that all of the UDC's charges are accurately reflected" by 

the ESPs in their respective Section 394.5 notices. (D.98-03-072, pp. 79-80.) PG&E 

contends that since the UDCs have no control over what the ESPs put in the 

notices, that such a requirement is unreasonable. PG&E contends that ESPs must 

be responsible for ensuring that the UDC charges are properly portrayed on the 

Section 394.5 notices. PG&E states that it is ready and willing to cooperate with 

any ESP who has questions about the tariffed charges, but the ultimate 
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responsibility for the accuracy of the notice must remain with the ESP. PG&E 

further states that if the Commission continues to insist on some form of UOC 

responsibility for the. notice, the Commission must provide the UOCs with the 

means and resources to carry out that responsibility. 

In PG&E's comments to the draft decision on consumer protection, 

PG&E had recommended that the Section 394.5 notice should not include the 

UOC distribution and. transmission charges and legislatively mandated charges. 

PG&E reiterates its position and believes that such charges are not required by 

statute, that the charges will confuse consumers, and that it creates an 

unnecessary burden for the ESPs. 

SCE endorses the goal of enabling all customers to easily compare 

service offeri.ngs using commonly accepted and easily understood pricing 

stn~ct'-ires. SeE states that Appendix C of 0.98-03-072 provides a CI)_~nrnO:1 

format which enables residential and smaH commercial cus~omers co compart: 

prices of different service offerings in an easy to understand manner. 

To ensure that residential and small commercial customers can 

accurately compare the prices contained in the required disclosure for the total 

price for electricity, SCE states that the Commission needs to adopt standard 

assumptions regarding the proportion of energy billed at the baseline and 

nonbaseline rates. SCE asserts that these assumptions are necessary because the 

baseline allowances for residential customers vary by baseline zone. Thus, a 

UOC's overall charges on a cents-per-kWh basis will vary by zone for the same 

monthly consumption levels. SCE recommends that it be assumed that 

residential usage is 55°1<) baseline and 45%) nonbaseline. 

SCE also recommends that a standard assumption be made about 

the PX price. SCE contends that this assumption is necessary in order to properly 
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identify the competition transition charge (CTC) portion of the total price for 

electricity, which is determined on a residual basis during the rate free/ period. 

SCE also recommends that if an ESP offers a "plus/minus" form of 

pricing off of an index or exchange other than the PX, that a description of the 

alternative base price be included in the Section 394.5 notice. 

In joint reply comments filed by Green Mountain, PG&E, SDG&E, 

and SCE (joint parties), they agree that the requirement that there be an 

expression of all UDC recurring and non-recurring charges is a burden on both 

the UDCs, who must ensure the accuracy of the ESP's disclosure of UOC rates, 

and on the ESPs, who must have current information on all tariff changes made 

by the UDCs. The joint parties recommend that: 

"The ESP shall list the bill components of the UDC porhon of 
the bill, confirm that the customer continues to be respons:ble 
for these charges afte;' (~J'2ct:ng dir,,'xt a·=ce~s. pr)iJ;;: '-,:.1t '.-ha: 
these rates are not changing as a result of direct access and 

. refer customers to their UDC bill to determine the precise 
rates in force for their account at this time." 

The joint parties contend that the method described above will 

identify the type of charges that are included in the total price ~f electricity for 

which the customer is responsible for, and that if customers have questions about 

the rates in force, that they can turn to the UDC bill. The joint parties believe that 

the above method is in the best interests of all market participants because it will 

provide all customers with precise and accurate information about their 

electricity rates and it will prevent the ESP from having to interpret the UDC's 

rate. 

The joint parties also favor using a statewide average UOC rate to 

calculate the estimated monthly UDC charges. However, they are concerned that 

the use of such a rate may result in customer confusion. The joint parties 
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therefore recommend that the Commission establish a standard, statewide, 

estimated UOC rate for use in the Section 394.5 notice, and require the ESPs to 

disclose the fact that the UOC rates are estimated. A possible disclosure could be 

as follows: 

"The estimated monthly bills displayed above include your 
ESP charges described in this notice and statewide average 
estimated UOC charges. Your UOC charges will likely vary 
according to your rate schedule, appliances and location. 
Your last UOC bill shows the rates for your customer class. 
Once direct access begins, your UOC will provide a credit for 
the Power Exchange cost that the UOC does not have to 
purchase for your account." 

In ORA's reply comments, it states that some standardization might 

be appropriate in calculating estimates of monthly bills. Such standardization 

. could lead to easier comparisons and reduce the burden on tr,.~ ESPs. However, 

ORA believes that the adoption of a single, standard, statewide UOC rate hinders 

the goal of sending accurate price signals to consumers. Also, if a DOC's rate is 

actually higher than the statewide estimated UOC rate, consumers might be 

misled into thinking that the UOC's offering remains competitive. Conversely, if 

a UOC's actual rate is lower than the adopted statewide estimated UOC rate, the 

ESP's service offering might be perceived as more competitive. Thus, ORA 

recommends that the Section 394.5 notices contain UOC-specific price disclosures 

for each UOC territory in which the ESP offers service. 

ORA believes that it may be beneficial for the Commission to adopt a 

standard baseline usage level that is appropriate for each UOC, and a standard 

PX value for each UOC. ORA objects to.sCE's proposed baseline assumption 

because it is inaccurate when it is applied to a range of monthly bills below and 

above the baseline amount. ORA recommends that the standard baseline 

quantity be a fixed number of kWh for each UOC, and that the numberof kWh 
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should be a calculated average, weighted by the number of customers currently 

at each baseline usage level in the respective UDe's service territory. 

On the assumption about a standard PX price, ORA agrees that such 

a value could be assumed so long as the following conditions are met: 

1/1) there must be differentiation between the residential and 
small commercial customer classes (but not within these two 
customer classes), because there are significant (but easily 
defined) differences along these dimensions. Using a total of 6 
benchmark UDC prices for the state (3 UDCs x 2 classes) 
should not be burdensome for either the UDC or ESP. 
Identifying but not itemizing the amount of individual UDC· 
rate components can keep the required w --'"k at a reasonable 
~evel- updates are then needed only when revenue 
requirements change: which is not often; and 

1/2) it i;:; essential to use the UDCs;· PX 'cl~.arge3' for price 
comparison3 rather them ~he P:'< 'F'rice.' Resolution E-3S10, 
implementing 0.97-08-056, lists the components of the PX 
charge: 1) weighted average, day-ahead, hour-ahead PX price, 
2) settlement imbalances, 3) uplift charges, including ancillary 
services, congestion fees, ISO /PX adrr .. ;-!istration fees, and 
miscellaneous ISO/PX charges for bundled customers, and 4) 
distribution line IO; .. ses adjustments. ESPs will be responsible 
for collecting all of these same components in their prices, and 
the number reported for UDCs must be stated on a 
comparable basis." 

ORA states that by having all ESPs use a standard assumption about 

the value of the PX charge, although the actual value may be different, will help 

as a benchmark so that consumers can evaluate prices. 

ORA suggests two approaches for determining the standard PX 

charge. The first approach is for each UDC to calculate the historical PX charge 

for a three month period, using the method the UDC is authorized to use for 

billing purposes. Once this historical charge is calculated, the UDC would make 

this number available for reference, on the UDC's web site or by telephone. for 
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those ESPs who offer electricity in the UDC's service territory. The second 

approach is to have the Commission make one overall PX charge calculation for 

statewide application. This value would then be posted on the Commission's 

web site for reference and use by all ESPs in their Section 394.5 notices. 

ORA recognizes that adopting standard values for price disclosures 

will result in certain inaccuracies for most customers. However, by limiting the 

number of assumptions to those recommended by .. ORA will mitigate the 

inaccuracies and enable reasonable price comparisons. 

2. Discussion 

We first address the general comments of NWE and ORA regatding' 

the Section 394.5 notice. 

ORA recommends that the ComlY\ission require that the 

Section 394.5 notice be in a fcirrrtat th~t is dea.:i.y l~gible and easily readable by' . 

customers. We agree with ORA. Section 394.4 provides ip pertinent part: . 

"Notices describing the terms and conditions of service as 
described in Section 394.5 ... shall be easily understandable, 
and shall be provided in the language in which the entity 
offered the services." 

The phrase" easily understandable" should be interpreted to 

include, among other things, that the notice must be displayed in a type size, and 

if used, on a paper stock, which allows the average adult reader to be able to read 

the notice without difficulty. If the type size is too small, ~r the notice is printed 

on paper stock that makes the notice difficult to read or decipher, then the notice 

would not be easily understandable . 

. We now turn to NWE's comment that under the direct access rules, 

the Section 394.5 notice must be provided to a large electric customer, who as 

part of one transaction with an ESP, has negotiated to have its small commercial 
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accounts served as part of the same transaction. There are no specific provisions 

in SB 477 which specifically exempt an ESP from having to provide the notice to 

this sophisticated electric user under such circumstances. However, in Section 

391, the Legislature expressed a need "to create a market structure that will not 

unduly burden new entrants into the competitive electric market," and that there 

should be simplified "entry into the market for responsible entities serving 

larger, more sophisticated customers." 

We believe that an exception to the Section 394.5 notice requirement 

should be created for those ESPs who only serve medium to large commercial 

customers and industrial customers. If the ESP negotiates a contract to serve this 
. .... . 

kind of customer with ~lectricity, and as part of that contract, the parties 

negotiate to include one or more small commercial accounts (less than 20 
. .~ .' . '. ,,: . .' : . 

kilowatts) as part of this contr.act to sup;Jly electricity, the ESP should not have to' 
.' " . ' " : . .,! '. .' - . . . . . 

register with the Commi~sion under Section 394, and should not have to. provide 

this large custo~er with the Section 394.5 notice.16 If the ESP is registered with 

the Commission, but does not serve small commercial accounts except in an 

incidental manner as described above, then the ESP should be exempt from 

having to provide the large customer with the Section 394.5 notice even though a 

small commercial account is included as part of :the contract to supply electricity. 

This exemption should not apply if the ESP markets to or serves residential or 

small commercial customers as part of its normal course of business activities. 

The exemption discussed above is consistent with Section 394.5(a). 

That subdivision requires "each entity offering electrical service to residential 

and small commercial customers" to provide the potential customer with the 

16 For purposes of this exemption, the small commercial account must be in the name of 
the large customer, or in the name of an entity controlled by the large customer. 
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Section 394.5 notice. The exemption would only apply to those ESPs who serve 

medium to large commercial customers or industrial customers. Those kinds of 

ESPs are not offering electrical service to small commercial customers except as 

incidental to the contract to supply a large customer with electricity. The 

exemption should be adopted. 

One of the required elements of the Section 394.5 notice is that the 

price of the electricity is to be expressed in a format which makes it possible for' 

residential and small commercial customers to compare and select among similar 

products and services on a standard basis. (Pub. Util. Code Section 

394.5(a)(1)(A).) The Commission invited comments on how the prices could be 

expressed in the Section 3?4.5 notice in ways that provide consumers with 

. sufficient information to compare alternatives while at the same time protecting 

. consumers against misleading ·offers. We address those comments below .. 

Green Mour).tain contends that the ESP should not be required to 

disclose the specific charges of the UDCs on the Section 394.5 notice. The UDCs 

are of the general opinion that they should not be responsible for ensuring that 

each ESP correctly list each UDC charge on the notice. ORA contends that in 

order to allow consumers to make effective comparisons of electricity offerings, 

the UDC charges must be disclosed on the notice. 

The issue of whether the Section 394.5 notice should specifically list 

each UDCcharge for electricity affects the overall make-up of the notice. That is, 

if each UDC electricity charge is required to be on the notice, then the total price 

of electricity will reflect the inclusion of both the ESP and UDC charges for 

electricity. If the price of each UDC electricity charge is not included in the 

notice, then the price of electricity will only reflect the ESP's electricity charges. 

In order to resolve this issue, we must turn to Section 394.5(a)(1)(A). That 
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subdivision provides that the notice shall include a clear description of the price, 

terms, and conditions of service, including: 

"The price of electricity expressed in a format which makes it 
possible for residential and small.commercial customers to 
compare and select amon:g similar products and services on a 
standard basis. The commission shall adopt rules to 
implement this subdivision. The commission shall require 
disclosure of the total price of electricity on a cents-per-
kilowatthour basis, including the costs of all electric services 
and charges regulated by the commission. The commission 
shall also require estimates of the total monthly bill for the 
electric service at varying consumption levels, including the 
costs of all electric services and charges regulated by the 
commission. In determining these rules, the commission may 
consider alternatives to the cent-per-kilowatthour disclosure if 
other information would provide the customer with suffkient 
in.2orination. to compare among alternatives on a standard . , " 
b .' ., 

:::lS)S. 

Th~lS/ if the notice reflects a price based on a cents per kWh basis,' th~ 

price is to include "the costs of all electric services and charges regulated by the 

commission." In D.98-03-072, the Commission interpreted that to mean: 

"The total price of electricity is to include the costs of all 
related electric services and charges. That means the price is 
to include all recurring charges of both the ESP and the UDC. 
In addition, the total price of electricity would include the 
ESP's markup including any applicable local or state fees." 
(D.98-03-072, p. 78.) 

Section 394.5(a)(1)(B) requires that there be a "Separate disclosure of 

all recurring and non-recurring charges associated with the sale of electricity." 

On the uniform notice format in Appendix C of D.98-03-072, the Commission 

interpreted that requirement to mean that the Section 394.5 notice should contain 

a "description and the amount of each recurring and non-recurring charge that 

the customer may be responsible for." (D.98-03-072, p. 79.) The Commission 
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also went on to state in reference to the UDCs' recurring and non-recurring 

charges: 

"In order that these charges are accurately represented on the 
notice, the UDCs are directed to cooperate with the ESPs to 
ensure that all of the UDC's charges are accurately reflected 
on the notice." (D.98-03-072, pp. 79-80.) 

Several of the commenting parties take issue with the interpretation 

of Section 394.5(a)(l)(B) that the ESP must describe'the recurring and 

non-recurring charges of both the ESP and theUDC, as well as the amount of 

each of those charges. Upon reflection, we agree that it is a burden to require the 
. . . 

'. ·ESP to list the amount of each recurring and non-recurring UDCcharge, and for 

.. the tJDCs to ensure mat its charges are accurately reflected on. the, ESP's notice. . 

Such a reql:il"em~nt iorces the ESP to determine what the a.pplicable 'UDCl'ate .~s 

for ea:.::h re(.urrin~and non-recurring charge of the UDC. In ac:diticm,ir th.!. ·ESP .. 

. operates in the service territory of the three largest California UPCs, th~ ESP 

would have to design separate notices for each service territory. 

Under the existing interpretation of D.98-03-072, the recurring 

charges of the UDC would also be reflected in the disclosure of the total price of 

electricity on a cents per kWh basis, a~ well as in the estimate of the total monthly 

bill for electric service at varying consumption levels. If the ESP does not put 

down the correct charge for each of the UDC's electricity charges, the cents per 

kWh disclosure. and the estimate of the monthly bill would be erroneous. 

D.98-03-072 also requires that if PX plus and minus pricing is used, that the 

charges for the UDC's recurring and non-recurring electricity charges be 

included on the notice. 

We will adopt the recommendation of the joint parties and permit 

the ESP to list each bill component that makes up the UDC's recurring and 

non-recurring charges, with a statement that the customer remains responsible 
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for those charges, and that the customer should refer to their UDC bill or to the 

UDC to determine what the UDC rate is for each of those charges. ESPs should 

no longer be required to disclose the charge for each of the UDC's recurring and 

non-recurring charges. We believe that the Commission retains this flexibility 

because of the sentence in Section 394.5(a)(1)(A) which provides that the 

Commission: 
'\ 

"may consider alternatives to the cent-per-kilowatthour 
disclosure if other information would provide the customer 
with sufficient information to compare among alternatives on 
a standard basis." 

. :.' In addition, Section 394.5(a)(1)(A) states that it is the price of electricity that is to 

. i; .' be expressed in a format which allows 'customers to compare. 'SinCE: the· customer 

is.n0t.corrl~}arlng the charges of competi}1g'UDCs, the rate for ~ach UDC ,t:harge 

. d()es not h ::Ive to be listed. 

By allowing'ESPs to disclose theprice of electricity using only their 

charges, this still enables residential and small commercial consumers to compare 

and select among similar electricity offerings on a standard basis. That is, if the 

ESPs use the cents per kWh pricing disclosure, the total ESP price of electricity 

can be easily compared among different ESPs. The ESPs, however, would still 

have to list the UDC's recurring and non-recurring charges in accordance with 

Section 394.5(a)(1)(B). To ensure that consumers are not misled into thinking that 

the total price of electricity includes all of the ESP and UDC charges, the ESP's 

cents per kWh disclosure should be required to state that the price does not 

include the UDC's recurring charges, and that the customer still remains 

obligated to pay the UDC for all recurring and non-recurring electricity-related 

charges. The notice should also state that the UDC's recurring charges can be 

determined from looking at the UDC's bill or contacting the UDC. However, the 
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ESP will not be required to determine the amount of each recurring UDC charge 

in the cents per kWh disclosure. 

The same reasoning above should also apply to the estimate of the 

total monthly bill for the electric service at varying consumption levels. ESPs 

should not be required to include the UDC's recurring charges as part of the 

calculation of the monthly bill. The ESP needs to make clear that this estimate 

does not include the UDC's recurring charges, that the customer still remains 

obligated to pay the UDC for all recurring and non-recurring electricity-related 

charges, and how the customer can ascertain the amount of the UDC's recurring 

charges. By expressing the estimate in this manner, there is no longer a need to :. . ...... . : " 

debate whether a standard, statewide, estimated UDC rate should be used. If the 
• ". • :', ~ .' • ~ • I • •• """ ': ,_ • • 

estimate of the monthly electricity bill is expressed in this kind ~f standardized 

for.:.nat, residential and small commercial customers C::lfl. still com.;Jare the 

monthly estimates of the.ESPs. 

Utility.com suggested in its comments to the draft decision that the 
. . 

ESP be given the option of listing all of the UDC charges in the 394.5 notice. We 

decline to adopt that suggestion at this time. From the viewpoint of a consumer, 

all of the notices should be in a uniform format to allow them to easily compare 

and select among competing electricity offerings. (See Pub. Util. Code 

§394.5(a)(1)(A).) 

D.98-03-072 also permitted price disclosure to be on a PX plus and 

PX minus pricing basis. That kind of pricing also referred to the electric utility's 

recurring charges and to the "total price of electricity." (D.98-03-072, App. C, pp. 

4-5.) Consistent with the above chan.ges, a pricing mechanism based on PX plus 

and PX minus pricing need not include the charge for each recurring UDC 

electric charge. Instead, the same sort of disclaimer as detailed above should be 
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. used so that consumers are aware that they remain obligated to pay the UDC 

charges as well. 

NWE suggests that the Commission adopt a "not-to-exceed" pricing 

disclosure. NWE believes that this kind of disclosure will give ESPs the 

flexibility to structure a deal to fit a customer's needs, without having to make 

numerous modifications to the notices or service plans. We decline to adopt this 

kind of pricing disclosure because the price that the consumer would have to pay 

is vague. Such a pricing mechanism does not provide sufficient information to 

allow consumers to compare and select among comp~ting electricity offers. 

As a result of the adoption of the changes noted in the preceding 

discussion, D.98-03-072 needs to be modified in various places. The first change 
'.' ..... '.' . . 

should occur in .the first three full paragraphs which. appear at page 78 of 

D.98-03-072. Those three paragraphs should be deletedan.i replaced with the 

following: 

"Several of the comm~nting parties suggested that the price of 
electricity be disclosed on a cents-per-kWh, and that an 
estimate of the monthly bill at various consumption levels be 
provided. Section 394.5(a)(1)(A) now requires that the total 
price of electricity be expressed on a cents-per-kWh basis. The 
total price of electricity is to include the recurring costs of all 
related electric services and charges. That would include the 
ESP's markup and any applicable local or state fees. 

"The difficulty with including 'all' electric services and 
charges in the 'total price of electricity' is that the ESP would 
be responsible for having to determine the amount of each of 
the UDC charges. Instead of placing this burden on the ESPs, 
the ESPs should be permitted to disclo~e as their 'total price of 
electricity' all of the ESP's recurring charges for electricity. In 
addition, the ESPs should be required to state that the 
customer is also responsible for paying certain recurring 
electricity-related charges to its electric utility. A list of those 
charges is to be specified on the notice. The notice should also 
state that the customer should refer to its electric utility bill or 
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call the utility to determine the amount of the electric utility's 
charges. 

"Thus, the 'total price of electricity' would reflect all of the 
ESP's actual electricity charges, as well as a statement that the 
customer remains obligated to pay the electricity-related 
charges of the electric utility. A list of those charges is to be 
specified on the notice. This type of disclosure is consistent 
with Section 394.5(a)(l)(A), which provides that the 
Commission may consider alternatives to the cents-per-kWh 
disclosure. By requiring the disclosure in this fashion, 
consumers will be provided with sufficient information to 
compare competing alternatives on a standard basis. Except 
as noted below, all of the notices required by Section 394.5 
shall disclose the total price of electricity on a cents-per-kWh 
basis in the format described in ,the preceding paragraphs. 

"If pricing is on a cents-per-kWh basis, the notice shall also 
include an estimate. of the totaL monthly. bill at various 
consumption levels fer residelltial a:'1d small commercial 
customers. The 'total monthly bill' should be interpreted to 
mean that the ESP's total monthly charges will be reflected in 
the total monthly bill. Consistent with the above cents-per-
kWh disclosure, the ESPs shall also be required to state that 
the total monthly bill does not include the electricity-related 
charges of the electric utility, that the customer should refer to 
its electric bill or call the electric utility to determine the 
amount of the charges, and the ESP shall provide a list of 
those UDC charges on the notice." 

The following paragraph should follow the last paragraph which appears 

at the bottom of page 78 of D.98-03-072: 

"The PX pricing structure is to reflect all of the ESP's recurring 
electricity charges, as well as the above-described statement 
that the customer remains obligated to pay the electric utility's 
charges, and that the customer should review its bill or contact 
the electric utility to determine the amount of those charges." 
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The last paragraph which appears beginning at the bottom of page 

79 of D.98-03-072 should be deleted and modified as follows: 17 

"Section 394.5(a)(1)(6) requires that there be a separate 
disclosure of all recurring and non-recurring charges 
associated with the sale of electricity. Appendix C contains an 
area where the ESP is to list each recurring and non-recurring 
charge that the customer may be responsible for. For those 
charges imposed by the ESP, the amou~t of each recurring and 
non-recurring charge shall be listed. For those recurring and 
non-recurring charges imposed by the electric utility, the 
notice shall state that the customer remains responsible for 
those electric utility charges, and that the customer should 
refer to their electric utility bill to' determine the electric 
utility's rate for each of those charges." (Footnote 34 would 
. follow.) 

The following new Fmclirig cif Fac·t should be added after Finding of ., 
Fact 89 at page 119:.. . , ... 

"90. The difficulty of including all of the UDC's electric 
charges in the 'total price of electricity' is that the ESP would 
be responsible for having to determine the amount of each of 
the UDC charges." . 

Finding of Fact 90 at page 119 of D.98-03-072 should be deleted and 

replaced as follows and renumbered as Finding of Fact 91: 

"91. If cent$-per-kWh pricing is used, the electricity price 
contained in the notice shall reflect the actual price which the 
ESP will charge the customer and a statement that the 
customer remains obligated to pay the electric-related charges 
of the UDC." 

17 Footnote 34, which appears at the bottom of page 80 of D.98-03-072, would remain in the 
decision. 
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The following new Finding of Fact should be added following 

Finding of Fact 94 which appears at page 119 of D.98-03-072: 

"96. The PX pricing structure is to reflect all of the ESP's 
recurring charges and the statement that the customer remains 
obligated to pay the electric utility's charges." 

The following new Finding of Fact should be added following 
'I 

Finding of Fact 95 which appears at page 119 of D.98-03-072: 

"98. The ESP shall list the amount of each recurring and non-
recurring charge imposed by the ESP, and for those recurring 
and non-recurring charges imposed by the UDC, the ESP shall 
list the type of charges and include the appropriate statements 
that the customer re:rr..ainsobligated to pay those UDC 
charges, and .th~t ,the !..:pecific amount of thof;e charges can be 
determined by looking' at the UDC bill or contacting the 
UDC." 

The following new Conclusions of Law should be added followirlg 

Conclusion of Law 45 which appears at page 128 of D.98-03-072: 

"46. A disclosure which reflects all of the ESP's actual 
recurring charges, and a statement that the customer remains 
obligated to pay the electricity-related charges of the electric 
utility is consistent with Section 394.5(a)(1)(A) because 
consumers will be provided with sufficient information to 
compare competing alternatives on a standard basis. 

"47. The estimate of the 'total monthly bill' should be 
interpreted to mean that the ESP's total monthly charges will 
be reflected in the estimate, together with a statement that the 
customer remains obligated to pay the electrIcity-related 
charges of the electric utility." 

The sample "Notice Of Price, Terms, And Conditions Of Service" 

which appears in Appendix C of D.98-03-072 also needs to be modified. In the 
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section entitled "Summary," which appears at page 1 of Appendix C, the 

following passage should be deleted: 

"Your total price of electricity is cents per kilowatt 
hour. [or if the ESP's price is pegged to the PX price, describe' 
the pricing arrangement.] " 

The deleted passage at page 1 of Appendix C should be replaced by 

the following: 

"Your total price of electricity is cents per kilowatt 
hour. [or if the ESP's price is pegged to the PX price, describe 
the pricing arr~ngement.] As discus~ed later in this notice, 
this price does not include the charges that you are obligated 
to pay your eXIsting electric utilitY."" ' 

In the section entitled "Your Total Price Of Electricity," the following. 

passages should bt~ dele~ed and replaced as follows. At page 3 of Appendix C, ' ; 

the following passages sho:..tld be deleted: 

"Your total price of electricity is cents per kilowatt 
hour (kWh). This price is based on our anticipated electricity 
costs and all recurring charges. ' 

"Our recurring charges are for the following kinds of charges: 
"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 

"You will also pay recurring charges for services provided by 
the electric utility and for legislatively mandated charges. 
These charges are as follows: 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 
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"You may also have to pay us for the following non-recurring 
charges: 

"[description and source of each non-recurring charge] 
[amount of the non-recurring charge] 

"[description and source of each non-recurring charge] 
[amount of the non-recurring charge]" 

The passages which have been deleted at page 3 of Appendix C shall 

be replaced with the following passages: "\ 

"Your total price of electricity is cents per kilowatt 
hour (kWh). This price is based911 our anticipated electricity 
costs and all of our recurring charges. In addition to our total 
price of electricity, you must also pay certain monthly charges 
to the electric utility that serves your area. You may also have' . 
. io pay us for certain non-recurring cnarges. The following is ... 
a de.~' .. ~ription and the amou,nt 0f e~cr of our recurri:tlg and 
non'T~c~lrring charges: .. . 

"[description of each recurring and non-recurring charge, C':nd 
the amount of each charge] 

" As mentioned above, you are alsQ obligated to pay the 
electric utility for certain recurring charges for services 
provided by the electric utility and for legislatively mandated 
charges. You may also have to pay the electric utility for 
certain non-recurring charges as well. Below is a listing of 
those electric utility charges. You should refer to your electric 
utility bill or contact the electric utility to determine the 
amount for each of those charges. 

"[list each recurring and non-recurring charge imposed by the 
UDC]" 

The following sentence which appears at the bottom of page 3 of 

Appendix C should be deleted: 

liThe following tables provide you with an estimate of your 
monthly electricity bill based on the total price of electriciry 
and your estimated monthly usage." 
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The following sentence should replace the sentence which was 

deleted from the bottom of page 3 of Appendix C: 

"The following tables provide you with an estimate of your 
monthly electricity bill based on our total price of electricity 
and your estimated monthly usage. In addition to our price of 
electricity, you are also obligated to pay the electric utility for 
certain recurring charges for services provided by the electric 
utility and for legislatively mandated charges. You should 

'\ 
refer to your electric utility bill or contact the electric utility to 
determine the amount for each of those charges. 

The following passagesw.hich appear at pages 4 to 5 of Appendix C 

of D.98-03-072 should be deleted: 

"Our recurring charges are for the following ki.~ds of charges: 

"[ d.escription of each recurring charge] . [?mDunt of~h~ 
re.curring charge] 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amo'unt of the 
recurring charge] 

"You will also pay recurring charges for services provided by 
the electric utility and for legislatively mandated charges. 
These charges are as follows: 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] . 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 

"You may also have to pay us for the following non-recurring 
charges: 

"[description and source of each non-recurring charge] 
[amount of the non-recurring charge] 

"[description and source of each non-recurring charge] 
[amount of the non-recurring charge]" 
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The above passages which have been deleted at pages 4 to 5 of 

Appendix C shall be replaced with the following passages: 

deleted: 

"This price is based on our anticipated electricity costs and all 
of our recurring charges. In addition to our total price of 
electricity, you must also pay certain monthly charges to the 
electric utility that serves your area. You may also have to pay 
us for certain non-recurring charges. The following is a 
description and the amount of each of our recurring and 
non-recurring charges: 

"[description of each recurring and non-recurring charge, and 
the amount of each charge] 

"As mentioned above, you are also obligated to pay the 
electric utility for certain recurring charges for services 
provided by the 'elettric .utility and 'for legE~latiVeJy mandated 
charges. You may also have to pay the electr~c utilil.y for 
certain non-recurring'charges 'as well. Below is a. listing o~ 
those electric utility charges. You should rzft~r tv y()U~· electric 
utility bill or contact the electric utility to determine the 
amount ior each of those charges. 

"[list each recurring and non-recurring charge imposed by the 
UDC]" 

On page 5 of Appendix C, the following sentence should be 

"The following tables provide you with an estimate of your 
monthly electricity bill based on the total price of electricity 
and your estimated monthly usage." 

The following sentence should replace the sentence which was 

deleted from page 5 of Appendix C: 

"The following tables provide you with an estimate of your 
monthly electricity bill based on our total price of electricity 
and your estimated monthly usage. In addition to our price of 
electricity, you are also obligated to pay the electric utility for 
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certain recurring charges for services provided by the electric 
utility and for legislatively mandated charges. You should 
refer to your electric utility bill or contact the electric utility to 
determine the amount for each of those charges." 

A workshop may be useful to discuss the use of certain assumptions 

in the Section 394.5 notice. Some of the parties have suggested the use of 

assumption for the PX price so that the CTC portion of the total price of 

electricity can be determined. They have also suggested the use of certain 

assumptions about baseline,usage for the estimated monthly bill. 

We will defer these possible assumption issues to the Energy 

Division to develop. Shoulci the Energy Divisi~n believe that it would be useful 

to incorporate these kinc:ls of ().ssurnptionsinto the Section 394.5 noticeJ the 
.:. . • 'r';',' ." .. :' ,,' . ":,, ; ,: . ':. .: :. " 

·Energy Division may hold a workshop within 180 ~ays· froultoday to discuss the 

lsf..ues and to consider possibie methodologies t6 dEriv<2 :the ~SStllnptions. If such 
.. .. -.': : ': '. " ", . ~.; ~ : ," '. :. '. . : 

a workshop is held, a workshop report shall be prepared and filed with the 

Docket Office, and served on the partief' to this proceeding. Interested parties 

shall also be permitted to file a response to the workshop report within 30 days 

from the date the report was served on the parties. 

F. Disconnection Of Service 

1. Position Of The Parties 

SCE recommends that D.98-03-072 be amended in two places to 

avoid confusion about a UDC's ability t~ disconnect service. First, SCE 

recommends that a slight change be made in the "Description of Terms and 

Conditions of Service" section in the "Notice of Price, Terms, and Conditions of 

Service" (D.98-03-072, App. C). SCE asserts that in each of the three scenarios, 

the section reads as if the UDC may disconnect service for ESP charges. 

-, 
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SCE's second recommendation is to delete language which appears 

at page 100 of D.98-03-072. SCE states that the following language should be 

deleted because the sentences imply that the UDC may disconnect service for an 

ESP: 

"We have adopted procedures which allow the UDCs to 
disconnect service to a customer if the customer fails to pay 
any portion of the electricity bill. These disconnection 
procedures are sufficient to ensure that customers pay their 
electricity bills in a timely manner." 

2. Discussion 

seE's first proposed ameridment has merit in light of what is 

contained in the "SerVice Distonriections"And Re(~onnections" section in the . 

direct access tariff that was adoptedi!! D.97-10-i}87. (l).9"-lO-087, App. A.) As.-

written, the "D~&cription Of Tel~~~sp....nd Condihons Cf S\~['vice'r which appears in .. 

Appendix C of D.98-03-072,could leav~ one with the impression that the UDC 

can disconnect service if the customer fails to pay the ESP charges. To conform 

the "Description Of Terms And Conditions Of Service" with the applicable direct 

access tariff provisions, the language describing the three billing scenarios should 

be changed to the following: 18 

"(I) You, the customer, will receive a single bill from us for all 
of the electric utility's charges and for our charges. Should 
you owe any past due amount on your bill, we are responsible 
for collecting that past due amount from you. If you fail to 
pay any past due amount, we may transfer your electric 
service back to the electric utility, who may then disconnect 
your electric service for non-payment of the electric utility's 
charges incurred after the transfer. If your electricity is 

18 The additional language is indicated by underlining. 
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disconnected, you may be obligated to pay a disconnect fee to 
the electric utility. In order to reestablish electric service, you 
may have to pay a reconnection fee and post a deposit with . 
the electric utility. (2) Although you, the customer, will be 
purchasing electricity from us, we will arrange to have the 
electric utility send you a single bill for the electric utility's 
charges and for our charges. Should you owe any past due 
amount on your bill, the electric utility is responsible for 
collecting any past due amount from you. If you fail to pay 
any past due amount owed to the electric utility, the electric 
utility may then disconnect your service. If you fail to pay any 
past due amount owed to us, we may transfer your electric 
service back to the electric utility, who may then disconnect 
your electric service for any unpaid an-.ount owed to the 
electric utility. If your electricity i~ ,disconnected, you may be .' ,. 
obligated to pay a disc:onnect ~ee tothe electric utility. In 
order to reestablish electriC se:tvice,·:you may have to pay" 
reconnection fee.and post a depos.i.:. ~i!b the electric utility. 
(3) You, the customer,will be receivinFa separate bill frOIn the 
electric utilitYifor'ltsdlarges, allct'{i se?:uate bill from us fo:~ 
our charges: Should you owe any past due amount on the 
electric utility's bill, the electric utility is responsible for 
collecting any past du~ amount from you. Should you owe 
any past due amount on our bill, we are responsible for 
collecting any past due amount from you. If you fail to pay 
any past due amount owed to the electric utility, the electric 
utility may then disconnect your service. If you fail to pay any 
past due amount owed to us, we may transfer your electric 
service back to the electric utility, who may then disconnect 
your electric service for any unpaid amount owed to the 
electric utility. If your electricity is disconnected, you may be 
obligated to pay a disconnect fee to the electric utility. In 
order to reestablish electric service, you may have to pay a 
reconnection fee ~nd post a deposit with the electric utility." 

We believe that the above revisions help clarify under what kind of 

circumstances service can be terminated to the customer. Appendix C of 

D.98-03-072 should be modified as described above. 
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SCE's second proposed amendment is to delete two sentences which 

appear at page 100 of D.98-03-072. We have examined the two sentences, and the 

context in which they were written. Although the two sentences support the 

Commission's reasoning for not permitting the installation of self-limiting 

meters, the first sentence sugge1:;ts that the UDC could terminate service if the 

ESP charges are not paid. We will adopt the suggestion of SCE and modify 

D.98-03-072 by deleting the following sentences which appear in the second full 

paragraph at page 100 of that decision: 

"We have adopted procedures which allow the UDCs to 
disconnect service to a customer if the customer fails to pay 
any portion Hf the electricity bill. These disconnection 
procedures a~e su£.ficient to e:nsure that customers pay their 
electricity bills·in a ~rr~ely~an:ier." 

G,. Right To Cancel , 
~'. . .' ! .. : " 

1. Position Of The' Parties 

D.98-03-072 afpage 82 states: 

"In the context of the right to cancel provision, the third party 
verification process, and the Section 394.5 notice, the customer 
should have [the] right to cancel without penalty three days 
after the third party verification, or three days after receipt of 
the Section 394.5 notice, whichever is later." 

Green Mountain points out that the above provision imposes a 

requirement on the ESPs that differs from what the Commission adopted in 

D.97-l0-087. 

In D.97-l0-087, the Commission adopted the following: 

" a DASR shall not be submitted to the UDC until three days 
after the verification required under Public Utilities Code 
Section 366.5 has been performed. It is the responsibility of 
the ESP to ensure that the requests of the residential and small 
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commercial customers to cancel service pursuant to Public 
Utilities Code Section 395 are honored." (0.97-10-087, App. A, 
§ E(6)(a).) 

The direct access tariff adopted in 0.97-10-087 also provides: 

"if a customer cancels an agreement pursuant to Public 
Utilities Code Section 395, a OASR shall not be submitted.for 
that customer. If a OASR has already been submitted, the 
submitting party shall, within 24 hours, direct the UOC to 
cancel the OASR." (0.97-10-087, App. B, § E(6)(B).) 

Green Mountain requests that the Commission clarify 0.98-03-072 

. . by preserving the requirements that were adopted in 0.97-10-087i Le., allow ESPs 

to submit OASRs three days after third-party verification has been performed'for 

'. a particular customer. Custo.nieh;s. ~houJ.d also have an additional period of bne· 
. .' 

. hi h t ' . " ' r'ASR h b b' 1 d b f :,1-m. W c 0 cancel servlce ~rter a ,,_ as een su nutteG, a1:!. .L eJ,ore Ute, . 
. '. 

switch takes' effert .. 

Green MOurl~am contends that the requirements in 0.98-03-07~ are 

likely to cause an unnecessary delay in the provisioning of an ESP's servin: to its " 

customers because, in most instances, the third-'party verification will occur 

before the customer receives the Section 394.5 notice. If the ESP has to wait until 

after the customer's receipt of the Section 394.5 notice to submit the OASR, this 

may delay the beginning of service to that customer by the ESP. 

Conclusion of Law 52 of D.98-03-072 also requires that the Section 

394.5 notice be provided to potential customers prior to the signing of any service 

agreement or contract and the initiation of a OASR on the customer's behalf, and 

before any third party verification takes place. Green Mountain contends that 

Conclusion of Law 52 is inconsistent with page 82 and Conclusion of Law 48 of 

D.98-03-072. 

Green Mountain also contends that the new DASR submission 

requirements are phrased in such a way that makes it nearly impossible for ESPs 
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to ensure that they are complying. By preventing the ESPs from submitting 

DASRs until the latter occurrence of verification or actual receipt of the Section 

394.5 notice, the decision creates a situation in which an ESP may have no way of 

knowing when it is permissible to submit a DASR. 

Commonwealth states that the difficulty with the" after receipt" 

requirement is that the ESP has no firm idea when th~ customer receives the 

Section 394.5 notice. In order to implement this requirement, Commonwealth 

recommends that the Commission deem that a Section 394.5 notice is delivered 

three days after mailing. Green Mountain suggests that the Commission 

consider the provisions in Co~e of Civil Procedure (CCP) Section 1013 as to when 
! : . . . ',. . 

a customer should be deemed to have received notice. 
""" " "" "", ORA supp~~ts Gree~ Mountain's proposal that CCP Secti"on 1013 be" 

e l.lsed. If this code section ~asused, it would allow a DASI{ to be submitteci eight 

days after the ESP placeci a Section 394.5 notice in the mail within California, and 

if mailed outside the state, after ten days. 

Green Mountain suggests that if the protections in the direct access 

tariff are not adequate, it could modify Section E(6) to clarify that customers can 

cancel service after they receive the Section 394.5 notice and before service is 

switched, while still allowing DASRs to be submitted three days after the 

third-party verification. 

PG&E agrees with Green Mountain and the others that if an ESP had 

to wait until after the Section 394.5 notice was received to submit the DASR, that 

this could unnecessarily delay the DASR submission. PG&E recommends that 

the Commission allow the ESPs to deem that the Section 394.5 notice is received 

by customers on the third day after the ESP has mailed the notice. 

SDG&E points out that D.98-03-072 needs to be clarified with respect 

to a customer's right to cancel when there is no written agreement. SDG&E 
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contends that the text at page 81 of the decision and Finding of Fact 100 need to 

be changed to reflect the text at page 82 and in Conclusion of Law 48. 

2. Discussion 

We have reviewed the various passages in D.97-10-087 and 

D.98-03-072 as suggested by the parties. There is a need to clarify when a DASR 

can be submitted (see Section 366.5), when a customer can exercise its right to 
I 

cancel pursuant to Section 395, and when the Section 394.5 notice must be made 

av~ilable to potential customers. The changes below are self-explanatory, and 

help clarify the interaction of all three code sections. The changes also 

incorporate the suggestion that instead of basing the right to cancel on "three 

days ~.fte~ receipt of the Section 394.5 notice, that the time perioct be calculated· 

. using five b:.J~i!less d.3.Ys after the mailing or provisioning of the nutice. Wr. 
I • 

decli.ne to adopt fhe ~:uggestion that the right to cancel be cakulat.:~d 'J5in~;. t.h·~ 

'ti~e frame in CCP Section 1013. The use of that provision to (aiculate when a 

customl:r has the right to cancel the contract could unnecessa.::ily delay the 

submission of a DASR. The "five business days" should provide sufficient time 

for a customer to receive and review the Section 394.5 notice and decide whether 

the ESP contract should be cancelled. 

Accordingly, D.98-03-072 should be modified by making the 

following changes. In addition, the direct access tariff provisions that were 

approved in D.97-10-087 need to be conformed to reflect the above modifications. 

The last paragraph on page 81 of D.98-03-072 should be 

deleted. 

The first paragraph on page 82 of D.98-03-072 should be 

deleted and replaced with the following: 
I 
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"Section 395 provides as follows: 

"(a) In addition to any other right to revoke an offer, 
residential and small commercial customers of electrical 
service, as defined in subdivision (h) of Section 331, have 
the right to cancel a contract for electric service until 
midnight of the third business day after the day on which 
the buyer signs an agreement or offer to purchase. 

"(b) Cancellation occurs when the buyer gives written 
notice of cancellation to the seller at the address specified 
in the agreement or offer. 

"(C) Notice of cancellati¢m~ if given by mail, is effective 
when deposited in the 1-lla.il properly addressed with 
p~stage prepaid. 

'.-: 

"(d) Notice of cancellatjoTI.giv.en by the buyer nee4 !lotcake 
tbe particular form as provided with the contract or oif~r to 
purchase and, howev~r ex}>ressed, is effectiv·e ifit inJi.cates 
the intention of the buyer not to.be bOlJ.:·:td by the contract." 

liThe right to cancel provision is calculated using the 'day on 
which the buyer signs an agreement or offer to purchase.' 
When a customer physically signs a written agreement or 
offer, the calculation of the time period of when a customer 
can cancel the contract without a cancellation fee or penalty 
does not present a problem. Under those circumstances, the 
Section 394.5 notice will probably be provided to the customer 
when the written agreement is signed. 

liThe calculation of the right to cancel date becomes more 
problematic when the ESP's solicitation and the subsequent 
verification process occurs entirely by telephone. In such a 
scenario, the customer does not sign a written agreement or 
offer. Instead, the ESP takes down the relevant information 
over the telephone, and the subsequent verification process 
provided for in Section 366.5 acts to confirm the customer's 
change. 
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"The telephone solicitation and verification also presents a 
problem with respect to the Section 394.5 notice. As discussed 
later in this decision, this notice is to be provided to the 
potential customer 'prior to the commencement of service.' In 
practice, this probably means that the ESP will mail or 
transmit the notice to the potential customer after the 
customer has agreed to switch, or after the verification process 
has taken place. As discussed later, the Section 394.5 notice is 
designed to inform the potential customer of the price, terms, 
and conditions of service, including the customer's right to 
rescind the contract pursuant to Section 395. Thus, the 
Section 394.5 notice affects the date upon which the right to 
cancel is calculated, as well as the timing of when a DASR can 
be submitted. ,., 

"In the context of the right to cancel provision, the third party 
verification process, and the Section 394.5notice~ r. residential 
or small commercial customers who is solicited by an E~aJ 
over the telephone should have the.right tocan(:eL:u:ontrac~ 
for electric service without F,enaltyor fee until rcidnight of the 
third business day after the third party verification or other . 
procedure provided for in Section 366.5 has occurred, or until 
midnight of the fifth business day after the :mailing or 
provisioning of the Section 394.5 notice, whichever is later. 
That is, when there is no signed written agreement, we 
conclude that" the date on which the verification process is 
completed or the date on which the Section 394.5 notice is 
mailed or furnished, whichever is later, triggers the right to 
cancel provision under Section 395. Such timing preserves the 
right of the residential or small commercial customer to cancel 
service, when there is no signed written agreement, without 
penalty in accordance with Section 395. 

"Section 366.5 states that there can be no change in the 
aggregator or supplier of electricity for residential or small 
commercial customers until the verification process provided 
for in that section has been completed. That means a DASR 
cannot be submitted to the UDC by the ESP until after 
midnight of the third business day after the verification 
required under Section 366.5 has been completed. However, 
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since the Section 394.5 notice is designed to inform potential 
customers of one's right to rescind the contract pursuant to 

. Section 395 (Section 394.5(a)(3)), a DASR should not be 
submitted until the Section 394.5 notice has been provided to 
the customer. Thus, a DASR should not be submitted to the 
UDC by the ESP until after midnight of the third business day 
after the verification required under Section 366.5 has been 
completed or until after midnight of the fifth business day 
after the mailing or provisioning of the Section 394.5 notice, 
whichever is later. The ESPs shall be r,equired to keep . 
accurate records of when the Section 394.5 notice was mailed 
or provided to the prospective customer, and such records 
shall be made available to ·the customer and to the 
Commission upon request. 

"The above DASR requirement should apply to solicitations in 
person, as well·as by telephone~' Ti-tis DASH. 8U brnission policy 
is consistent wit.h our interpretation of 5edbns 3~6.5, 394.5 
and 395. The direct access tariff provisions in Sec.tion.:, £.(6) 
and G of AppendixAofD;97-10·,087 3:'lo'.lldhec(;nic';.'med to 
reflect the above dis.cussion.~~ 

The right to cancel language which appears at pages 1 and 8 of 

Appendix C of 0.98-03-072 should be changed as iollows. The fourth paragraph 

in the "Summary" portion of Appendix C should be deleted and replaced with 

the following paragraph: 

"You have the right to cancel any contract for electric service 
without fee or penalty until midnight of the third business day 
after the day you signed the contract. If no contract is signed, 
you have the right to cancel any agreement for electric service 
without fee or penalty until midnight of the third business day 
after the third party verification or other procedure provided 
for in Section 366.5 has occurred, or until midnight of the fifth 
business day after the mailing or provisioning of the Section 
394.5 notice, whichever is later." 
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The paragraph which appears in the "Notice Of Your Right To 

Cancel" on page 8 of Appendix C should be deleted and replaced with the 

following paragraph: 

"You have the right to cancel any contract for electric service 
until midnight of the third business day after the day you 
signed the contract. If no contract is signed, you have the 
right to cancel any agreement for electric service until 
midnight of the third business day after the third party 
verification or other procedure provided for in Section 366.5 
has occurred, or until midnight of the fifth business day after 
the mailing or provisioning of the Section 394.5 notice, 
whichever is later. You must give us, at the address specified 
on page 1 of this notice, written notice of your desire to cancel. 
No fee or penalty may be imposed: against you for exercising 
yout'right to cancel within.'this tiirie·::pp.ri':1d. (Public Utilities 
Code Sect.ion 395;)" . . . '" 

, :', 

The third full paragraph.·whlch.appears .~t f.)ag'=' 86 ot D.98-03-072 

should be deleted and replated with the following: 

"The other issue raised by Section 394.5 is when the notice 
should be made available to prospective customers. 
Section 394.5(a) states that this notice is to be made available 
to a potential customer 'prior to the commencement of 
service.' We interpret that phrase to mean that the ESP shall 
deliver the notice to the potential customer prior to the 
initiation of a DASR on the customer's behalf. Such a 
requirement makes sense because the notice is to inform the 
'potential customer' of the price, terms, and conditions of 
service. This is also consistent with our interpretation of 
Sections 366.5 and 395, and what should occur if a customer is 
switched and verified entirely by telephone. Thus, this 
requirement will provide a potential customer with the 
opportunity to review the price, terms, and conditions of 
service before the customer is switched to a different electric 
provider. " 
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Finding of Fact 100, which appears at page 119 of D.98-03-072 should 

be deleted and replaced with the following new Findings of Fact: 

"103. Section 395 provides that residential and small 
commercial customers have the right to cancel a contract for 
electric service until midnight of the third business day after 
the day on which the buyer signs an agreement or offer to 
purchase. 

"104. The right to cancel provision is calculated using the day 
on which the buyer signs an agreement or offer to purchase. 

"lOS. Telephone solicitations by an ESP of potential customers 
do,not result in signed written agreements or offers. 

.. '. ' ~. 

"106. The Section 394.5 notice affects the "timing of when a 
DASR can be subIrlitt~(:l!: as w.eU'asthedate upon which the . , . 
right to cancel is calculateC!.. " " , 

"107. Sectivn'36,6.5 provides 'Un': the'~e can be no change in the " ' 
aggregator or s(ipplierofelectricity for r\.:sidential or small 
commercial custbmers until the:verification process provided 
for in Section 366.5 has been completed. 

"108. Section 394.5(a) provides that a Section 394.5 notice is to 
be made available to a potential customer prior to the 
commencement of service." 
Due to the additional findings, the Findings of Fact beginning 

with 101 and following, which appear beginning at page 120 of D.98-03-072 

and following, should be renumbered as number 109 and following. 

Conclusion of Law 48 which appears at page 128 of D.98-03-072 

should be deleted and replaced with the following new Conclusions of Law: 

"50. No written agreement or offer to purchase, as 
contemplated by Section 395, is entered into when the ESP's 
solicitation and subsequent verification process occurs entirely 
by telephone. 
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1/51. In the absence of a signed written agreement, the date on 
which the verification process is completed, or the date on 
which the ESP complies with the Section 394.5 notice 
requirement, should trigger a customer's right to cancel 
pursuant to Section 395. 

1/52. In the absence of a signed written agreement, residential 
and small commercial customers shall have the right to cancel 
a contract for electric service without penalty or fee until 
midnight of the third business day after the third party 
verification or other procedure provided for in Section 366.5 
has occurred, or until midnight of the fifth business day after 
the mailing or provisioning of the Section 394.5 notice, 
whichever is later. 

1/53. A DASR shall not be submitted to the UDC by the ESP 
until after mic;1pight:of th~,th.i..iq. b.usiness day after the 
verification required und.er Se~tio:n 366.5 has been completed, 
0r until after midnight" of the h£~h business day after the 
mamng or prp"\Tisionir.g or the Section 39£1.5 notice, whkhever .... 

. is later." ..... 

Conclusi~ns of Caw 49~ 50 and 51, which appear at page 128 of 

D.98-03-072, should be renumbered as Conclusions of Law 54, 55, and 56. 

Conclusion of Law 52, which appears at page 128 of D.98-03-072, 

should be deleted and replaced with the following: 

1/57. The phrase 'prior to the commencement of service' 
should be interpreted to mean that the ESP shall deliver the 
Section 394.5 notice to the potential customer prior to the 
initiation of a DASR on the customer's behalf." 

Conclusions of Law 53 and following, which appear beginning on 

page 128 of D.98-03-072, should be renumbered beginning with number 58 and 

following. 

In order to make Ordering Paragraph 8.b) of D.98-03-072 consistent 

with the modifications discussed above, the following phrase from that ordering 
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paragraph should be deleted: lithe signing of any service agreement or contract 

and the." 

The UDCs shall have 30 days from the mailing date of this decision to 

file appropriate advice letters to conform their direct access tariff provisions to 

reflect the above modifications. 

In their comments to the draft decision, Utility. com and Green 

Mountain proposed that certain changes be made ~o reflect the use of the 

Internet. We recognize that the Internet presents an opportunity for companies 

to streamline their costs. However, as presently written, Sections 366.5 and 395 

prescribe that certain procedures must be followed in order to verify a customer's 
~. " . . . 

change in electric prov~der, ap.d ,~o,cancel an agreement to enter into an electric 

service con~act.The ch~g~s 's~~~est;d by Utility. com and Green Mountain 
~ i .' . 

'. have the effect of altering the~;pecific lrmguage of those two code sections, and 
.' • • '. • • ... ·l· " • 

therefore shall not be adopted at this titne.19 

H. Year 2000 Problem 

In Resolution M-4792, which was adopted by the Commission on 

November 19, 1998, the Commission ordered all investor-owned utilities (lOUs) 

subject to the Commission's jurisdiction to provide information about the lOUs' 

efforts regarding their readiness with respect to the Y2K problem.20 The 

resolution recognizes that: 

liThe Y2K problem, if not properly addressed, may affect the 
financial control, customer and shipper service, billing, and load 

19 There is currently a bill (Senate Bill 1159) before the Legislature which would amend 
Section 366.5. Until such legislation is enacted, the Commission is bound to follow the 
specific provisions of Sections 366.5 and 395. 

20 This resolution is available on the Commission's web site at www.cpuc.ca.gov. 
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. forecasting systems, as well as the ability of the utilities to provide 
utility services." (Resolution M-4792, p. 2.) 

With the restructuring of the electric industry, opportunities were created 

for new market entrants, such as ESPs, MSPs, and MDMAs. In order to maintain 

a level of control over meter installations and meter data, the Commission 

adopted the approach that the UDCs and the ESPs would remain responsible for 

meter installation, maintenance, and the collection, transfer, and processing of 

the meter data.21 (See D.97-12-048, pp. 4-6.) Since customers are free to choose an 

ESP to supply them with electricity and meter-related services, it is important 

that the Commission ensure that all ESPs, i.e., those who serve medium and large 

commercial and industrial customers, and those who serve residential and small 

commercial customers, ar~.p~ep~red for the Y2K problem. at all levels of 

interaction with the lJDCs, SCi" ,:md customers. 

The ComrrussivY'''s jurisdicdon over ESPs is limited. Since dn ESP is·not ail 

IOU, as contemplated in Resolution M-4792, that resolution is not applicable to 

ESPs operating in California. However, in the statutory provisions addressing· 

electric restructuring, customers "have the right to choose their supplier of 

electric power." The Legislature declared that: "Reliable electric service is of 

utmost importance to the safety, health, and welfare of the state's citizenry and 

economy." (Pub. Util. Code Section 330(d) and (g).) Since the ESPs are 

supplying electricity, and because reliable electric service is of utmost 

importance, the Commission has an interest in ensuring that all ESPs in 

California are ready for the Y2K problem. In addition, an ESP's plans to deal 

21 Under the Commission's decisions, the ESPs and UDCs are free to subcontract these 
services to qualified MSPs and MDMAs. 
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with the Y2K problem is reflective of the ESP's technical and operational abilities 

as well. 

We will therefore require all ESPs operating in California, regardless of 

which customer classes they serve, to advise us of their Y2K readiness by 

completing the "Year 2000 Program Assessment Checklist & Survey For Electric 

Service Providers," which is attached to this decision as Appendix A.V. If the ESP 

is required by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to report to the 

SEC on Y2K issues, the ESP shall provide copies to the Commission of all such 

information it has provided to the SEC~ as well as any future information that the 

SEC may require. Each ESP shall also be required to certify to the Commission, 

no later than Nove~ber .1,,1999, that all of its essential service delivery systems 

'areY2K compliant or Y2K:ready. The certification shall also provide that any 

new systems, software, and equipment purchased or implemented after the dare 

of 'certification will be Y2K compliant as well. 

In order to apprise all ESPs operating in California of these Y2K 

requirements, the Energy Division shall be directed to compile a list of all ESPs 

operating in California. Should the assistance of the UDCs be needed to create 

this list, the UDCs are directed to supply the necessary information so that the 

Energy Division can compile the list. Once that list is completed, the Energy 

Division shall mail each ESP on the list a letter describing their obligations to 

comply with this decision as it relates to the Y2K problem, along with the Y2K 

form. The Energy Division shall ensure that all of the ESPs on the list submit the 

completed checklist and survey form (Appendix A) within 60 days from the date 

the letter is mailed. 

22 With a few minor changes, Appendix A is essentially identical to Exhibit 1 of Resolution 
M-4792. 
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In its comments to the draft decision, the CEC suggests that the 

Commission publish the list of all active ESPs. The CEC states that such a list 

would be helpful to the industry, the Board of Equalization, and the CEC. We 

will direct the Energy Division to provide the list of all ESPs operating in 

California, as compiled in accordance with the above discussion, to anyone who 

requests such information. 

I. Opt-In List 

The opt-in list was the subject of discussion in D.97-l0-031 and in 

D.98-03-072. The opt-in list was the proposal of the CEC to establish a 

confidential database of customers who wanted to be contacted by ESPs. Once: .' 
, . 

the database wa~ compiled, the proposal called -ror the database· to be. sold to .. 

. registered ESPs jn good standing, public 3gencies, and electrical '~01T0r,:.tkns. 
. \ . 

";Nf:: apprr.lVedthe concept of the cpt-in database in D.9S-03··072.. H;Jwe\'~r, . 

before incurring the costs to design and implement the opt-in database, the 

Commission determined that the demand for such a product should first be 

assessed. The Commission invited ESPs, public agencies, electrical corporations, 

and energy efficiency providers, to submit letters to the Energy Division if they 

were interested in the opt-in database. The Energy Division received one letter of 

interest. Since D.98-03-072 noted that the UDCs' estimated cost of developing the 

opt-in database was $430,000 to $3.5 million, it is evident that the opt-in database 

proposal should not proceed any further since the cost to implement the proposal 

does not justify the limited interest in the database product. 

J. Extension Of Reporting Requirements 

In D.97-0S-040 at page 30, the Commission directed the UDCs to submit a 

monthly report to the Energy Division regarding their direct access 
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implementation activities. This reporting requirement is scheduled to terminate 

with the report ending for the month of June 1999. 

The Energy Division has requested that this reporting requirement be 

extended. The monthly reports have been invaluable for tracking the progress of 

the direct access market, and for compiling statistics about the market. Since the 

direct access market has only been operative for about one year, it is important 

for the Commission to continue the gathering of this information while the 

market is still developing. Unless further extended by the Commission, we will 

require the UDCs to continue submitting the monthly report on their respective 

direct access implementation activities through December 31, 2000. 

In addition to the information described at page 30 of D.97-05-040, the 
.' " .' .. ~ - . 

I' • • •. , .••• " • " . • • ", 

Energy Division may develop additional reporting requirements tor the: 'monthly 

, ' reF~rt:a~ we:! as a common reportin~f~rmat'for the report.~ If th.:~ ~6nth]::r 
. , . ," "., 

~epo~t req~ires informati,on aboU:t individu~l ESPs, it is the Commission's intent 

not to disclose that kind of information to the public because it may contain 

sensitive market share information. (See General Order 6o-C.) Pur~:;uant to the 

authority contained in Sections 581 and 584, the UDCs are directed to provide all 

of the information that the Energy Division requires. 

23 The comments of PG&E and SCE to the draft decision suggest that the Energy Division 
has repeatedly changed the format of the reporting requirements. It is our understanding 
that the Energy Division staff have kept the UDCs informed of the changes and have 
worked with the UDCs to reach agreement on the format of the reports. We are confident 
that any reporting requirements that the staff may develop will provide the Commission 
with the necessary tools to analyze the emerging direct access market, and that such 
requirements will not result in an undue burden on the UDCs. We therefore decline to 
adopt the UDCs' suggestion that any subsequent changes to the reporting requirements 
only be made by way of a Commission decision. 
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0.97-05-040 should be modified accordingly to reflect the extension of this 

reporting requirement, and to allow the Energy Division to develop additional 

OASR reporting requirements. 

K. Metering And Billing Activities 

The Commission took steps in 0.97-05-039 to unbundle metering and 

billing services. In the direct access tariff that was adopted in 0.97-10-087, the 
"\ 

Commission set forth the tariff provisions governing the offering of metering and 

billing services by ESPs. The metering tariff provisions were further refined in 

0.97-12-048. In that decision, the Commission directed the Executive Director to 

determine which Commi~sion division should handle the meter service provider 

,(~1SP) certification process, and·to "ensure that the assigned staH-develops the . ; ,,' " '. .. 

jn~ernal procedures necessary.to effectuate the ~!ISP certifL:5.ti6flF,rocess." 
... 

(D.97-.'! 2-048, Ordering Pat'. 2, p,5S;) The Energ)! Divj.sioovvas if'3sig;ned the task 

of developing the MSP certification process .. 

As part of the Commission's regulatcx:y overs~ght of the metering and 

billing functions, and as a follow-up to the MSP certification process, the Energy 

Division should obtain metering and billing data from the UDCs which provides 

the Commission with information about which entities are installing direct access 

meters, and which entities are doing the billing of electrical services. This type of 

information should be obtained for all customer classes. This information will 

enable the Commission to determine how the unbundled markets for metering 

and billing are progressing. The Energy Division shall be directed to develop a 

monthly reporting format which captures the type of information described 

above.24 The Energy Division may also request additional information if it 

24 In its comments to the draft decision, the CEC suggests that the metering and hilling data 

Footnote continued on next page 
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determines the data would be helpful to gain a better understanding of the 

market. 

The UDCs are directed to provide this metering and billing data on a 

monthly basis. Unless extended by the Commission, these monthly reporting 

requirements will terminate with the reports covering activities through 

December 31, 2000. It is the intent of the Commission to keep confidential any 

data supplied by the UDCs which contain ESP-specific, MSP-specific, or end-use 

customer-specific information. (See General Order 66-C.) 

Findings of Fact 

1. On April 15, 1998, Edison Source filed a petition to intervene and its 

'.' ""~oriunents on the proposed pern-lcl1ient standard;': 

2. NWE filed a motiofl or~ April 16, 1998' reqtiES(U1g pernu~:~ion to file its 
" ' 

, "comments one day out of tl~e. ' ~ " 
3. N\VE previously filed a petition to intervene on March 18, 1998. ' 

4. On l\tlay 4, 1998, Greenlining/LIF filed a motion for leave to late-file their 

reply conlments. 

5. Greenlining/LIF incorrectly calculated the filing date for reply comments. 

,6. The draft decision was mailed to the parties in accordance with 

Section 311(g). 

7. On April 28, 1999, Utility. com filed a petition to intervene and attached its 

comments to the draft decision. 

8. On May 4,1999, the CEC filed a motion requesting permission to late-file 

its comments to the draft decision. 

be reported in a particular format. We will leave it up to the Energy Division to develop 
the specific reporting format. 
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9. D.98-03-072 provided an opportunity for interested parties. to file 

comments in four discrete areas. 

10. The Commission has already considered some of the issues raised in the 

comments and will not revisit those issues. 

11. The Commission, in accordance with SB 477, issued for comment in 

D.98-03-072 its proposal for permanent financial viability standards and technical 

and operational standards. 

12. There is no need to take official notice of the news article attached to 

Greenlining/LIF's reply comments because the Commission's resolution of the 

permanent ~ancial viability standards does not rely on the contents of the 

article. 

13. The ComInis~io~ pr'oposecl peiin~rient fip-andnl viability standards in 

D.98-03-072. > '. .: .,'. • ~. 

14. The starting deposit of $25,000 is not a burdenwhen one considers how 

much residential and smali commercial customers could lose if an unscrupulous 
'. 

ESP tries to take advantage of its customers or fails to perform. 

15. The requirement that the ESPs post a deposit will help ensure that the ESP 

has the financial resources to operate as an ESP, and that adequate recourse will 

be available if the ESP fails to perform or if it defrauds its customers. 

16. The varying security deposit amounts are consistent with Section 394(a)(9) 

because it considers the number of customers the ESP is serving, and the 

corresponding increase in the amount of electricity that the ESP provides. 

17. The security deposit amount should not be increased beyond $100,000 

because it is likely to act as a barrier to competition by increasing the cost of 

doing business for ESPs, rather than to protect small consumers from deceptive, 

unfair, or insolvent ESPs. 
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18. The liability insurance approach does not provide an ESP's customers with 

adequate recourse. 

19. The use of corporate guarantees or letters of credit would require the 

Commission staff to evaluate the financia1.strength of the corporation 

guaranteeing payment for the ESP, or the financial strength of the bank issuing 

the letter of credit. 

20. D.98-03-072 stated that the customer trust ac<:ount could be used to satisfy 

the cash deposit or bond requirement so long as the account is in the amount of 

the required security deposit amount, and in a format approved by the 

Commission's General Counsel. 

21. There are several reasons why the Commission should not order the UDCs 

to transfer a customer's electricity deposit to th~ ESP selected by the customer. 

22. The use of either a performance'bond or payment bond should be. 

permitted sa long as it affords protection to consumers and the form of the bond .. 

is acceptable to the ESP Registration Unit. 

23. The Commission should not restrict itself at this time to specify the kind of . 

events that would trigger Commission action with respect to the security deposit. 

24. Information reported to the Commission about the number of kWh 

supplied each month by an ESP should remain confidential. 

25. The Commission proposed permanent technical and operational ability 

standards in D.98-03-072. 

26. D.98-03-072 recognized that the execution of a UDC-ESP service agreement 

is not the sole criterion for determining viability. 

27. The UDC-ESP service agreement provides that each party is and shall 

remain in compliance with all applicable laws and tariffs. 

28. The summary of an ESP's key technical and operational personnel, 

together with the signed UDC-ESP service agreement and the SC agreement, are 
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designed to provide the Commission with a level of assurance that the ESP 

possesses the necessary technical and operational abilities to operate as an ESP. 

29. Those persons who are in charge of the overall technical and operational 

aspects of the business, and those responsible for overseeing the day-to-day 

activities related to the technical and operational aspects of the business, are to be 

listed on item 16 of the ESP registration application form. 

30. The information responsive to item 16 of the ESP registration application 

form will provide Commission staff with an understanding about the scope of 

the ESP's operations, and whether the ESP's key employees possess the necessary 

technical and operational abilities. 

31. Section 18.1 of the UDC-ESP service agreement provides that the ESP shall 

completely, accurately, and in; a: timely manner account for each ofits customer's 

- -loads with an authorized SC;and that the UDC shall have complete access to the --

load-data provided to the SC by the ESP. 

32. D.97-12-090 recognized that much of the customer usage information will 

occur between the SCs and the ISO, and that regulatory jurisdiction over these 

entities resides with the FERC. 

33. The Commission should defer action on UFE issues until it has-an 

opportunity to address the UFE reports. 

34. The Commission's decisions regarding meter standards apply to all ESPs. 

35. The fingerprint requirement serves a useful purpose by screening out 

those persons who are planning to defraud customers. 

36. The fingerprint requirement is not an undue barrier to entry given the 

Legislature's expressed intent to protect small consumers. 

37. Section 394.2(a) provides that any consumer complaints against an ESP 

operating in the service territory of the municipal utility are to be resolved 

through the municipal utility's consumer complaint procedures. 
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38. Requiring a registered ESP to report a change in telephone number or 

address within five days of such a change will help protect consumers. 

39. The proposal to allow a cash deposit to earn interest, and to return the 

interest to the ESP on an annual basis, was not adopted in D.98-03-072 as part of 

the interim standards for proof of financial viability. 

40. The proposed tracking system will permit the Commission to monitor 

ESP-related problems, provide the Commission with information about potential 

ESP problem areas, and provide background information should an investigation 

or other enforcement action take place.· 

41. Section 394.4(h) provides that the Commission may adopt additional 

consumer protection standards for residential and small commercial customers 

which are in the public interest. 

42. The· UDes should be permitted to give outthe te:lephone nunlber .of an 

ESP if the caner is complaining about a particular ESP and does not have the 

ESP's telephone number. 

43. D.98-03-072 proposed that ORA develop a comparison matrix to allow 

consumers to compare the service offerings of all registered ESPs. 

44. D.98-03-072 ordered ORA to establish the procedures necessary to carry 

out the requirements of Section 392.1(c), and to submit a report with its 

recommendations for effectuating that code section. 

45. On October 16, 1998, ORA submitted its report on its methods to 

accomplish the consumer education mandates set forth in Section 392.1(c) and 

D.98-03-072. 

·46. To make the comparison matrix more user-friendly and to provide 

consumers with information about electric restructuring, the Commission's web 

site home page should provide appropriate links to ORA's web site pages on 

electric restructuring. 
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47. The comparison matrix is a tool that can be used to help residential and 

small commercial customers understand how to evaluate and make informed, 

choices about competing electric service options. 

48. Section 392.1(c) provides that ORA shall not make specific 

recommendations or rank the relative attractiveness of specific service offerings 

of registered providers of electric services. 

49. Section 394.4 provides that the Section 394.5 notice shall be easily 

understandable. 

50. In Section 391, the Legislature expressed a need to simplify entry for ESPs 

who serve large, sophisticated customers. 

51. For purposes of the exemption from the Section 394.5 notice requirement,. 

the srnall commercial account must be in the name of the large customer, or in· 

: the name of an !~ntitj controlled by the large customer . 

. '. 52. The exelnption from the Section 394.5 notice requirement dOl-$not apply if 

the ESP markets to or serves residential or small commercial customers as part of 

its normal course of business activities. 

53. D.98-03-072 invited comments on how the prices could be expressed in the 

Section 394.5 notice in ways that provide consumers with sufficient information 

to'compare alternatives. 

54. D.98-03-072 interpreted the "total price of electricity" to include all 

recurring charges of both the ESP and the UDC. 

55. D.98-03-072 interpreted the phrase "Separate disclosure of all recurring 

and non-recurring charges associated with the sale of electricity" to mean that the 

notice should contain a description and amount of each recurring and 

non-recurring charge that the customer may be responsible for. 

56. D.98-03-072 directed the UDCs to cooperate with the ESPs to ensure that 

all of the UDC's charges are accurately reflected on the notice. 
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57. The requirement that the ESP describe and list the amount of each UDC 

recurring and non-recurring charge would force the ESP to determine what the 

applicable UDC charges are in each of the UDC service territories in which it 

provides direct access services. 

58. If the ESP does not list the correct charge for each of the UDC's electricity 

charges, the cents-per-kWh disclosure and the estimate of the monthly bill would 

be erroneous. 

59. Allowing the ESPs to disclose the price of electricity using only their 

charges still enables residential and small commercial consumers to compare and 

select among similar electricity offerings on a standard basis. 

_ -60. D.98-03-072 allowed price disclosure to be on a PX plus and PX minus" 

, pricing basis. ,,' , . ;: 

61. As writ.tr.n, the "Description Of Terms And Conditions Of Se!vjc~/' whieL 

,appears -in Appendix C of D.98-03-072, couldJeave one with the impression that 

the UDC can disconnect service if the customer fails to pay the ESP charges. 

62. The two sentences which appear at page 100 of D.98-03-072 should be 

deleted because it suggests that the UDC could terminate service if the ESP 

charges are not paid. 

'63. There is a need to clarify when a DASR can be submitted, when a customer 

can exercise its right to cancel pursuant to Section 395, and when the Section 

394.5 notice must be made available to potential customers. 

64. Resolution M-4792 ordered all IOUs to provide information about the 

IOUs' efforts regarding their readiness with respect to the Y2K problem. 

65. Since end-use customers are free to choose an ESP to supply them with 

electricity and meter-related services, it is important that the Commission ensure 

that all ESPs are prepared for the Y2K problem at all levels of interaction with the 

UDCs, SCs, and customers. 
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66. The Legislature declared that reliable electric service is of utmost 

importance to the safety, health, and welfare of the state's citizenry and economy. 

67. Since the ESPs are supplying electricity, and because reliable electric 

service is of utmost importance, the Commission has an interest in ensuring that 

all ESPs in California are ready for the Y2K problem. 

68. The Commission approved the concept of the opt-in database in 

0.98-03-072. "\ 

69. The opt-in database proposal should not proceed any further since the cost 

to implement the proposal does not justify the limited interest in such a product. 

70. The monthly report to the Energy Division regarding direct access 

.implementation activities is scheduled to terminate with the report ending for the 

month of June 1999. 

'.' 7·1;, Since the monthly reports on direct access a.ctivitiesenable the'! . 

Commission to track the .progress of the direct access market and to compile 

statistics about the market, this reporting requirement should continue through 

December 31, 2000. 

72. The Commission has issued several decisions which address the 

unbundling of metering and billing services. 

'73. The Energy Division should obtain metering and billing data from the 

UDCs for all customer classes so that the Commission has information about 

which entities are installing direct access meters and which entities are doing the 

billing. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. The use of the term "financial guarantee bond" was intended to cover both 

performance bonds and payment bonds. 

2. The requirement of a UDC-ESP service agreement cannot be viewed in 

isolation, but rather, it must be examined in light of the requirements imposed by 
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the agreement and the other kinds of information that a prospective ESP must 

supply to the Commission. 

3. The applicable laws and tariffs include all of the direct access-related 

decisions and tariffs that the Commission has approved .. 

4. Since it is the PERC and the ISO that have responsibility over the SCs, the 

Commission should defer to the ISO to develop solutions to any account 

reconciliation problems that may exist between what is reported from the SCs to 

the ISO. 

5. The Legislature did not intend that a prospective ESP would have to 

demonstrate that it can perform the day-to-d~y activities of an ESP before it could 

. register with the Commission as an ESP. 

6. SB 477 has delegated many of the detail of direct a..:ceS3 t(j the governing 
... boards of the municipal utilities, 

7. There is nothing in Section 394.1 (d) which precludes the Com.mission from 

requiring that a registered ESP notify the Commission immediately of any 

change in the telephone number or address. 

8. The proposed permanent standards for proof of financial viability and 

technical and operational ability, as set forth at pages 32 to 34 of D.98-03-072, and 

as clarified in this decision, should be adopted. 

9. D.97-05-040 and D.98-03-072 should be modified as discussed in this 

decision. 

10. Due to the evolving direct access market, the tracking by UDCs of 

customer complaint calls about ESPs is in the public interest. . 

11. A complaint call should be narrowly construed to avoid labeling general 

questions about an ESP from being marked down as a complaint. 

12. The Energy Division and CSD should work with the RCR forum to 

. develop the general categories for the reporting of ESP complaint calls and the 
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parameters on what type of calls should be tracked by the UDCs, and what kind 

of information should be gathered from the customer. 

13. If a UDC underreports customer complaint calls about an ESP affiliate, 

such action may be viewed as granting a preference over a non-affiliated ESP in 

violation of the affiliate transaction rules. 

14. If a caller to the UDC is having a problem with an ESP, the UDC should be 

directed to inform the caller that they should call the ESP directly or call the 

Commission's complaint line. 

15. The tracking and reporting of ESP complaint information by the UDCs, 

and providing callers with the Commis~ion' s complaint telephone line or the 

ESP's telephone number under the circumstances described in this decision, shall 

not be construed as a violation of ruleJV E. of the affiHah-= transaction rules as 

adopted in D.97-12-088. . 

16. The issue of cost recoveryrfor the tracking of custorner complaint calls 

should be addressed in A.98-05-004, A.98-05~006, and A.98-05-015. 

17. The activities which ORA plans to pursue, as described in its 

October 16, 1998 report, should be approved because such activities implement 

the requirements of Section 392.1(c) and D.98-03-072. 

'18. The phrase 1/ easily understandable" should be interpreted to mean that the 

notice must be displayed in a type size, and if used, on a paper stock, which 

allows the average adult reader to be able to read the notice without difficulty. 

19. An exception to the Section 394.5 notice requirement should be created for 

those ESPs who incidentally serve small commercial accounts as part of an 

electricity supply contract with a medium to large commerci(~.l customer or 

industrial customer. 

20. The exemption from the notice requirement is consistent with Section394.5 

because the ESP is not offering electrical services to residential and small 
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commercial customers except as incidental to the electricity contract with the 

medium to large commercial customer or industrial customer. 

21. The Commission should adopt the joint parties' recommendation to permlt 

the ESP to list each bill component that makes up the UOC's recurring and non-

recurring charges, along with a statement that the customer remains responsible 

for those UDC charges and that the customer should refer to their UOC bill or. to 

the UOC to determine what the UOC rate is for eaGh of those charges. 

22. The Commission retains the flexibility to consider alternatives to the 

cents-per-kWh disclosure if other information will provide the customer with 

sufficient information to compare among alternatives on a standard basis. 

23. For the cents-per-kWh disclosure and thE-estimate of the total monthly bill, . 

an ESP should not be required to include -the al.:Jlount of the UOC's recurring 

charges in the disclosure or the estimate .. hut the ESP should be required to. list . 

the UDC's recurring charges together with a statelnent that the disclosure and 

estimate do not include the UOC's recurring. charges: and that the customer 

remain? obligated to pay the UDC for those charges, and tha~ the custonler can 

determine the amount of the UOC's recurring charges by :reviewing the UOC's 

bill or contacting the UDC. 

-24. When the pricing mechanism is based on PX plus and PX minus pricing, 

the ESP need not include the charge for each recurring UOC electric charge, but 

should be required to include the same sort of statements as required for the 

cents-per-kWh disclosure. 

25. 0.98-03-072 should be modified in various places to reflect the 

interpretation that an ESP is not required to specify the amount of all of the 

UDC's recurring and non-recurring charges. 
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26. The changes which relate to electronic commerce, as suggested by 

Utility. com and Green Mountain, are in conflict with the statutory language set 

forth in Sections 366.5(b) and 395. 

27. Since an ESP is not an IOU, Resolution M-4792 is not applicable to ESPs. 

ORDER 

1. The April 15, 1998 petition to intervene of Edison Source is granted. 

a. The Docket Office is directed to file the "Comments of Edison Source on 
D.98-03-072 Opinion Regarding Consumer Protection" as though it was 
filed on April 15,.1998. 

2. The March 18; 1998 petition to uiter-vene of New West Energy Corporation 
'.' . 

is W'anted, and the Apri~ 16, 1998 nlotio~-l of New West Energy Corporation is 
.", . ~:. 

a. "The Docket OffiCe is di~ected to file "New West Energy Corporation's" 
Comments On Proposed Standards" as though it was filed on 
April 16, 1998. 

3. The May 4, 1998 motion of The Greenlining Institute and Latino Issues 

Forum is granted. 

a. The Docket Office is directed to file the "Reply Comments By The 
Greenlining Institute And Latino Issues Forum On The Opinion 
Regarding Consumer Protection" as though it was filed on May 4,1998: 

4. The petition to intervene that was filed by Utility. com on April 28, 1999 is 

granted. 

a. The Docket Office is directed to file the "Comments In The Above 
Captioned Proceeding Regarding The Draft Decision Of ALJ Wong 
Mailed 4/8/99 by Utility. com" as though it was filed on April 28, 1999. 
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5. The May 4, 1999 motion of the California Energy Commission (CEC) to 

accept its comments to the draft decision for late filing is granted. 

a. The Docket Office is directed to file the "Comments Of The California 
Energy Commission On Draft Decision Regarding Permanent 
Standards, And Other Direct Access Related Issues" as though it was 
filed on May 4, 1999. 

6. Decision (D.) 98-03-072 shall be modified as _follows: 

a. The first full sentence which appears at the top of page 18 of 
D.98-03-072 shall be deleted and replaced with the fol1owing: 

"In order to enable the background checks contemplated by the 
legislation and to verify the accuracy of information supplied by 

. ,registrants, we will require allESPs to provide to the Cm:runission 
a full set of fingerpr;ints of: (1) if a sole proprietorship, the 
registrant; (2) if ;l1"i-lrther.~;hip, all general partners; (3) if a 
cornoratlon, all corporatc'officers; or (4) if a limited HabUitv 

L ~ J 

Lonlpany, all members, managers and officers. Tne fingerpripts . 
shall be performed. by a law enforcement agency, or other person -, 
which is qualified to provide fingerprint services. A person shall 
be deemed qualified if he or she has completed a course of 
instruction in the taking of fingerprints from a law enforcement 
agency or a college or university. The ESP registrant shall also 
provide the name and address of the entity or person which 
provided the fingerprint services, and the date on which the 
service was provided." 

b. The first three full paragraphs which appear at page 78 of D.98-03-072 
shall be deleted and replaced with the following: . 

"Several of the commenting parties suggested that the price of 
electricity be disclosed on a cents per kWh, and that an estimate 
of the monthly bill at various consumption levels be provided. 
Section 394.5(a)(I)(A) now requires that the total price of 
electricity be expressed on a cents-per-kWh basis. The total price 
of electricity is to include the recurring costs of all related electric 
services and charges. That would include the ESP's markup and 
any applicable local or state fees. 
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lithe difficulty with including 'all' electric services and charges in 
the 'total price of electricity' is that the ESP would be responsible 
for having to determine the amount of each of the UDC charges. 
Instead of placing this burden on the ESPs, the ESPs should be 
permitted to disclose as their 'total price of electricity' all of the 
ESP's recurring charges for electricity. In addition, the ESPs 
should be required to state that the customer is also responsible 
for paying certain recurring electricity-related charges to its 
electric utility. A list of those charges is to be specified on the 
notice. The notice should also state that the customer should 
refer to its electric utility bill or call the utility to determine the 
amount of the electric utility's charges. 

"Thus, the 'total price of electricity' would reflect all of the ESP's 
actual electricity charges, as well as a statement that the customer 
remains obligated to pay the electricity-related charges of the 
electric utility. A-·li~t of those charges is to bt~ specified on the: :. 
notice. This tYPe of disclosure is consistent with Section 
394.5(a)(1)(i\), which provides that the Conunission may consida 
aIterndtives :;() the ;:ents-per-kWh disclosu.re. B:r requ.iring the . 
<disclosure in this fashion, consumers will be provided with 
sufficient information to compare competing alternatives on a 
standard basis. Except as noted below, all of the notices re<iuired 
by Section 394.5 shall disclose the total price of electricity on a 
cents-per-kWh basis in the format described in the preceding 
paragraphs. . 

"If pricing is on a cents-per-kWh basis, the notice shall also 
include an estimate of the total monthly bill at various 
consumption levels for residential and small commercial 
customers. The 'total monthly bill' should be interpreted to mean 
that the ESP's total monthly charges will be reflected in the total 
monthly bill. Consistent with the above cents-per-kWh 
disclosure, the ESPs shall also be required to state that the total 
monthly bill does not include the electricity-related charges of the 
electric utility, that the customer should refer to its electric bill or 
call the electric utility to determine the amount of the charges, 
and the ESP shall provide a list of those UDC charges on the 
notice." 
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c. The following paragraph shall be inserted following the last paragraph 

which appears at the bottom of page 78 of D.98-03-072: 

"The PX pricing structure is to reflect all of the ESP's recurring 
electricity charges, as well as the above-described statement that 
the customer remains obligated to pay the electric utility's 
charges, and that the customer should review its bill or contact 
the electric utility to determine the amount of those charges." 

d. The last paragraph which appears beginning at the bottom of page 79 
and continuing on page 80 of D.98-03-072 shall be deleted and replaced 
with the following: . 

"Section 394.5(a)(I)(B) requires that there be a separate disclosure 
of all recurring .and non-recurring charges associated with the 
sale of electricity. Appendix C contains an area where the ESP is 
to list each recurring and non.,.recurring charge that the custOlner: . . .. 
may bE' responsIble for. For those charges imposed by the ESP, 
the ar!10urtt of each recurring and non-recurring charge shalll?e 
listed. For ~hose recurring and non~rec1.irritlg dlarges itnposed by ., 
the electric utility, .the notice shall state that the custo:mer 
remains responsible for those electric utility charges,·and that the 
customer should refer to their electric utility bill to d~termine the 
electric utility's rate for each of those charges." (Footnote 34 
remains.) 

e. The last paragraph on page 81 of D.98-03-072 shall be deleted. 
f. The first paragraph on page 82 of D.98-03-072 shall be deleted and 

replaced with the following: 

"Section 395 provides as follows: 

"(a) In addition to any other right to revoke an offer, 
residential and small commercial customers of electrical 
service, as defined in subdivision (h) of Section 331, have the 
right to cancel a contract for electric service until midnight of 
the third business day after the day on which the buyer signs 
an agreement or offer to purchase. 
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'. , .. 

' .. " 

"(b) Cancellation occurs when the buyer gives written notice 
of cancellation to the seller at the address specified in the 
agreement or offer. 

"(c) Notice of cancellation, if given by mail, is effective when 
deposited in the mail properly addressed with postage 
prepaid. 

"(d) Notice of cancellation given by the buyer need not take 
the particular form as provided with th,e contract or offer to 
purchase and, however expressed, is effective if it indicates 
the intention of the buyer not to be bound by the contract. 

"The right to cancel provision is calculated using the 'day on 
which the buyer signs an agreement or offer to purchase.' When 
a customer physically signs t:\ written agreement or offer, the 
calculation of the time period ~f when a customer can cancel the :.' 

. c~ntract without a cancellatio~'fee orp~nalty does not present c'. " 

prOb~f:'ln. Under those circums~ances .. the Section 394.5noti~~E -NiH. 
~ • • I' •. ' " • 

probably be provided to the custqrr:te1;·. wh':!n the w~itten. 
agreement is signed. . .". ., . 

"The calculation of the right to cancel date beconles more 
problematic when the ESP's solicitation and the subsequent 
verification process occurs entirely by telephone. In such a 
scenario, the customer does not sign a written agreement or offer. 
Instead, the ESP takes down the relevant information over the 
. telephone, and the subsequent verification process provided for 
in Section 366.5 acts to confirm the customer's change. 

"The telephone solicitation and verification also presents a 
problem with respect to the Section 394.5 notice. As discussed 
later in this decision, this notice is to be provided to the potential 
customer 'prior to the commencement of service.' In practice, this 
probably means that the ESP will mail or transmit the notice to 
the potential customer after the customer has agreed to switch, or 
after the verification process has taken place. As discussed later, 
the Section 394.5 notice is designed to inform the potential 
customer of the price, terms, and conditions of service, including 
the customer's right to rescind the contract pursuant to Section 
395. Thus, the Section 394.5 notice affects the date upon which 
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the right to cancel is calculated, as well as the timing of when a 
DASR can be submitted. 

"In the context of the right to cancel provision, the third party 
verification process, and the Section 394.5 notice, a residential or 
small commercial customer who is solicited by an ESP over the 
telephone should have the right to cancel a contract for electric 
service without.penalty or fee until midnight of the third business 
day after the third party verification or other procedure provided 
for in Section 366.5 has occurred, or until midnight of the fifth 
business day after the mailing or provisioning of the Section 394.5 
notice, whichever is later. That is, when there is no signed 
written agreement, we conclude that the date on which the 
verification process is c0inplE~ted or the date on which the Section. 
394.5 notice is mailed or .fu,rnished, whichever is later, triggers the 
right to cancel provisionurider Section 395. Sti.'ch timing . . 

• > pr~serves the right of thejre.slde.~itialcr small.com.mercial .. 
cu:;tomer to cancel service, when there is no signed writl€·T\. 

. agj,·cement, without perialt§m· accordance with SecticlI' :N.3. 
"Sl':dion 366.5 s.tates that there can be no change in the aggregator 
or supplier of electricity for residential m· small commercial 
customers until the verification process provided for in t."at 

. section has been completed. That means a DASR cannot be 
sublnitted to the UDC by the ESP until after midnight of the third 
business day after the verification required under Section 366.5 
has been completed. However, since the Section 394.5 notice is 
designed to inform potential customers of one's right to rescind 
the contract pursuant to Section 395 (Section 394.5(a)(3)), a DASR 
should not be submitted until the Section 394.5 notice has been 
provided to the customer. Thus, a DASR should not be 
submitted to the UDC by the ESP until after midnight of the third 
business day after the verification required under Section 366.5 
has been completed or until after midnight of the fifth business 
day after the mailing or provisioning of the Section 394.5 notice, 
whichever is later. The ESPs shall be required to keep accurate 
records of when the Section 394.5 notice was mailed or provided 
to the prospective customer, and such records shall be made 
available to the customer and to the Commission upon request. 
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"The above DASR requirement should apply to solicitations in 
person, as well as by telephone. This DASR submission policy is 
consistent with our interpretation of Sections 366.5, 394.5 and 395. 
The direct access tariff provisions in Sections E.(6) an:d G of 
Appendix A of D.97-10-087 should be conformed to reflect the 
above discussion." 

g. The third full paragraph which appears at page 86 of D.98-03-072 shall 
be deleted and replaced with the following: 

"The other issue raised by Section 394.5 is when the notice should 
be made available to prospective customers. Section 394.5(a) 
states that this notice is to be made available to a potential 
customer 'prior to the commencement of service.' Weinterpret 
that phrase to mean that the ESP shall deliver the notice to the 
potential customer prior to the initiation of a DASR on the 
customer's b€hal/~ : Stich, a 'requirerrierit 'nlakes' sensebeca use the 
notice is to inform the 'R-otential customer' of rhe prkE', terms, 
and conditions 'of service. This is also:consist~~ntwith .)ur 
interpretation of. Sections' 366.5 an(~ 395, alv:; what :;hould occur if 
a customer is switched and verified entirely by telephone. Thus, 
this requirement will prdvide'a pOh~ritial cllstomer with the 
opportunity to review the price, terrm:" and conditions of service 
before the customer is switched to a different electric provider." 

h. The following sentences which appear in the second full paragraph at 
page 100 of D.98-03-072 shall be deleted: 

"We have adopted procedures which allow the UDCs to 
disconnect service to a customer if the customer fails to pay any 
portion of the electricity bill. These disconnection procedures are 
sufficient to ensure that customers pay their electricity bills in a 
timely manner." 

1. The following new Findings of Fact shall be added after Finding of Fact 
89 at page 119 of D.98-03-072: 

"90. The difficulty of including all of the UDC's electric charges 
in the 'total price of electricity' is that the ESP would be 
responsible for having to determine the amount of each of the 
UDC charges." 
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J. Finding of Fact 90, which appears at page 119 ofD.98-03-072 shall be 

deleted and replaced as follows and renumbered as Finding of Fact 91: 

1/91. If cents-per-kWh pricing is used, the electricity price 
contained in the notice shall reflect the actual price which the ESP 
will charge the customer and a statement that the customer 
remains obligated to pay the electric-related charges of the 
UDC." 

k. The following new Finding of Fact shall ~ added following Finding of 
Fact 94 which appears at page 119: 

1/96. The PX pricing structure is to reflect all of the ESP's 
recurring charges and the statement that the customer remains 
oblig3.ted to pay the electric utility's charges." 

1. The following ne;w Findmg···of.Fact shall beacdedfollowing Finding.o.f··.:-
Fact 95 which appears at page.119:· . 

. '.:: ' 

1/98. The ESP shz.l.llisH·heari10Ur~t creach reculring and non-
recurring charge iInpos~d b}~ the ESP, and for those recurring and 
non-recurring charges imposed by the UDC, the ESP shall list the 
type of charges and include the appropriate statements that the 
customer remains obligated to pay those UDC charges, and that 
the specific amount of those charges can be determined by 
looking at the UDC bill or contacting the UDC." 

m. Finding of Fact 100, which appears at page 119 of D.98-03-072 shall be 
deleted and replaced with the following new Findings of Fact: 

1/103. Section 395 provides that residential and small commercial 
- customers have the right to cancel a contract for electric service 

until midnight of the third business day after the day on which 
the buyer signs an agreement or offer to purchase. 

1/104. The right to cancel provision is calculated using the day on 
which the buyer signs an agreement or offer to purchase. 

1/105. Telephone solicitations by an ESP of potential customers do 
not result in signed written agreements or offers. 
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1/106. The Section 394.5 notice affects the timing of when a DASR 
. can be submitted, as well as the date upon which the right to 
cancel is calculated . 

. "107. Section 366.5 provides that there can be no change in the 
aggregator or supplier of electricity for residential or small 
commercial customers until the verification process provided for 
in Section 366.5 has been completed. 

"108. Section 394.5(a) provides that a Sec~on 394.5 notice is to be 
made available to a potential customer prior to the 
commencement of service." 

n. Due to the additional findings, the Findings of Fact beginning with 101 
and following, which appear starting at page 120 of D.98-03-072 ahd 
following, shall be renumbered as number 109 and following. ,. ,. 

o. ; The following new: C'dJldusiohSofLa\,fshaIl be added following '.':: . 
Conclusion of Law 45 ·~hich appcars£!i: p'l.ge 128: 

I. 46. A 'ciisdo~~ure \,vhich re:leCts ali of the ESP's actual 
recurring charges, and a statelnent that the customer remains 
obligated to pay the electricity-related charges of the electric 
utility is consistent with Section 394.5(a)(1)(A) because 
consumers will be provided with sufficient information to 
compare competing alternatives on a standard basis. 

"47. The estimate of the 'total monthly bill' should be 
interpreted to mean that the ESP's total monthly charges will 
be reflected in the estimate, together with a statement that the 
customer remains obligated to pay the electricity-related 
charges of the electric utility." 

p. Conclusion of Law 48 which appears at page 128 of D.98-03-072 should 
be deleted and replaced with the following new Conclusions of Law: 

"50. No written agreement or offer to purchase, as contemplated 
by Section 395, is entered into when the ESP's solicitation and 
subsequent verification process occurs entirely by telephone. 

1/51. In the absence of a signed written agreement, the date on 
which the verification process is completed, or the date on which 
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the ESP complies with the Section 394.5 notice requirement, 
should trigger a customer's right to cancel pursuant to Section 
395. 

1/52. In the absence of a signed written agreement, residential and 
small commercial customers shall have the right to cancel a 
contract for electric service without penalty or fee until midnight 
of the third business day after the third party verification or other 
procedure provided for in Section 366.5 has occurred, or until 
midnight of the fifth business day after the mailing or 
provisioning of the Section 394.5 notice, whichever is later. 

1/53. A OASR shall not be submitted to the UOC by the ESP until 
after midnight of the third business day after the verification 
required under Section 366.5 ha's been completed, or until after 
riUdnight of the fifth busmess'day after the mailing or 
provisioning of. t11e S~ction 394.5 notice, whichever is, later." ,. 

'," "';. .... . " .. ,' .' . . 

q, Conclusions of Law-49;SO uf·'.d !;}, which appear at p(\:;~e 128 of .' 
D.98-03-072 .. should C-f:'.:re111 .. -,::£lbei."ed as Conclusions of T...a.w 54, SS, ... 
and 56. . . .......... ' .... ' .. 

r. Conclusion of Law 52, which appears at page 128 of D.98-03-072, should 
be deleted and replaced with the following: 

1/57. The phrase 'prior to the commencement of service' should 
be interpreted to mean that the ESP shall deliver the Section 394.5 
notice to the potential customer prior to the initiation of a OASR 
on the customer's behalf." 

s. Conclusions of Law 53 and following, which appear beginning on page 
128 of D.98-03-072, should be renumbered beginning with number 58 
and following. 

t. The following phrase shall be deleted from Ordering Paragraph 8.b) of 
D.98-03-072: I/the signing of any service agreement or contract and the." 

u. The Electric Service Provider (ESP) Registration Application Form, 
which is attached to 0.98-03-072 as Appendix A, shall be modified as 
follows: 
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(1) The first sentence in Item 20 of the ESP Registration Application 

Form shall be deleted and replaced with the following: 

"Has the registrant, or any of the general partners, or 
corporate officers or directors, or limited liability company 
members, managers, and officers, ever been convicted of any 
felony?" 

(2) Item 21 of the ESP Registration Application Form shall be deleted 
and replaced with the following: ' 

"Provide a full set of fingerprints of: (1) if a ·sole proprietorship, 
the registrant; (2) if a partnership, all gen~ral partners; (3) if a 
corporation, all corporate officers; and (4)i{a limited liability 

... company, all of the members, managers and officers. Use tl:le . 
. tingetprintcards included with this application. Additional 

.' iirlgeqJd~t 'cards:may be obtained from the Cornrnission. The 
fi,ngerprlnts ~hall.be performed by a la~~7 e!lforcement agency, or . 
othe'( pt~rson:whi,~h is qualified to provide fingerprint services ... 
The ES.P registrar:t shall also provide tile narne and addrt:!s5 of the 
entity or'person which provided the fingerprint servic£'s,and ~he 
date on which the service wasprovided." 

(3) The second to the last sentence which appears at the bottom of 
page 6 of the ESP Registration Application Form shall be deleted 
and replaced with the following" 

" Any material change in the information required by this form 
shall be provided to the CPUC withm 60 days, except for any 
change in the ESP's telephone number or address, which shall be 
reported within five days of such a change. (P.U. Code Section 
394.1(d).)" 

v. The "Notice Of Price, Terms, And Conditions Of Service," which 
appears in D.98-03-072 as Appendix C, shall be modified as follows: 

(1) In the section entitled "Summary," which appears at page 1 of 
Appendix C, the following passage shall be deleted: 
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"Your total price of electricity is cents per 
kilowatt hour. [or if the ESP's price is pegged to the PX 
price, describe the pricing arrangement.] " 

(2) The deleted passage at page 1 of Appendix C shall be replaced by 
the following: 

"Your total price of electricity is cents per 
kilowatt hour. [or if the ESP's price is pegged to the PX 
price, describe the pricing arrangement.] As discussed 
later in this notice, this price does not include the charges 
that you are obligated to pay your existing electric'utility." 

(3) In the "Summary" section at page 1 of Appendix C, the following 
passage shall be deleted: 

.... . . 
"You have the right to cancel any contract for electric service until 

'riUdnigh~ 'of the third business ~ay after the day you signed the", : 
C":ontract, ,or if no contract is signed, from the date that your ' 

• agreemel't to switch was verified:" 

(4) The deleted passage above relating to the right to can(.el shall be 
replaced by the following: 

"You have the right to cancel any contract for electric service without 
fee or penalty until midnight of the third business day after the 
day you signed the contract. If no contract is signed, you have 
the right to cancel any agreement for electric service without fee 
or penalty until midnight of the third business day after the third 
party verification or other procedure provided for in Section 
366.5 has occurred, or until midnight of the fifth business day 
after the mailing or provisioning of the Section 394.5 notice, 
whichever is later." 

(5) In the section entitled "Your Total Price Of Electricity," the 
following passages at page 3 of Appendix C shall be deleted: 
"Your total price of electricity is cents per 

'kilowatt hour (kWh). This price is based on our anticipated 
electricity costs and all recurring charges. 

"Our recurring charges are for the following kinds of charges: 
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"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 

fly ou will also pay recurring charges for services provided 
by the electric utility and for legislatively mandated 
charges. These charges are as follows: 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 

"You may also have tb pay us for the following 
non-recurring charges:,' ::', ,':,:,. .' , 

"[description and source OfP.ClCh non-recurring charge] 
~ aUiount of the non-recurrh-.g charg'? J 

"[description and source of each non-recurring charge] 
[amount of the non-recurring charge]" 

(6) The passages which have been deleted at page 3 of Appendix C 
shall be replaced with the following passages: 
"Your total price of electricity is cents per 
kilowatt hour (kWh). This price is based on our anticipated 
electricity c~sts and all of our recurring charges. In 
addition to our total price of electricity, you must also pay 
certain monthly charges to the electric utility that serves 
your area. You may also have to pay us for certain non-
recurring charges. The following is a description and the 
amount of each of our recurring and non-recurring 
charges: 

"[ description of each recurring and non-recurring charge, 
and the amount of each charge] 

" As mentioned above, you are also obligated to pay the 
electric utility for certain recurring charges for services 
provided by the electric utility and for legislatively 
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mandated charges. You may also have to pay the electric 
utility for certain non-recurring charges as well. Below is a 
listing of those electric utility charges. You should refer to 
your electric utility bill or contact the el~ctric utility to 
determine the amount for each of those charges. 

"[list each recurring and non-recurring charge imposed by 
the UDC] II 

(7) The following sentence which appears at the bottom of page 3 of 
Appendix C shall be deleted: 
"The following tables provide you with an estimate of your 
monthly electricity bill based on the total price of electricity 
and your estim,ated monthly usage." 

(8) The following sentence shall replace the sentence 'Nhich was 
deleted from the bottom of page 3 of Appendix C: . 
"The following tabies:~provide you Wittl an estir.r,3t.e of j'DUr 
monthly electricitybi.1l. hased;:on (''IT t(,tal prlc.:: o~: dect·i:il.~:/ 
and your estimated monthly usage. In addition to our 
price of electricity, you' are: also obligated to pay the electric 
utility for certain recurring charges for serlices provided 
by the electric utility and for legislatively mandated 
charges. You should refer to your electric utility bill or 
contact the electric utility to determine the amount for each 
of those charges." 

(9) The following passages which appear at pages 4 to 5 of 
Appendix C of D.98-03-072 shall be deleted: 
"Our recurring charges are for the following kinds of 
charges: 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 
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"You will also pay recurring charges for services provided 
by the electric utility and for legislatively mandated 
charges. These charges are as follows: 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 

"[description of each recurring charge] [amount of the 
recurring charge] 

"You may also have to pay us for the following 
non-recurring charges: 

"[description ~d source of each non-recurring charge] 
[amount of the non-recurring charge] 

"[description and source of each nOt:l-recurring charge] 
[amount of th~non-recurril1gch~l"gef . 

(10) The above p:ts8.:tges which hay~:been de~et:ed. at !)ilges 4 to 5 of 
Appendix ( ·s~a:ll b~ .replac:.e~ wIth. the ff.;nei.:vinf: pa:.sages: 

.. ' .;'~.. . . " '. ~ ..,.: . , 
"ntis pri~e is based on our anticipated electricity costs and 
all of our recurring charges;<.In addition to our total price 
of electricity, you must also pay certain monthly charges to 
the electric utility that serves your area. You may also have 
to pay us for certain non-recurring charges. The following 
is a description and the amount of each of our recurring 
and non-recurring charges: 

"[ description of each recurring and non-recurring charge, 
and the amount of each charge] 

"As mentioned above, you are also obligated to pay the 
electric utility for certain recurring charges for services 
provided by the electric utility and for legislatively 
mandated charges. You may also have to pay the electric 
utility for certain non-recurring charges as well. Below is a 
listing of those electric utility charges. You should refer to 
your electric utility bill or contact the electric utility to 
determine the amount for each of those charges. 

"[list each recurring and non-recurring charge imposed by 
the UDel" 
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(11) On page 5 of Appendix C, the following sentence shall be deleted: 

"The following tables provide you with an estimate of your 
monthly electricity bill based on the total price of electricity 
and your estimated monthly usage." 

(12) The following sentences shall replace the sentence which was 
deleted from page 5 of Appendix C: 

"The following tables provide you with an estimate of your 
monthly electricity bill based on our total price of electricity 
and your estimated monthly usage.' In addition to our 
price of electricity, you are also obligated to pay the electric 
utility for certain recurring charges for services provided 
by t~eelectric utility and for legislatively mandated . 
·charges. You should refer to your electric utility bill or 
contact the electric utility to determine the amount for each 
of tho~~,.ch~rg~.s." .. -<!:',: " .. '. 

(13) In the"'I)escrjption Or~fertnsAn .. :1 .. COt'lditions Of Service," the 
language':des~ribi~g th~ three 1)ilU .. ~g s('ena.dos, which starts at the. 
bottom Alird ()f page 6 ~d cOlltlnues to paJe 7, shall be deleted 
and replaced,with,the foll.owing: 
"[use the provision applic<2ble to your situation: (1) You, 
the customer, will receive a single bill from us for all of the 
electric utility's charges and for our charges. Should you 
owe any past due amount on your bill, we are responsible 
for collecting that past due amount from you. If you fail to 
pay any past due amount, we may transfer your electric 
service back to the electric utility, who may then disconnect 
your electric service for non-payment of the electric utility's 
charges incurred after the transfer. If your electricity is 
disconnected, you may be obligated to pay a disconnect fee 
to the electric utility. In order to reestablish electric service, 
you may have to pay a reconnection fee and post a deposit 
with the electric utility. (2) Although you, the customer, 
will be purchasing electricity from us, we will arrange to 
have the electric utility send you a single bill for the electric 
utility's charges and for our charges. Should you owe any 
past due amount on your bill, the electric utility is 
responsible for collecting any past due amount from you. 
If you fail to pay any past due amount owed to the electric 
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utility, the electric utility may then disconnect your service. 
If you fail to pay any past due amount owed to us, we may 
transfer your electric service back to the electric utility, who 
may then disconnect your electric service for any unpaid 
amount owed to the electric utility. If your electricity is 
disconnected, you may be obligated to pay a disconnect fee 
to the electric utility. In order to reestablish electric service, 
you may have to pay a reconnection fee and post a deposit 
with the electric utility. (3) You, the customer, will be 
receiving a separate bill from the ele'Ctric utility for its 
charges, and a separate bill from us for our charges. 
Should you owe any past due amount on the electric 
utility's bill, the electric utility is responsible for collecting 

, any past due amount from you. Should you owe any past 
due amount o~ our bill, we ar~ r~sp(\nsible for collecting 
any past due amount from you. If you fail to pay any past 
due amount owed ,to the electric utiHty, the electric utility 
may then disconD-ect your f.erri<:e. J f you fail to pay any . " . .. . 
past due amoul)t owed~ousl we lnay transfer your electric 
sel~vi~e bad<-to the electrk:i1tiiit,Yr wb.o may then disconn·2:.:t 
your electrj~, servk~ for any unpaid amount owed to the 
electric utility. If your electrieity is disconnected, you may 
be obligated. to pay :i disconnect fee to the electric utility. 
In order to reestablish electric service, you may have to pay 
a reconnection fee and post a deposit with the electric 
utility." 

(14) The paragraph which appears in the "Notice Of Your Right To 
Cancel" on page 8 of Appendix C should be deleted and replaced 
with the following paragraph: 
"You have the right to cancel any contract for electric 
service until midnight of the third business day after the 
day you signed the contract. If no contract is signed, you 
have the right to cancel any agreement for electric service 
until midnight of the third business day after the third 
party verification or other procedure provided for in 
Section 366.5 has occurred, or until midnight of the fifth 
business day after the mailing or provisioning of the 
Section 394.5 notice,' whichever is later. You must give us, 
at the address specified on page 1 of this notice, writteI) 
notice of your desire to cancel. No fee or penalty may be 
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imposed against you for exercising your right to cancel 
within this time period. (Public Utilities Code Section 395.)" 

7. The proposed permanent standards for proof of financial viability and 

technical and operational ability, which were set forth at pages 32 to 34 of 

0.98-03-072 and as clarified by this decision, shall be adopted as the permanent 

standards for proof of financial viability and technical and operational ability. 

a. The permanent standards for proof of technical and operational 
ability shall be effective immediately. 

b. The permanent standards for proof of financial ability shall take 
effect 90 days from today~ Until such time, the interim financial 
standards adopted in D.98-03-~72 remain in effect. 

(1) Under both the interim and permanent standards for proof of 
financial ability,-arf!gistel;~d ESP is required to post the cash 
depositO!' bond -witb the Cc·rmnission before there is any 
agreement on th~ pnr~,of~ r~5idential or small corrunercial 

.. custome(t6 take3erVicerrorn the ESP or before there is any 
transfer of mone;.; from the customer to the ESP. 

J 

c. The Energy Division and the Information arid Management 
Services Division shall be directed to develop and implement the 
procedures necessary to ensure that any cash deposits posted with 
the Commission as part of the ESP registration process earn 
interest, and that such interest be returned to the ESP on an annual 
basis. 
(1) Since this provision was not adopted as part of the interim 

financial standards, this provision shall be operative on a 
going forward basis on the date the permanent financial 
standards take effect. 

8. The Energy Division shall do the following: 

a. The Energy Division is directed to make the changes to the ESP 
Registration Application Form, as specified in the ordering 
paragraph 4. u. above, and to make these changes on the pertinent 
pages of the Commission's web site. 
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b. The Energy Division shall determine whether a workshop should 
be held to discuss the use of certain assumptions in the Section 
394.5 notice and the methodologies for deriving the assumptions. 

(1) If a workshop is ordered by the Energy Division, it shall be 
held within 180 days from today, and a workshop report shall 
be prepared and filed with the Docket Office and served on 
the parties to this proceeding. 

(2) If a workshop report is filed, interested parties may file a 
response to the workshop report within 30 days from the date 
the report was served on the parties. 

9. The Energy Division and the Con.sumer Services Division shall meet with 

the Regulatory Complaint Resolutioil (RCR) forum within 60 days from today 

.' to deyelop t.he parameters 'or.w~'a~, I?n~ of complaint calls shoUld be tracked', ' 
, , , 

1;>y the UDCs and how the:cans,c~l1J~ categorized for reporting purposes. 
." " a. The COmmissi()::l'.stafFma/hold a workshop to solicit input frOlll 

others as to what the'parameters and reporting categories should. 
be. ' 

b. The parameters and reporting categories shall be, developed based 
on the Commission's guidelines which were set forth in 0.98-03-
072 and in this decision. 

(1) The UDCs are directed to inform all callers complaining about 
an ESP that they should call the ESP directly, or call the 
Commission's complaint telephone number. If the caller 
complaining about the ESP does not have the ESP's telephone 
number, the UDC shall provide the caller with the ESP's 
telephone number. 

(2) The UDCs have no obligation to arbitrate, resolve, or remedy a 
customer complaint against an ESP. 

c. The RCR forum, with the cooperation of the UDCs, shall draft the 
proposed parameters and reporting categories, and their 
recommendation for implementing the monitoring system, and file 
a report on the RCR forum's proposed recommendations with the 
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Docket Office and serve the report on the service list within 100 
days from today. 

(1) Interested parties may respond to the report by filing a 
response within 20 days from the date the report is served. 

d. The Commissioner assigned to direct access shall be delegated the 
authority to determine what monitoring parameters and reporting 
categories shall be used to track complaint calls about ESPs, and 
when the monitoring system shall be-jmplemented by. 

(1) The assigned Commissioner shallrnake this determination in a 
ruling following the filing of the RCR forum report and any 
responses to that report. 

e. Pacific Gas andEle~tric Company (PG&E), San Diego Gas &' " 
Electric Company {SDG&E) and Southenl California Edison 
Company (SCE) 'shall implement the monitoring system using the 
9.dopted pararr.;iters and reporting categt'iri€3 a:;; directed by tIle, 
~1"C'~VTI ';..-1 ~ 'CloY'j':",,~r":'\n"-'r's rulm' g . ~ .... )t.: ~ ::,l..c,,~ ' ....... .!J. • .:.... .:-._ .. ,J. -' ~... ... • 

f. The Energy Division and the Consumer Services Djvisk).ll shaH also ., 
develop and disseminate to the appropriate UDCs, a monthly 
reporting form which .:aptures the type of information that is being 
monitored. 

(1) PG&E, SDG&E and SCE shall submit a monthly report on the 
appropriate form to the Energy Division and to the Consumer 
Services Division beginning on a date to be determined in the 
assigned Commissioner's ruling, and on the 15th of every 
month thereafter until the reporting requirement is terminated 
by an order or ruling, 

g. Once the monthly reporting system is operational, the Energy 
Division and the Consumer Services Division shall coordinate to 
ensure that the complaints reported directly to the Commission are 
being reflected to some degree in the monthly reports submitted by 
theUDCs. 
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10. The Executive Director shall direct the staff responsible for the 

management of the Commission's web site home page to provide appropriate 

links to the Office of Ratepayer Advocates' "Consumer Education" web page. 

11. The activities that the Office of Ratepayer Advocates plans to pursue, as 

described in its October 16, 1998 report, and which includes the ESP comparison 

matrix, is approved. 

12. The affected UDCs shall have 30 days from th---e mailing date of this 

decision to file the appropriate advice letters to conform their direct access, tariff 

provisions to reflect the ab<:>ve modifications to 0.98-03-072. 

13. All ESPs operating in California, regardless of which customer classes they . . 
~ '. , 

server s~all advise. the Corrvnission of their YeC;lr 7000 (Y2K) readin~ssby: 
. :.... . .:,' ... . '.: . :.: ','~. . . .' .' '.:" . . 

(1) co~pleting·the atta-:hed Appendix A entitled "Year 2000 Program Assessrnent".· 

Checkl~ist & Survey For EI~ctrlc Service Providej.·s:;'~ (2) if appJicable, ~'upply 

copies of all reports that have been or will be fuI'Plshed to the Ser.urities and 
I,', .. ', " . 

Exchange Commission (SEC) in response to the SEC's Y2K inquiries; and 

(3) certify to the Commission no later than November 1, 1999 that all of the ESP's 

essential service delivery systems are Y2Kcompliant or ready. 

a. The Energy Division is directed to compile a list of all ESPs operating in 
California, and mail to each ESP on that list a letter describing their 
obligations to comply with this decision as it relates to the Y2K 
problem, and a copy of Appendix A; 

(1) The Energy Division shall ensure that all of the ESPs on the list 
submit the completed checklist and survey form within 60 days 
from the date of the Energy Division's letter. 

(2) The Energy Division shall provide this list to anyone who requests 
such information. 

b. The UDCs are directed to supply the information necessary to allow the 
Energy Division to compile a list of all ESPs operating in California. 
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14. D.97-05-040 shall be modified to reflect that the Commission may extend 

the monthly reporting requirement by the UDCs of their respective direct access 

implementation activities beyond June 30, 1999. 

a. At page 30 of D.97-05-040, the sentence which reads "This reporting 
requirement shall terminate with the report ending for the month of 
June 30,1999" shall be replaced with the following: 

"Unless otherwise extended by the Commission, this 
reporting requirement shall terminate with the report ending 
for the month of December 31, 2000." 

b. The second sentence in Ordering Paragraph 5.e.(5) of D.97-05-040 which 
reads: "This reporting requirclnent shall terminate with the report 
ending for the month of June 30,1999" shall be deleted and replaced 
with the following: . 

"Unless otherwise extended by the Commission, this .. 
reporting requirement shaH terminate with tl1e report ending 
for the month of December31,2000. 1I

. 

c. All UDCs shall·continue to subrrlit to the Director-of the Energy 
Division a report containing the inforrnation described in D.97-05-040 
and as directed in this decision regarding the previ0us month's direct 
access implementation activities. 

d. Unless further extended by the Commission, this reporting requirement 
shall terminate with the report ending for the month of December 31, 
2000. 

e. The Energy Division may develop additional reporting requirements 
for the monthly report, as well as a common reporting format for the 
report. 

15. D.97-05-040, as previously modified by D.98-03-072, shall be modified as 

follows: 

a. At page 59 of D.97-05-040, the following senten<!e shall be added to the 

end of paragraph two: 

"However, if the registrant changes its telephone number or address, the 
ESP shall notify the Commission in writing within five days of such a 
change." 
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b. At page 95 of D.97-05-040, the following sentence shall be added to the 

end of ordering paragraph5.i.(1): 

"However, if the registrant changes its telephone number or address, 'the 
ESP shall notify the Commission in writing within five days of such a 
change." 

16. All UDCs are directed to provide the Energy Division with data regarding 

the installation of direct access meters and the billing of electrical services in the 

format required by the Energy Division. 

a. The Energy Division shall develop a uniform format for the monthly 
reporting of data, and provide the UDCs with the reporting format. 

b. The UDCs shall submit the report starting on the date specified by the 
Energy Division, and unless further extended by the Commission, the 
-reporting requirement shall terminate with the report ending for the 
month of December 31, 2000. 

17. The exemption fro~ the notice provided for in Public Utilities Code 

Section 394.5 is adopted for those ESPs who serve small commercial accounts as 

an incidental part of a contract to supply electricity to medium to large 

commercial customers or to industrial customers. 

a. This exemption shall not apply if the ESP markets to or serves· 
residential or small commercial customers as part of its normal course 
of business activities. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated May 13, 1999, at San Francisco, California. 
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Appendix A 

California Public Utilities Commission 
Year 2000 Program Assessment Checklist & Survey for Electric Service Providers 

Company Name: 
Address: 
ESP Number (if applicable): __________________ _ 
Name of person with primary responsibility f(}r address~ the Year 2000 problem in your 
company: 
Title: 
Address: 
Telephone No.: 
Fax No.: 
E-mail addr.ess: 

PLEASE DIRECT YOUR RESPONSES TO THE ENERGY DIVISION AT THE cpue,. 
ATTENTION Y2K COORDINATOR 

Preliminary Questions 

D If the company's ONLy'computerized systems are related to billing or other 
administrative tasks, please check this box, STOP HERE and return this page. 

D If the company has computerized service delivery systems under its control, please 
complete the remainder of this survey. For the purposes of this question, include 
embedded systems necessary to delivery of the electrical services you provide. If you 
do not know whether you have embedded systems necessary to delivery of the 
electrical services you provide, please complete the remainder of this survey. 

I certify that the responses provided to this survey are true and correct, and that I have the 
authority to represent the company on these issues. 

By: 
Title: 
Company: 

For each question below which requires a "yes" or "no" answer, please check the 
corresponding box if you answer is "yes". For questions which require an additional 
response, please provide your responses on separate sheets of paper. 

1 
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Awareness 

o Has the company defined and documented the potential impact of the Year 2000 
problem? Please provide a summary of these efforts to the CPuc. 

o Has the company conducted a Year 2000 awareness campaign with respect to: 

o Employees? o Customers? o Vendors? 
""\ 

Please summarize your efforts and provide the CPUC with copies of sample 
documentation relating to any such awareness campaign which could be helpful to an 
evaluation of your effort. 

o Has the company assessed the adequacy of its program management policies, 
capabilities, and practices, including configuration management, program and project 
management, and quality assurance? 

. ", ~ ':'. 

o Has the company developed and documented a Year 2000 strategy? Please summarize 
your strategy. 

o Is the Year 2000 strategy supported by executive management? 

o Has the company established an executive management council or committee to guide 
the Year 2000 program? 

D Has a program manager been appointed and a Year 2000 program office been 
established and staffed? Who is the manager and what is his/her title and level in the 
company? How many employees and contractors are dedicated to this effort? 

o When did you begin your effort to become Year 2000 compliant and what is your 
estimated completion date for your compliance plan? 

D Summarize the resources you anticipate will be necessary for your company to remedy 
your Year 2000 issues. 

D Has the co~pany identified teclmical and management points of contacts in core 
business areas? 

D Does your particular industry have an organization that is providing Year 
2000 guidance and information? If so, please identify the organization. 

2 
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Assessment 

o Has the company defined Year 2000 compliance? Please provide your definition. 
Describe what tests or standards your company uses to determine "Year 2000 
compliant" status. 

o Has the company defined Year 2000 readiness? Please provide your definition. 
Describe what tests or standards your company uses to determine "Year 2000 ready" 
status. 

o Do you (or does your parent company) have a Year 2000 Compliance statement? If so, 
please attach. If not, do you plan to have one in the future? When? 

D What is the date at which you expect to be fully Year 2000 ready? 

D What is the date at which you expect to be fully Year 2000 compliant? 

o Has the company identified core business areas and processes? 

o Has the company assessed the severity of potential impact of Year 2000-induced 
failnres for core business arc~s and pr.x:e~:se5? Please describe SUC~l putcntiaI.impacts 
and l.hl.O respective ~;;everH:y of e'--.cJ.1. .. ... ... 

D Has the comp;my conducted a comprehensive enterprise-wide inventory of ~ts 
information systems? 

The company has 

D system inventory listing components and interiaces for each system 
D comprehensive plan to identify and eliminate obsolete code 

D Has the company developed a comprehensive list of automated systems? 

The company's list identifies 

o links to core business areas or processes o platforms, languages, and database management systems o operating system software and utilities o telecommunications o internal and external interfaces 
Downers o the availability and adequacy of source code and associated documentation 

3 
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o Has the company analyzed its automated systems and identified for each system? 

o non-repairable items (lack of source code or documentation) o conversion or replacement resources required for each platform, application, database 
management system, archives utility, or interface 

D Has the company prioritized its system conversion and replacement program? 

The company's prioritization process includes 

o service delivery systems prioritized ahead of billing and-administrative systems o ranking by business impact o ranking by anticipated failure date 
D identification of applications, databases, archives, and interfaces that cannot be 

converted because of resource and time constraints 

D Has the company established Year 2000 project teams for business areas and major 
systems? 

o Has the company develop'ed C" Year 2000 program plan? If so, please provjde the CPUC 
.' '.. . with a copy of the plan·' . , . " . 

The company's program 'p~an includes 

D schedules for all tasks and phases 
D master conversion and replacement schedule 
D assessment and selection of outsourcing options 
D assignment of conversion or replacement projects to project teams 
D risk assessment 

. D contingency plans for all systems 

o Has the company identified and 'mobilized required resources and capabilities? Please 
describe. 

o Has the company developed validation strategies and testing plans for all converted or 
replaced systems and their components? 

o Has the company analyzed and identified requirements for a Year 2000 test facility? 

D Has the company identified and acquired Year 2000 tools? 

o Has the company considered implementation scheduling issues? 

The company's program plan addresses 
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D where conversion will take place (data center or off-site location) 
D time needed to place converted systems into production 
D conversion of backup or archived data 

D In priority order identify the top twenty hardware and the top twenty software systems 
for whose operation your company is responsible that directly and immediately support 
the electrical services you offer. 

D For each of the systems identified in response to the prior question, provide your 
company's assessment of its Year 2000 compliance, identify components of the systems 
that are internally produced and those that are not int~rnally produced. 

D For each of the systems identified in response to the prior question that ~re not assessed 
as Year 200 compliant/set forth your schedule for (a) initiating remediation or 
replacement; (b) unit testing of compliance; (c) internal system integration testing for 
compliance; and (d) where appropriate, testing with interconnecting entities. Explain 
the' transactions that:will be used in conducting those tests. Identify any syst~Ins which 
you intend to make Year 2000 ready but do not intend to make Year 2000 compliant, 
and explain why. Of these systems, identify the systems which are currently Year 2000 : 
ready, and set forth your, schedule for making the remaining systems Year 2000 ready ..... 

o For e2.ch of the systems ide~tified in response to the prior qw~stion th~t an: :lot J8~e~i:er.: 
as Year 2000 compliant or Y{!ar 2000 ready, set forth your schedule for (a) developing 
contingency plans in case remediation plans are delayed or fail, including faihlre just 
before or after the change in date to the Year 2000, and including the leap year date of 
February 29, 2000; and (b) testing of those contingency plans. 

D Has the company addressed interface and data e~change issues? 

The company has 

. D analyzed dependencies on data provided by other organizations 
D contacted all entities with whom it exchanges data 
D identified the need for data bridges or filters 
D made contingency plans if no data are received from external sources 
D made plans to determine that incoming data are valid 
D developed contingency plans to handle invalid data 

D In assessing potential Year 2000 problems, which of the following best describes the 
anticipated impact for your operations? (check one) Please add additional information 
where appropriate: 

D We will identify and correct all Year 2000 problems before Jan. 1,2000. 

D We will be 100% compliant and/or ready sometime after Jan. 1,2000 with no 
significant disruptions to service or billing. 
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o We will be 100% compliant and/or ready sometime after Jan. 1,2000 with some 
significant disruptions to service or billing. 

o We will be 100% compliant and/or ready sometime after Jan.l, 2000 but our 
assessment is not accurate enough to identify all problems that may significantly 
affect service or billing. 

o We are not following a compliance plan that calls for prior assessment of potential 
Year 2000 problems. 

"\ o What is your plan for monitoring for potential problems after January I, 2000? 

o Has the company initiated the development of contingency plans for critical systems? 
Please provide a copy of your contingency plan. 

·0. Does the impact assessment document identify Year 2000 vulnerabl.e systems and 
. processes outside the traditional information resource management area that may affect 

.' :- ··.the·company's operations? Please provide. the'CPUC with docum::ntation of~uch ' .. ' 
, .identified impacts. . 

D telecommunication sys'tems, including telephone and data networks switching 
equipment 

o buiLding infrastructure 

Renovation 

o Is the company meeting its budget and schedule in the conversion of targeted 
. applications, platforms, databases, archives, or interfaces? 

D Is the company meeting its budget and schedule in developing bridges and filters to 
handle non-conforming data? 

o Is the company meeting its budget and schedule in the replacement of targeted 
applications and system components? 

o Is the company documenting all code and system modifications and using 
configuration management to control changes? 

o Is the company scheduling unit, integration, and system tests? 

o Is the company meeting its budget and schedule in eliminating targeted applications 
and system components? 
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D Is the company communicating the changes to its information systems to all internal 
and external users? 

D Is the company tracking the conversion and replacement process and collecting and 
using project metrics to manage the conversion and replacement process'? 

D Is the company sharing information among Year 2000 projects? 

The company is disseminating 

D"lessons learned" 
D best practices 

D What actions remain to be taken for your computer hardware to be fully Year 2000 
compliant? 

j. •.. ", ' o What actions remain to be taken in order for your infrastructure to be fully Year 2000 
. :CoDlpliant? ' ..... ~\~., ,',,', , 

o WI"tat actions have you taken to identiiy and. test embedded chips wiL.'1;n .yOill 
;. ~ , ' 

o ·What specific embedded chip Year 2000 problems have you found and in what way 
could they affect the services you provide? 

Validation 

o Has the company developed and documented test and validation plans for each 
converted or replaced application or system component? 

o Has the company developed and documented a strategy for testing 
contractor-converted or replaced applications or system components? 

D Has the c~mpany implemented a Year 2000 test facility? 

o Has the company implemented automated test tools and scripts? 

o Has the company performed unit, integration, and system tests on each converted or 
replaced component? 

The company's testing procedures include the following types of tests 

D regression 
D performance 
D stress 
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D forward and backward time 

D Is the company tracking the testing and validation process and collecting and using test 
metrics to manage the testing activities? 

D Has the company initiated acceptance tests? 

Implementation 

D Has the company defined its transition environment and procedures? 

D Has the company developed and documented a schedule for the implementation of all 
converted' or replaced applications and system components? 

D Has the company resolved data exchange issues and intercompany concerns? Has the 
company dealt with database and archive conversion? 

o Has the company completed acceptance testing? 

o E.-:s e::.~ company implemented contingency plans? 

o Has the company reintegrated the converted and replaced systems and relat~d 
databases into the production environment? 

Program and Project Management 

D Has the company established a Year 2000 program management structure? 

The company has 

D appointed a Year 2000 program manager and established a Year 2000 
program team 

D identified technical and management representatives from each core business 
area 

D Based on the assessment of its program management capabilities, has the company 
developed and implemented policies, guidelines, and procedures to manage a major 
program? 

The company's policies, guidelines, and procedures include 

D configuration management 
D quality assurance 
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D risk management 
D project scheduling and tracking 
D metrics 
D budgeting 

D Is the company monitoring the Year 2000 program to ensure that projects are following 
required policies and procedures for configuration management, project scheduling and 
tracking, and metrics? 

D Have you addressed Year 2000 compliance and/ or readiness with external 'suppliers, 
contractors, and other business partners or vendors? '\ 

D Have you determined if your suppliers and vendors are Year 2000 compliant and/ or 
Year 2000 ready? If no, why not? If yes and your suppliers and vendors are not Year 
2000 compliant, what negative impact can this have on your provision of electrical 
service? . 

o What facilities and equipment have vendors been certified as Year 2000 compliant? 

·n What facilities and equipment have vendors been certified ?S Year 2000 ready? 

,;' .". ','; ' .. ' 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
"',',' 
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